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mUWSSL INVOLVED g SUICXBAb Bffl/MtOBa

The aJj» of the study, to provide infora&tlon cm the personality

eharaoteristies of persons who haw© attempted suicide, was prompted fcy

the leak of payehologle&l information on persona attempting suicide

sad by the presence of s Considerable bod? of psychiatric and social

information on suicidal behaviour In Edinburgh. It was felt that a

descriptive psychological study would complement the psyehlatrio and

social work studies of ICessel (1963) and HcCulloch (1965)#

Several thousand emtributicna have been aade to the psychiatric

literature on suicide and attempted suicide and only the relevant British

literature has been reviewed* Tfntll about ton years ago research was

concerned mainly rith the discovery of ^etiological motors and other

clinical aspects of persons who had attempted suicide, Currently there

is more accent on the social aspects of attempted suicide which is viewed

as a phenomenon worthy of study in its own right rather than as a special

ease of completed suicide. Clinicians have bears unable to delineate an

"attempted suicide personality" although a number of characteristics have

been consistently found in masy studies.

Almost all studies of attempted suicide using psychological tests ere

American and show tcmny serious failings in methodology and theory. The3©

failings, and the lack of any adequate British contribution®, stress the

need for a psychological study of a well defined populatiim of attempted

suicide patient©.



Hftgr am and 50 women who vera admitted to the oisoning Treat»imt

Centre, Ward 3 of the Boys! lafiraargr of 3dii*bur$h hating deliberately

yeteoaed or injured themselves were tested* Hash patient was seen in*

dlvidually in the ward and oompleted the questionnaire* and intentoriea

which ware ohosen for their wide coverage of personality variables and

for the ami lability of norsetlvc data* Pemogropblo and clinical in¬

formation vaa gathered and the patients tested did not differ on these

data from a readonly selected group of patients admitted over the sane

period of thee*

The Main findings were these: (1) An SSI diagnosis of character

disorder ooeurred in alaoat half the eases seen: this was twice the

frequency with which it oeeurs in psychiatric stipulations, (2) attempted

suicides were Much sore hostile than normals or neurotica, (5) attempted

suicides were aore anxious, soeewhat more introverted and less conscien¬

tious than average, (4) when #ithin-group oo;aparisona were carried out

it sea found that the eexee behaved differently, jam varying mainly along

the dimension of oxtrapunitive hostility while vtonen varied aoat on anxiety*
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The aim of this study is to provide infomation on the personality

characteristics of persona vho have attempted suicide. Suoh an sin was

prompted to? two footers; the leek of psychological test data on persons

attempting, suicide and the presence of a considerable body of psyehiatrio

and social information on suicidal behaviour in Edinburgh. aychological

techniques have not featured with any great frequency in studies of suicidal

behaviour, only two investigations using suoh techniques having been carried

out in Britain (Vinoda, 1964, 1966; Philip and MeCulloeh, 1967b, 1968).
Neither of these investigations provided a broedba.sed, general description

of the personality of those who attempt suicide, indeed the second study

merely incorporated two short paycholo, ical tests in a atuuy which was

concerned mainly with social variables in attempted suicide. It is the

aim of this thesis to ©over a wide rang© of personality traits as well as

investigating symptoraa and signs of mental illhealth and to relate those

measures to the findings of previous workers in dinburgh. The study is

descriptive rather than predictive; it is intended to provide a body of

psychological information on those eitlsens of Mlnburgh and its environs

who are admitted to the !?oyaX Infirmary following an episode of suicidal

behaviour, thus complementing the payohlatrlo and social information provided

by Kessel (1965) and tSeCulloeh (1965).



The literature on suicidal behaviour is copious and covers a wide range

of topios. Farbero* and : hneidcaan (1962.) provided a bibliography covering

the period 1897-1957 ia which over 1500 articles or books were cited. The

decade since 195? has been one of increased activity in the field and has

led to more than 1000 entries in Index Medlous relating to sons aspect of

suicide. The quality and scientific standing of these contributions are

varied; speculative, woolly papers vie with others whose conclusions are

cautious and closely related to observed data. These dissimilarities

reflect the wide range of interests, orientations and training of the many

professions involved in studying suicidal behaviour. Fear authors have made

more than a passing contribution to the literature and four Qantraa stand

out as having aads maJ-.-.r contributions in theory, methodology and experimental

findings. Pride of place must go to Farberow and Lhneidaan of T<os Angeles

whose prodigious output of faot and theory has led to the rapid development

of suicide prevention agencies throughout the united States as well as

providing much stimulation to other workers. In Philadelphia, the work of

Tucka&n and his co-workers has contributed much factual information, especially

in relating suicidal behaviour to ether indices of social disorder. In

Britain, tengel has contributed mush to our awareness of the magnitude of

the problem posed by suicidal behaviour; like the Los Angeles workers his

theoretical formulations have been as important as his experimental findings,
' dinburgh, by virtuo of having had a ward in the :royal Infirmary for many

years shore persons attempting suicide could be treated, and of having had

a succession of psychiatrists who turned their attention to the problem of

suicidal behaviour in general rather than to it© manifestations in the li.ait.ed

sphere of the psychiatric hospital, merits being ranked alongside Iocs Angeles,



Philadelphia and h®fileId. The contributions of Batchelor in the 1950s

and Keasel a deo&do later have been influential and provocative. Their

writing s highlight the value of serial studies of suicidal behaviour where

one can recognise not only the growing magnitude of the problem but also

shifts in orientation and assunptions about the population under scrutiny.

Many authors have reviewed the literature relating to all or part of

the field of suicidal behaviour (Dublin, 1%3? Farberow and hneldra n, 19^1 j

Vlnoda, 1964) and it would be repetitious to paraphrase such work. For the

purpose of the present study the most pertinent literature would appear to

be that concerned with attempted suicide in Britain, in particular the work

carried out in dinburgh, with studies using formal psychological techniques,

and with work relating to rwathodological end theoretical aspects of the

psychological tests to be used in this study, ' he first area is of course

essential in order to define the population under study and to take note of

personality and other features which have been brought to light in clinical

and epidemiological studies, Stengel (1964) has expressed doubts about

the value of international comparisons in suicidal behaviour and so attention

has been foeuesed on British studies. It is inevitable that the present

work will be moat closely related to the large hedy of researoh results

emanating from previous work carried out in Edinburgh#

Zn view of the paucity of good studies on the formal psychological

characteristics of attempted suicides, all studies considered to be relevant

have been reviewed, regardless of their country of origin. The test in¬

struments used in this thesis have all been shown to have acceptable reliability

and validity; reports relating to ihwse properties and to the theories under¬

lying the tests are particularly pertinent and have been included for review.



i*fU4t4<mf of attempted suicide

Much early research on attempted suicide locked upon this'phenomenon as

failed, frustrated or bungled suicide, Stengel and Cook (1958) in their

surrey of the literature commented that, "Research into attempted suicide,

therefore, has largely been pursued with the aim of aiding that into suicide".

These authors made an important contribution to the study of suicidal behaviour

by contending that attempted suicide presented issues peculiar to itself' as

well as sharing problems with suicide. The definition of attempted auioide

offered by Stengel (1964) is as follows, "A suicidal attempt is any act of

self-damage inflicted with self-destructive intention, however vague and

ambiguous. Sometimes this Intention has to be inferred from the patient*s

behaviour", Suicidal attempts as thus defined arm frequently insufficient

to cause death and must be related to the social setting of the patient. In

situations which Uaratairs (1964) has called 'crises of despair" some people

injure themselves in order to appeal for help, to spite others or to submit

themselves to trial by ordeal, Stengel has described the suicidal attempt

as being Janus-faced, looking at the one and the same time towards life and

death,

Kessel (Kessel, UoCullooh and Simpson, 190) considered that since it

was generally accepted that attea ted suicide «.as something other than in¬

complete suicide it was misleading to continue to use the former term. To

say that a person fend attempted suicide provided neither a diagnosis nor a

description of behaviour but rather an interpretation of behaviour, uoh

an interpretation was often difficult to make, Kessel suggested that the

term self-poisoning sight describe more accurately the behaviour observed

and might also facilitate the adequate treatment of patient® by obviating
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the need for difficult judgements of "seriousness of intent*' by non-ps^chiatrlc

aedioal staff* Kessol (1966) elaborated his reasons for using the tarns

golf-poisoninE and sell-injury by stressing that not all the persons in his

cohort had demonstrated lethal intent in their act,

Kaeael's didactic efforts appear to have two sain targets. He is con¬

cerned to Impress on mm-psyehiatrle medical practitioners the need to refer

all cases of deliberate self-poisoning or self-injury to a psychiatrist,

irrespective of tha apparent seriousness or triviality of the act. He is

also concerned to impress upon the psychiatrist the need to approach these

eases with an open mind and to ascertain the cause of the distress which led

to the act. He considers that in treating the patient there is little to

be gained by attempting to infer the presence of intent to die.

Thile these efforts are praiseworthy and are necessary to arrive at a

better understanding and treatment of persons who "poison themselves" or

"attempt suicide", Kcseol'a nm labels are ices necessary. To cover all

aspects of the behaviour to be described it is necessary to use eelf-polooninis

and self-injury. Further, it must bo denoted whether the behaviour is

"accidental" or "deliberate**. This is an interpretation of behaviour. To

paraphrase Kessol, oCulloch and hiapson (1965), deliberate sclf-poiconlpff
or aelf-injurv is neither a diagnosis nor a description of behaviour but

rather an interpretation of behaviour which is not always easy to make.

Deliberate self-poisoning or self-iniurr fails to reflect the link between

such behaviour and completed suicide; of 216 suicides occurring in Edinburgh

between 1963 and 1965, 53 (24.5 ) had had a recorded history of at least one

previous episode of attempted suicide ( (cCulloch, hilip and Carstairs, 19^7).

| The odds against the average Edinburgh eitieen committing suicide are 653^-1!
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for those who have a history of attempted suicide the odds drop to 29-1

against. In this way a parson who has had a suicidal attempt enters a

group whoso chances of dying by suicide are 225 times greater than average.

Of the 5X1 persons seen by Kessel and McCulloch following sets of

deliberate self-poisoning and self-injury in 1962-19&3, 126 were re-admitted

to the olsoning Treatment Centre at least once in the four years following

their key admission (Engines, personal communication). Of these repeaters,

11 (6.^) subsequently canaltted suicide in the follos-up period while 12

of the non-repeaters (3.1$) also died by suicide. In all, almost one in

twenty of Kessel*a cohort have died by suicide, & high figure for so rare

an event. vhilo it is true that the overlapping population of those who

have committed suicide having had a previous attempt accounts for lust under

5 per cent of all attempted suicides, it accounts for 25 per cent of all

completed suicides. She term attempted suicide reminds practitioners that

persons behaving in a self-damaging way frequently kill thornselves at a

later date. Attempts to predict future episodes of suicidal behaviour are

being made (Suglaaa, ibid.) but these have not yet attained any degree of

sophistication. ntil such time as this population can be divided into

more homogeneous sub-groups about whose future behaviour some prediction

can be made, it Is surely appropriate to regard every case as a potential

suicide. Kessel (1966) wished to discard the term attempted suicide on the

grounds that many such acts lack lethal intent* But he himself has shown

(Kessel and McCulloch, 1966) that his measure of seriousness of intent failed

to predict further episode® of suicidal behaviour, whether fatal or not.

Another term, oseudocids has bean suggested by Leonard-donea and ..aher

(1959) to describe some cases of non-fatal self-injury. These physicians

/



studied thirty-four cases of attempted suloi&s and considered thirtoan

of theso to have n&do a spurious attempt in that they never meant to kill

themselves. Stengel (1964) has pointed out that the term oaeudooide Is

ambiguous and, like ^beyate Jf&fra&«BSa& ML nogleoU the
suicidal component in this behaviour.

In this study the ten attempted aulcldo. m defined by ./tongs1 (1964) $

will be used to denote the solf-dao&glng behaviour under investigation.

The imperfections of this terra are recognised but it describes the im¬

plications and fc&s&rda of aelf-damaging behaviour sore accurately than

any other term offered in its place, here the terms self-poisoning,

self-injury, self-damaging, or non-fatal suicidal behaviour arc used they

should be considered as syncnyaous with attempted suicide.
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In a study which Is concerned with the pgyohologteal oh motarlatioa

of persona attesptin; suicide th® main contribution of the psychiatric

literature Is to provide information on the characteristics of the population

under study. Descriptions of various patient populations in terms of

variables such as ago, sex and other baste data, method used in the attempt,

psychiatric and social factors present and ultimate disposal are plentiful

and permit th® formation of an overall impression of attempted suicide in

Britain, Differences between this overall picture and th# situation as

it appears in Edinburgh are relevant in determining th extent to which

psychological results obtained in Edinburgh can be generalised to other

parts of th# country, Squally important is the fact that the findings

end conclusions of clinical studies are of value in providing grounds for

stndyin- possible within- roup differences in personality,

Keaael (1965) has drawn attention to the steep rise in the incidence

of attempted suicide in recent years end such a rice makes the detailed

findings of early workers of doubtful value. Both fast (1913) and Hopkins

(1937) studied largo numbers of cases of attempted suicide and, while time

end th© change of law in England have redwood the value of their detailed

results, their lucid ooementa and descriptions are still very relevant.

In his aooount of 1000 mers seen in Brixton Prison between 1907 and 1910

East (1913) spoke out in favour of attempted suicide remaining an offense

under the law. This attitude was more enlightened than might appear at



first sightf he said, w'emanded to prison they have an opportunity afforded

thorn of recovering themselves with the assistance of rest* good food* quiet

and medical attention in the prison hospital* The insane often for the

first tine cone under nodical observation* and cans be treated as suoh* and

at last be prevented from continuing as a dan or to themselves or others*

During the reemnd the court missionary* or some other philanthropic person,

or charitable society or prison visitor* may find the accused employment

and render material assistance to those in need". Clearly* East regarded

prison as a place of asylum for those who had attempted suicide and nowadays

a poisoning treatment centre with psychiatric and social work help available

would serve suoh a function. East found that alcoholism* unemployment*

destitution* insanity* domestic troubles and morbid mental states not

amounting to insanity were all common causes of attempted suicide* Of

his 1000 eases only 3 per oent had a history of psychiatric illness* Twenty-

seven per e<mt of his cases had had intemperate parents and in 39 per cent

of his sample alcoholism was considered wholly or partly the cause of the

attempt. Despite its now outmoded literary style this vintage paper des¬

cribes a population which is recognlsably similar to that seen in Edinburgh* s

Poisoning Treatment Centre* Although a male prison population* it was also

a remanded attempted suicide population and appears to have been muoh more

varied in its composition than many later studies in which the mentally ill

were over-represented*

Between 1932 and 1935* in Liverpool* 656 patients were seen following a

suicidal attempt. Hopkins (1937) studied these patients and gave a detailed

analysis of the first 100 oases. There was a slight excess of men (353 M*

298 f) which is unusual in studies of attempted suicides* The most frequent
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age group for women was the early twenties, while for mem It was the late

twenties. Domestic gee was used in the attempt by one third of all oases,

and for men throat Qutting (21$) and ingestion «f poison (19$) were the

next most ooaaonly used methods* Poisoning accounted for a further third

of women, who used cutting methods much less often (7") than men. Of the

100 casts he studied in detail, Hopkins found that 64 per cent of men and

16 per oent of women were unemployed while IB per cent of the sample were

living in conditions of eoonomie stress. A previous attempt had been made

by twelve patients. He reported tht mental disorder was present in one

third of his patients while only 13 per cent were alcoholics. The attitudes

of the patients to their attempt varied considerably} almost half (48 per

cent) of the oases expressed regret at what they bad done, 10 per cent denied

suicidal intent and 22 per cent said that they still wished to die* Hopkins,

like Bast, sow that the patients he had studied and treated would continue to

require help --Then they resumed their ordinary lives* He advocated the

setting up of a clinic which, •will provide thorn with necessary "moral support".

Such a clinic, however, will have its strongest appeal at present when divorced

from mental ward or mental hospital".

During the years 1950-1932 Batcholor studied 200 eases of attempted

suicide {92 M, 108 F) who were admitted to art 3 of the loyal Infirmary of

Edinburgh* His findings were published in piecemeal fashion (SJatchelor,

1954a,b,o, 1955} Batcholor and Kapler, 1953a,b, 1954) and it is not possible

to present an accurate picture of his sample as a whole* Beth Stengel and

Cook (1958) and :.feCulloch (1965) have cast doubt on the representativeness

of Batohclor's sample, the latter suggesting thai Satchelor's "consecutive

admissions" were in fact "consecutive referrals" since even as late as 1962
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patient* la Kdiaburgh ware referred to psychiatrists only at the discretion

of the {dsQrsieiaaoia-ohsrge (Keesal and bee, 1562) • Botehelor (1954a) re¬

ported that 21.5 par cent of his oases gave a history of excessive drinking

while 28.5 par cent had given a family history of alcoholism or excess

drinking. At the time of their attempt 19*5 per cent of Ms cohort were

under the influence of alcohol. Almost (me quarter of his patients had

made a previous suicidal attempt (Batohelor, 19tJJb). He reported that,

while only 14 per cent of patients diagnosed as suffering from depression

had made a previous attempt, 45 per cent of those diagnosed as psychopaths

were repeatere. ntoholor put forward the notion of suicidal attempts being

aoute frustration reactions which occurred in temperamentally unstable

personalities. Diagnoses of psychopathy were made in 42 caeca (Batohelcr,

1954c) of whom 20 gave a family history of psychiatric abnormality, alcoholism

being prominent. In six patients a family history of suicidal behaviour ..as

recorded. Of the 20 cases who gave a history of alcoholism, 16 had first

degree relatives who were also alcoholics. hirty-on© (74 ) psychopaths

had experienced a broken hone in childhood compared with thes figure of 50

per cent for the scries as a whole (Batohelor and Kapler, 1953b). For the

40 oases aged 60 or over (Batch©lor and Sapior, 1953c), physical illness was

a major precipitant, being present in 45 per cent of these cases. on®H-

ness was even sore common, 57.5 per cent of these older cases being thus

motivated in their attempt. Reporting an a am year follow-up, Batohelor

and Kapler (1954) stated that 7 patients had another suicidal attempt rhilo

3 were known to have committed suicide. A further case died in oirousastaaces

suggestive of suicide but conclusive evidence was aot available. Only in

this follow-up study were details of age and diagnosis given for the roup
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as a whole; for both sexes the peak ag© of incidence was in the twenties

while depression (56/!) and psychopathy (215) wears the major diagnoses,

MoCullooh (19*>5) criticised the lack of stated definitions and criteria in

Satefeelor's stuqy, particularly in inspect to the fell©w«up investigation.

Despite these drawbacks the stud1/ affords n certain ommt of information

on attempted suicide in Minburgh whloh is useful when taken in conjunction

with later reecareh in that city.

At the same time as Batehelor was operating in idinburgh, tengel was

at work In 'onion gathering data on attempted suicides who had been admitted

to hospital. The rasulta of his studies (Stengel and Cook, 1956) were im¬

pressive and his argument for regarding suicidal attempts as social behaviour

patterns provided impetus for a renewed interest in the phenomenon, Five

groups of patients were studied between 19M> and 1953 and two of those groups,

comprising 210 patients, were followed up to ascertain the patients* state

of health as well ©a the immediate and long-iem effects of the suicidal

attempt on their relationships with the environment, Stengel was careful

to point out that ho had no way of telling ho® representative hi® various

samples were and ho elected not to carry out any statistical analysis. Most

of his patients were aged between 24 and 44 years, worsen being somewhat younger

than men, Hi© ratio off «sen to women varied frcas group to group* two groups

having more men than women, Depression was the most common psychiatric

diagnosis with personality disorder being next most frequent. Alcoholism

was much less common than it had hem in Batehelor*© (1954a) cohort. Sine®

the groups wore studied at different times, Stengel was able to report that

as time passed nareoiies were used more often and gas loss often as a method

of attempt. Soon information on family background as available for the



patients la the two groups which were followed up* A broken home la

ohlldhood had occurred la only one third of these oases* fee of them in

cases where the diagnosis was of psychopathy, and 58 per cent of patients

reported a history of "nervous breakdown* in the family* la the absence

of control data Stengel wisely refused to speculate on the implications

of these findings*

hilo regaining swore of the importance of dynamic motivations, which

psyohoanalytically-orlenteu writers such as Morwinger (1938) had discussed

st length, Stengel's efforts were aimed at Integrating the suicidal attempt

with its social context* On the basis of the oases he had studied >ten ol

considered that most suicidal attempts appeared to have mode intervention

possible or even probable, so that survival was at least as natural arid

legitimate an outcome as death* Begardless of the underlying mental con¬

dition of the patient, each suicidal attempt r.*s soon to have a discernible

social element; two common aspects of this social element were its appeal

Stengel considered the appeal function to be inherent in most suicidal

attempts although the patient was not necessarily aware of its presence*

He thought it inappropriate to talk of genuine and non—genuine attempts

when such a distinction was based on whether or not the patient was aware

of the appeal quality of his act* nonetheless, It seemed that attempt® in

which the patient seemed unaware of his appeal mobilised a greater desire

to help em the part of the environment* Attempt* where the appeal was

obvious were often labelled, "hysterical3 but Stengel pointed out that it

was erroneous to soy that attempted suicide, because of its appeal quality,

was an hysterical reaction for, ^lystorda produces no behaviour pattern of
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its owm it avails itself, and accentuates 0QKB$CXni patterns, pr#f#wbly of

high communicative value", the ordeal oh&racter of nuiold&l attests

appeared relevant in view of the foot that many people accepted the outcome

of the act without uaaur, often ascribing the result to fate, chance or the

will of 6od. On subsequent occasions Stengel (1960a,b, 1964) has reiterated

these views on the social aspects of attempted suicide and his efforts,

coupled with the general increase of interest in social and community psy¬

chiatry, have had a ;;reat influence on subsequent research. His attempts

to propagate the view that attempted suicide can be studied in its am right,

not simply as an aspect of completed suicide, have facilitated the formulation

of new ways of studying the phenomenon, <'hile recognising that suicide and

attempted suicide comprise two overlapping populations, Stengel rightly pointed

out that only a small proportion of attempted suicides subsequently kill them*

selves. It has been shown earlier in this thesis that In dinburgh the

overlap between the populations is such that it accounts for only b per cent

of attempted suicides but 2b per cent of completed suicides. Thus while a

greater knowledge of factors influencing attempted suicide may be of aid in

understanding many suicides the converse does not hold true. Indeed, to

attempt to explain the behaviour of persona attempting suicide using theories

and notions based on the study of completed suicides often leads to error and

confusion.

To emphasise the difference between the two populations Kessel (1963)

introduced the concept of "eelf-poisoning" to replace "attempted auioidewj

his reasons for seeking a new term have already boon discussed, Kesselfs

research in Edinburgh took up where Stengel*® work left offj the sise of

the city, the organisation of medical services end th© presence of a research
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team all facilitated the progress of a study Jhooe main finding® on the

clinical, social and follow-up characteristics of solf-d©struetivo be¬

haviour were presented in the Milroy Lectures of 1965 (Keasel, 196&).
A prelia&noxy study by Kessel and Lee (1962) on patients admitted

to Lard 3 of the Royal Xafirm&xy of Edinburgh during I960 revealed m excess

of married women) this confirmed tho authors* opinion that marital conflict

played an important, role in non-fatal auioid&l behaviour, syohiatrle in¬

patient treatment was given to 26 per oent of oases, out-patient treatment to

24*5 per cent while the remaining 49*5 per cent received no further psychiatric

attention* The authors commented on the lack of adequate social work facili¬

ties, pointing out that many of the problems presented by their oases were of

the kind beet solved by social follow-up* 1962 a social worker had been

added to the team and the psyoMatrde service in ard 3, described by

Kessel, MoCullooh and Simpson (1963)# laid great emphasis an the assessment

end treatment of social ills found in patients who had attempted suicide*

This paper reported on the characteristics of 436 attempted suicide patients

admitted to ard 3, oyal Infirmary of Edinburgh, during 1962* -omen were

admitted in greater numbers than men, the sex ratio being 3 women to 2

The admission rate indicated that one in ©very thousand adult oitisane of

Edinburgh was admitted to hospital having attempted suicide* In both mm

and women the 25-34 age group manifested the greatest incidence, the peak

being most marked for women* Barbiturates were taken In over half the cases

(56$) while aspirin (13;1), "other drugs" (20 1 and coal gas (91?) were also

used with so»o frequency* The methods commonly used were quit© different

from those reported by last (1913) and Hopkins (19375* patients suffered

from organic disorders or from psychoses, omen were seen to suffer from
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depression or « neurotio condition in 59 per cent of the oases seen; 12 per

sent were diagnosed as personality disorders and 17 per cent were domed to

have no psychological illness* The most conmon diagnosis for men was

personality disorder* 29 per sent being so diagnosed* with depression and

neurosis accounting for a further 52 per cent of cases* A primary diagnosis

of alcoholism was given to 17 per oent of the ®@n* a further 15 per cant had

alcoholism as a secondary diagnosis* and 10 per cent were fro© fro® psychia-

trle abnormality* Those eases where no psychiatric disorder was found seamed

to have been prompted to poisoning by adverse social factors alone* debt-

ridden housewives and Jilted girls being prominent in this category* Almost

one quarter of all patients were discharged within 24 hours of their admission*

a further quarter left within two days and only 10 per oent remained longer

than eight days* Older people tended to remain in hospital for longer

periods* this in part reflecting the difficulty experienced In obtaining in¬

patient aeoommodation for older persons* As in the previous report (Eaaael

and Lee* 1962) * one quarter of all oases were given psychiatric in-patiunt

treatment* Those given out-patient car®, including social work treatment*

accounted for 46 per cent of oases* a figure almost double that of the earlier

report* leaving 50 per eent of the cohort with no further psychiatric attention*

Kessel and his co-workers concluded that much of the benefit of their service

could be attributed to its timeliness; patients were seen promptly and while

they were still in hospital*

While most cases of attempted suicide in Edinburgh are admitted to Ward

5 of the Soyal Infirmary* sense patients are adedtied elsewhere* The extent

to which other institutions admitted attempted suicides and the subsequent

psychiatric disposal of such patients was investigated by Kessel* UoCullooh*



Eendsy, leslie, '»&: laco and ''.abator (1964)* Of 347 patients attending

a hospital following .an episode of attempted suicide during the twelve

months from Juno 1962, 302 presented at the Royal Iafireasy, Of these

302 patients, 4#4 (94') *«W® admitted and nearly all of the latter (925)
ware aeon by a psychiatrist* The patients not presenting at ard 3 showed

similar characteristics as regards age, sex, mode of referral and method of

attempt, although more of thea hud used coal gas as a method, yet only one

half of the®, aror© seen by a psychiatrist, usually because they had been

transferred to aid 3 of the loyal Infirmary# The authors expressed con¬

cern that psychiatric aid for perso»3 attempting suicide should bo so

dependent on their being sent to one hospital rather than another#

The lilrqgr oetures given by Sesael (19&3) presented a wealth of in¬

formation on patients who had poisoned thaaselvesj while there was some

doubt about his new terminology there wee no doubt as to the importance

of his results (Anon#, 1969)• The cohort studied comprised 465 persons

admitted to ard 3 of the loyal Infirmary of dinburgh follcrring a suicidal

attempt# Those patients were admitted to hospital during the twelve months

from June 1962 and hence overlap with the population studied by Kessel,

MoCulloch end Simpson (1963) • The basic ciiaracisristlos of patients

reported in the earlier papor apply to the later cohort and need not be

repeated here. atea of incidence for attempted suicide were found to

vary considerably from ward to ward of the city, being highest in the old

slum areas and en aroa whore many slum families had bean rehoused, and

owes! in the middle class areas to the west of the city# On the basis

of these rates four groups of -.ards were formed, group 1 consisting of the

six wards with highest rates, group 2 consisting of the next six, group 3
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the next live end group k the tlx wards with the lowest rates* Similar
v

groupings were carried out for a number of (tersographio variables which were

eonaidered to be indices of social disorganisation and social isolation?

these latter being important factors In the ecology of suicide in London

(Salnsbuzy, 1955)* She indices of social disorganisation; ovororowdlctg,

family dislocation and where criminals resided, were all significantly

correlated with ©elf-poisoning* On the other hand, aool&l isolation, as

measured by the proportion of single-person households and proportion of

people living in hotels, did not relate to salf-poisonlng,

An attempt to assess the degree of endangerment to life ma made by

drawing together information about the amount of poison taken and about the

extent to whioh precautions had been taken to avoid or ensure detection.

Four categories of predicted outcome were derived; these ranged from certain

death to oertain survival* Although almost one half of all patients fell

within the "certain to survive" category, Kessel pointed out that this did

not mean that these patients were not in need of help* In view of his

earlier findings on the prevalence of marital confliot in these patients

(Kessel and 1962) it was no surprise to find that half of the patients

who were married had poor relationships with their spouses; hostility, un¬

faithfulness and drunkenness being common* Interpersonal relationships

outwith marriage were little better; whether married or sin .1© these patients

showed an Inability to relate well to the koy individuals in their lives*

Parental loss in childhood or early adolescence was common; by the age of

fifteen over half the patients had lost one or other of their parents*

Given such a background of broken homes, poor social circumstances and

impoverished interpersonal relations, it was not surprising that essel found
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that disharmony with spouse, kin or lover, drunkenness and financial and

work problems all acted as precipitating factors. The main methods used

did not differ trm those reported earlier (leased, usCullooh and 3ispao»,

1963). Keasel emphasised the steep rise in tho use of barbiturate as a

method, reminding his audience of the lethal potential of powerful drugs

given tor therapeutic purposes. Compared with the earlier study, Keasel's

cohort showed t»ro patient© diagnosed as having no psychiatric illness, 26

per cent of mm and 20 per eent of women being so classified. Patient®

with psyohiatrio illnesses other than character disorder were more likely

to have acted in a Mfe-endan^ erlt\ manner then persons diagnosed as person¬

ality disorders or those deemed normal. Alcoholism was a dominant factor,

39 per cent of sen and 8 per cent of women being addicted. In addition,

over half the non and almost « quarter of tho woman had taken alcohol

shortly before their suicidal attempt.

Kessel considered that distress, despair and unhapplness, whether

springing, from within the patient or resulting from social pressures, were

important factors in self-poisoning behaviour. The act itself appeared

to have been impulsive In about two thirds of all case®, younger persons

being impulsive rather more frequently than their elders. Such impulsive

acts were lees life-eadaagtring than premeditated acts, although 26 per cent

of these impulsive acts had e predicted outcome of probable or certain death.

In one third of all nets some warning of intention was given; the appeal

quality of sueh earnings was obvious to the patient in many of these oases.

Much of Kessel's attention was given to considering possible means of

reducing the ava' lability of drugs which could bo taken on impulse, K*»

cessive prescribing of sedative and tranqullllalng drugs, and the ready
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availability of aspirin, were features of medical practice which could be

brought under closer acrutiny; he thought that If drugs were not readily

available people would seek other, less dangerous weys of getting help,

MoCalloeh (1965) reported on a one year fbllow-up of the patients whose

olinioal and social factors were reported by Kcccel (1965)* atients were

followed up and changes in their soeial and marital situations assessed

four months and twelve months after their hospital cdisaion, Information

at these points in time was obtained for 99 per oent of the cohort* The

social and marital assessments of patients at four months and at twelve months

were very similar* "Carried persons were seen to have the best social prognosis,

especially in those cases where the patient was aged over % years, had been

married for more than five years and had, prior to the suleidal attempt, an

adequate relationship with the marriage partner* Patients whose marriages

had been beset by violence, infidelity or excessive drinking showed a poor

social prognosis* Degree of life endan/ormont was not related to subsequent

social improvement but patients who were psyohlatrically ill had a better

prognosis than those who suffered from person lity abnormalities* In parti¬

cular, those patients who were both character disordered and olooholic had a

very poor prognosis. As regards method, patients who had used aspirin showed

better than average social improvement while those who had out themselves or

had used a method not involving poison manifested poor improvement, here

the preeipltatin , factor in the suicidal attempt had been material eireua-

stanoes, the prognosis see less favourable than whore interpersonal difficulties

had been the motive*

"loCulloch considered that the most important factor in both marital and

social improvement m& alteration of the patients* attitudes towards the key
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persons in their lives* He found that where tho patients* attitudes wore

unchanged iaprovaciont me rare. Changes in the attitudes of key persons

towards patients did have some effect on marital and social outcome, but

this effect was less marked than change brought about by modification® in

the patients* behaviour#

Of the patients seen by Keaeel (1965) and followod-up by MeCulloch (1965)#

97 (19/') repeated their sots within one year of their key admission (easel

and cCullooh, 1966)# This percentage of repeated attempts was similar to

the find: nga of Batchelor (1954b) and Stengel and Cock (1958)# Kessel and

UcCullooh considered that some people wore repeat prone} 39 per cent of the

original cohort had given a history of a previous suicidal attempt but of

those who repeated their acts in the follow-up year 58 per cent had given

such a history at their key admission# Most repeat episodes occurred within

three months of tho initial attempt, men and women being equally represented#

Patients who were unmarried, separated or divorced were over-represented in

the repeat group} Kessel and McCulloch concluded that an extant marriage

reduced the likelihood of repeated suicidal attempts# One third of those

patients who had inflicted injuries on themselves repeated their attempt as

compared with one fifth of those who poisoned themselves# In general, people

who repeated used the same method, injury or poisoning, as had been used in

the initial attempt. No association was found between repeated suicidal

behaviour, whether fatal or not, and /.easel's life endangerment scale#

Those whose initial act had been considered Impulsive were found to be more

likely to repeat their not# Considering th© group on the basis of tho diag¬

noses which had bean given on their key admission, it was found that patients

with personality disorders h i the highest repeat rate} this -as especially
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true for those who were alcoholics or dependent on drugs. Kesssl and

'cCullooh concluded that rsaay attempted suloidcs needed prolonged contact

with some social agency so that support was am'lable when required. These

conclusions differ only in details fro® those put forward by East (1913)
and Hopkins (1937).

Kessel (19^5) touched on sobs© ecological correlates of attempted sui¬

cide and this topic as further explored by Philip and 1'oCulloch (Philip
and tfcCulloeh, 1966, 1967a; KoCullooh and Philip, 1967b). They studied

th© relationships between a number of social factors and deviant or pay-

ohiatrically disturbed behaviour, using a simple method of typal analysis

(KeQuitty, 1957) to group the social indices into clusters. Analysis of

the ecological data (hilip and ?4oCulloeh, 1966) revealed a cluster of Items

relating attempted suicide to children taken into core, R.S.S.P.C.C, contacts

and sohool absenteeism. The addition of further variables (Philip and

McCulloch, 1967a) resulted in "repeated suicidal attempts" being added to

this cluster. On the basis of those findings it was hypothesised that

persons admitted to ard 3 of the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh following a

suicidal attempt would show high rates of incidence for the variables presented

above a® well as for other variables which, although outwith the cluster, were

significantly correlated with attempted suicide. Of IOC patients consecu¬

tively admitted to ard 3 following a suicidal attempt, 95 were interviewed

with reference to the variables found in the ecological study to be related

to attempted suicide. MeCullooh and Philip (1967b) reported that the rates

of incidence for these variables - repeated attempted suicide, overcrowding,

prosecutions following trouble with the law, having been taken into care as

a child, having been absent fro® school or having been in contact with the
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N.S.3»?,C.e, as a child - were far In excess of the atonal rates of Inoid-

•rm of those variables for the city of Edinburgh* Forty-four patients

had children, not all of whom were of nn age to haw bean absent from school

or to hare appeared before a court* It was found that the rates of inoiA-

mm shown by those children wore also In excess of the city rates*

MeCulloch and Philip concluded that ecological variables* when suitably

MtlyaH, oould bo used to provide testable hypotheses about individuals)

certainly their findings added to the body of data relating to the amount

of social pathology present in those who attempt suicide*

The papers thus far reviewed have all been of socio note* either because

of the seminal ideas they have put forward or because* in the case of the

Edinburgh work* they provided a series of lnter-related studies on the sme

population* The remainder of this chapter is given over to the review of

studies considered to be of lesser importance to the present study* In

their review of the literature pertaining to social factors associated with

attempted suicide* MoCulloch and Philip (1967a) considered that lack of

agreement on definitions and criteria had contributed to the many differing

estimates of the incidence of various social factors* The role of the

broken hone or parental deprivation in attempted suicide has been considered

in voaying detail by nunerous writers (Bctchelor and Napier* 1953b) Bruhn*

1962) Bruhn and MoCulloch, 1962) Greer and Sunn* 1966) Greer* Gurm and

Keller* 1966) Keasel* 1965) Stengel and Cook* 1958) "alton* 1958)* These

studies show wily too 'well the lack of agreed criteria and definitions men¬

tioned by MeCulloch and Philip* Walton (1958) found that in a group of
•

depressed patients* parental deprivation was significantly associated with

having made a suicidal attempt or having threatened suicide* Bruhn (19&2)
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found that 42 per cent of a series of attested stdoidea admitted to Ward 3

of the T<qy&l laftLxsaxy of Idiahwr^ had suffered the loss of one or both

parents by death or separation before the age of fifteen years. 0n3y 25

per oent of a control group of paychtatrio out-patients had suffered this

parental lose. - .-aha considered that while the rolo of the parental borne

was of great iaporfcaoeo# other factors ouch as household stability, employ-

seat, residential nobility sad suritel disharmoi^y were equally Important*

healing with the ease data, Bruhn and MoCulloeh (X$6£) were of the opinion

1 that paternal deprivation had been neglected as an aetlolorioal factor.

In another comparative study, C reer, Gu n and roller (1966) found that

49 per oent of patients who had attinted suicide had suffered pr rental loss

compared with 28 per cent of non-sulciSal psychiatric in-patients and 20 per

cent of non-psychiatric in-patients* These figures agree remarkably well

with those obtained by Bruha (1362)* Greer and Sunn (1966) oomparea those

attempted auicidoa who had a history of o broken horso with those who cane

from intact homos* They found that patients who cans® from broken hoses

manifested . axfced disruption of close interpersonal relationships end tore

commonly diagnosed as sociopaths or considered psychiatrically normal*

Patients fro® intnot hones tended to be somewhat older and wore more often

diagnosed as schisophrenics or depmasives*

There hate been stony papers whidh give varying mounts of case not©

information oa admissions for attempted sulcido* Such data arc available

for & somber of cousasxitios; Gateshead (Hiddloton, f shhy and Clerk, 13-1),

Hartlepools (Hieholson, 1363)# "eweastl® ( "hitlook ma .oh,v ira, 196?)#

Birainghaa (Harrington and Cross, 1959), keioester ( Ills, Cornish and Hewer,

1366), oath ales (Corstairs and Brown# 1958$ Graham end Hitchens, 1967)#
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Glasgow (Solars and iianHton* 1963) and tendon (oo&alde, 1958j Taylor,

Hart and Burlap, 1964$ Bridges and Kollar, 1966) * la all those cities

and towns attempted suicides present at casualty departments where deci¬

sions as to admission and the need for psychiatric opinion are made.

Not all cases are admitted and of those admitted not all are seen by a

psychiatrist* Local footers such as the number of beds available and

the degree of ©©operation between physicians and psychiatrists make com¬

parisons between these studies and Edinburgh of doubtful value.

Two studies, however, «irc worthy of not© in their attempt to provide

basic data on attempted suicide* Parkin end Stengel (1965) aimed to

establish the incidence of suicidal attempts in hoffiald for I960 and

1961* They obtained data about patients who had attempted suicide from

general hospitals, mental hospitals and general practitioners* Their

attempt to obtain data from general practitioners was praiseworthy although,

since only two thirds of their survey questionnaires were returned, the

results were subject to m unknown degree of bias* They estimated that

there had been some $20 suicidal attempts in the two years under study -

such a figure would yield an animal Incidence rate rather similar to that

of Edinburgh (i'essel, 1965)* Evans (1967) made us© of the sophisticated

record linkage facilities in Oxford to provide Information on the 702

patients admitted to hospital between 1962 and 1965 following a suicidal

attempt* The annual prevalence rates showed an increase from 41 per

100,000 persons in 1962 to 67 per 100,000 in 1965* These rates were

lower than those for Edinburgh (Keesel, 1965) but shew a similar upward

trend* The peak incidence was for women in their late teens, the rate

declining steadily after the twenties* For ma the peak incidence was
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in the early twenties. T.ength of stay, civil state, social class and

psychiatric disposal were all alallar to eseel'e findings*

CloarXy the increasing availability of good case register and com¬

puter facilities should snake possible more valuable coaparisona of rates

of incidence and other basic item of information available fro* case

note®. KIM and liMkie (19C-T) have px-ovi&ed a tinsly warning that case

register data must be interpreted with caution since many differences in

the data can be attributed to differences in medical personnel rather than

to real differences between patients.

SuBMarv

Attempted suicide has been a much studied phenomenon in Britain over

the past twenty years. Prior to the publication of Stengel's mono rapfa

(Stengel and Code, 1958), research was primarily concerned with the die-

oovery of aetioloilcal factors and other clinical aspects of patients who

had attempted suicide. Conceptually, attempted suicide was viewed as a

special ease of suicide and theories elaborated about the latter were used

to explain the former, without mioh success. Stengel's emphasis on the

social aspects of attempted suicide and on tho need to study it in Its own

right gave impetus to many studies and recent work has been concerned with

interpersonal rather than intrapsychic relationships.

Edinburgh, fortunate in having both a medical ward where the treatment

of poisoning could be undertaken and a team of researchers who could exploit

this situation, has been to the fore in the study of clinical and social as¬

pects of attempted suicide, Studies concerned with tho basic characteristics
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CHA?ER 3

jR9? ^ -pTOOLOGICAL ffsy imMTURf flf! ATTEMPTED S^qtM

Eost of the literature to be reviewed in this chapter emanates from

the United dtates and the majority of persons tested hare been psychiatric

in-patients in Veterans Administration hospitals. Even when reports on

completed suicides arc excluded, tho studies under review are concerned

with veiy diverse aspects of suicidal behaviour* they deal with persons

who have attempted suicide, threatened suicide or thought about suicide.

It has been shown in Chapter 2 that attempted suicide lias come to be

accepted as a phenomenon worthy of study in its earn right in Britain, but

this attitude does not seem to have spread to America. '-he differences

in orientation between British and American studies mast be kept in mind

when assessing tho relevance of American studies to British populations.

The psychological literature can be considered most conveniently by

the type of test used rather than by authors as was the case in the pre¬

vious chapter. The tests used fall into three main categories| projective

techniques, questionnaires and inventories, and semantic measures, Prominent

in the first category have been the Rorschach Inkblots ( iorsohaoh. 1921). the

Thematic Apperception Test (Murray, 1<&3)» th© a&ke-A-i'lcture-.toiy test

(: hneidman, 1%9) and th© osensweig Picture Frustration -study (•.oeensweig,
1%8). Th® iinaesota Multiphasic personality inventory (Hathaway and

MoKinley. 1%3) has been the most cosraonly used quectionnairej its frequent

use is often duo to the fact that it is a routinely administered test in

©any hospitals and clinics. omntio measures such as semantic differential
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techniques (Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957) and repertory grids (Kelly,

1955) have bean need less frequently than might have been expected in view

of thoir flexibility*

frqjootive teqhfllquos

The Rorschach has long been the most popular psychological technique

in the United States (Sundberg, 1961) despite having been subjected to

several scathing reviews, the most recent being that by Jensen (1964)*

Many studies on attempted suicide have used this technique and a variety

of strategies have bean employed; global assessments, ratios of one scoring

category to another, single signs, multiple signs and content analyses have

all bean used in the search for the "suicidal Rorschach"*

Herts (194$) attempted to find configurations of responses to the cards

which were characteristic of persons with suicidal tendencies* This work

proved to be a starting point for subsequent studies which attempted to

support or reject her findings* Her definition of suicidal tendencies in-

eluded patients who had expressed suicidal ideas, had threatened or attempted

suicide or who had committed suicide at some time after testing* The groups

eventually studied consisted of 50 suicidal neurotics, 63 suicidal ps.vohotics,

63 non-suicidal neurotics, 53 non-suicidal psyohotica, 46 normal adults and

50 female university students* The iorsohaoh features which she found to

be characteristic of suicidal trends were as follows* depressed state, ac¬

tive conflict, deep anxiety, neurotic structure, ideational symptomatology,

withdrawal, constriction, inappropriate emotional outbursts, resignation and

agitation* These configurations were cross-validated (Herts, 1949) by
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analysing tho Rorschach protocols of a scries of 178 patients of all diag¬

noses, If five or more of tho configurations wore present the patient was

considered "suicidal". An independent Judgement of "suicidal" or "not

suicidal* was made on the basis of the patients* ease histories, Rorschach

and e&ee history allocations were in agreement in nearly 80 per cent of the

patients. Herts*® worfc was criticised by Fisher (1951) who found that her

configured method did not distinguish a group of 20 schisophrenics who had

made an overt suicidal attempt from a group of 2C non-suicidal schisophrenics.

Fisher concluded that little evidence existed regarding the value of the

Rorschach in detecting suicidal trends,

Sakheia (1955) compared the Rorschach protocols of 40 psychiatric in¬

patients who had a history of an overt suicidal attempt with 40 non-suicidal

patients* He found that Herts''e configural scoring had some validity)

five of her features, marked anxiety, depressed state, resignation, with¬

drawal and agitation distinguished tho two groups*

White and ehreiber (1952) in an avowedly non-statistical use of the

Rorschach Judged that 105 out of 1*250 protocols gathered on a sample of

psychiatric patients ere indicative of suicidal risk. They found that

when their assessment of suicidal risk was validated against clinical evid¬

ence two months later* 77 per cent of their 105 patients hid considered*

threatened or attempted suicide. Ho evidence was presented regarding those

in the "non-suicidal* category who subsequently considered* threatened or

attempted suicide am! so their findings Gemot be interpreted in any meaning¬

ful way.

aertftft (1952) utilised a sign check-list in his oeareh for differentiae.

He arrived at this list by comparing the Rorschach protocols of 36 male
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psychiatric i»-p;,liante v?ho had had a suicidal attempt with 36 non-suicidal

patients matched for age, education, intelligence, occupation, diagnosis and

total number of oraohaeh responses# The sixteen signs which differentiated

the two groups were cross-validated by comparing the protocols of a further

3^ attempted suicide patients with % non-suicidal oases, again matched on

certain variables# Five signs concerned with colour or shading responses

survived cross-validation and were considered to be reliable indicators of

suicidal risk# Those signs were typical of persons who were impulsive,

reacted In an exaggerated manner to affective stimuli, and were lacking in

anxiety# Martin's sign cheek-list was used by Daston and akhoim (I960) to

test the hypothesis that completed suicides would have higher scores on the

cheek-list than both non-suicidal patients and attempted suicides# They

found that the two suicidal groups did not differ from each other but were

easily distinguished from the controls. The authors concluded that suicidal

patients were more Impulsive and reacted more to affective stimuli# The

finding that sociopaths with no history of suicidal behaviour also scored

high on the oheek-llst introduced a note of caution to their conclusions

about the validity of Martin*e signs#

elner (1961) tested Martin's signs on the oreehaoh protocols of 63

non-suicidal end 21* attempted suicide patients# The attempted suicide group

had significantly more oheek-llst signs but no useful cutting scores were

found# Although the number of signs present was significantly related to

severity of payohiatrlo illness as well as to the presence of suicidal be¬

haviour, there was no interaction between diagnostic classification and

suicidal behaviour#



Heurlnger, HeBVoy and : ohlesinger (1965) set out to ascertain whether

Martin*a check-list, whioh had boon devised using male subjects, would be

successful in identifying women who had shown a history of suicidal be¬

haviour• "Their subjects consisted of 21 patients who had attempted or

committed suicide, the latter having been tested between 3 and 12 months

prior to their deaths, 15 non-euioidal psychiatric in-patients, 13 criminals

and 6 normals* Blind scoring for ertin's signs resulted in @3 per cent

agreement between two raters* The results showed that the check-list did

not separate suicidal women from other subjects and the authors discussed

the possibility of sex differences In suicidal behaviour*

Lindner (19M>) proposed that card XV of the Rorschach bo oonsidered as

the "suicide oord". He oonsidered that responses such as "a decaying tooth"

or "a rotted tree trunk" were indicative of severe depressive states with

suicidal overtones and self-cnnihilative thou, ht content* Sakheim (1955)

in his previously cited study found no evidence to support Lindner's

proposition* Brc&da (195b) compared a group of 20 psychiatric, mainly

schisophrenic, in-patients who had made a suicidal attempt or who had ex¬

pressed "excessive suicidal contemplation" with 20 similarly diagnosed, non-

suicidal patients* L'one of the control patients and only 3 of the suicidal

patients gave amy "suicide responses" to cord IV* Broida'e conclusions,

"that the evidence was meagre but tended tentatively and with qualifications

t© support the contention that card IV tmy be viewed as a 'suicidal card*",

wsrs not justified by his data* Sehaohter (1957) analysed the Rorschach

records of 30 patients who had displayed suicidal preoccupations or had

attempted suicide* She refuted the notion that card IV was a "suicide oard".

Her conclusions were that the Rorsehaoh was of doubtful utility as on indicator
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of suicidal behaviour#

iladeterred by the poor results reported above, Sapolshy (1963) » assisting

that suicide represented a wish to return to the womb and desire to be re*

horn, hypothesised that subjects with suicidal tendencies would be attracted

to and would utilise the lower centre detail of card VII on the oreohaeh#

This card, he felt, was the 'nether card" in which the lower centre detail

was the "vaginal area". The ease histories of 28 psychiatric in-patients

(mainly schisophrenics) who had responded to the detail in card VII were coo-

pared with the histories of 28 patients who had not utilised the detail in

their Horsohach protocols# The patients wore matched for age, sea, number

of Rorschach responses and diagnosis# The ease histories were examined for

evidence of euloidal ideation or behaviour using the following definition,

"A patient was considered to have been suicidally ideated if he had bean

hospitalised because of suicidal threat or attempt, or if during his stay

there was at least one mention of suicidal thought or actual attempt".

Using this blanket criterion Sapolsky found that there were significantly

acre suicidal histories in the records of those who had responded to the

"vaginal area" than in the records of those who had not so responded#

Cooper, Bernstein and fart (1965) attempted to replicate ..apolaky's study#

Fifty-three psychiatric in-patients who had responded to the detail on card

VII were matched with 33 patients who had not responded to the detail#

Using Sapolslsy's criteria the hospital records were scrutinised for evidence

of "suicidal ideation"# Ho significant differences were found between the

two groups#

Coatsllo (1938) utilized the comparative matching technique devised by

Haven (!%£) to investigate differences in Rorschaoh responses between 30
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psychiatric in-patlunts who had attested ©uloid© shortly before adaission

to hospital and 30 non-suicidal patients matched for age, sax, intelligence

and diagnosis, A scale based on the occurrence of "common* and "typical*

suicidal and non-suicidal responses ens created, ' 'sing Raven's (1%8)

criteria a response was considered "oojnr.cn* for a group if it occurred in at

least 25 per oent of the protocols of that group. For a response to b©

considered "typical* of a group it had to occur in at least 25 per cent of

that group4s protocols and also occur with a frequency at least tarloe that

of the other croup. Most of the responses which differentiated the groups

showed a combination of location and content features. The scale thus

devised correctly classified 80 per cent of the subjects in both groups.

Cross-validation on tho Rorschach records of 28 attempted suicides and 100

non-suicidal patients showed that 78 per cent of the attempted suicides and

70 per oent of the non-suicides war® correctly classified, Coatello con¬

cluded that the comparative matching technique was a useful method of

Rorschach analysis,

Ncuringer (19&5) 3n an excellent summary of the work on suicide carried

out with the orschach, pointed out that contradictory and equivocal results

had frequently bom duo to methodological inadequacies and poor designs. He

concluded that there were no specific signs of suicide on the Rorschach but

that artin'o chock-list (1952) had shown some consistency in identifying

suicidal persons over varying conditions. Almost all of the studies sur¬

veyed by Heurimger hod been retrospective, utilising protocols eulled from

files and ease records. The time log between testing and suicide, in tho

oases where patients had killed themselves, was often one of years rather

than months or days, Tho use of such varied data, especially when coupled
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with the oianlbua definitions of suicidal behaviour used by muny researchers,

aitlgated against the torsohaoh producing useful results,

ouringer'a p&per ashes a case for suspending judgement on the value

of tho Rorsohaoh in identifying suicidal behaviour. Certainly its expon¬

ents, by their failure to us® adequate designs and definitions, have not

presented it in a good light. Indeed their ignorance of the psychiatric

literature on attempted suicide and suicide is appalling, ve» if those

deficiencies were not present it seams very likely, troa Joasan'a (1964)

review, that the contradictory and equivocal results would have remained,

the Thematic Apperception Tost or TAT was devised by Murray (1%3) to

provide a ©cans of assessing the needs and influences, or presses, which

determine an Individual's behaviour. Since tho psycho-social aspects of

suicidal behaviour have boon widely recognised, it is surprising that the

TAT has been used so infrequently. If the Rorschach has been over-popular

then certainly the TAT has been neglected,

ohnoidnnn end Farborow (1958) attempted to relate the characteristics

of the heroes of TAT stories narrated by patients with the suicidal and non-

suicidal behaviour of the latter, TAT protocols were gathered fro® several

groups of subjectsj norml men, neurotic no»-»«iei&al men, psychotic ncn-

suield&l men, neurotic men who had attempted suicide, necrotic women who had

attempted suicide, «oid neurotic men who had eersalitad suicide within, one year

of completing tire TAT, The attributes of the heroes of th© TAT stories were

rated on an 80 item, nine point Q^sort by a judge whose knowledge of the

subjects was Halted to the TAT protocols alone, On those blind ratings the

judge was able to differentiate male and female subjects and also between

normal and disturbed individuals. He was unable to distinguish suicidal
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Farberow (1959) to put forward »oeae vary interesting methodological sugges¬

tions. He considered that it would be possible to dovisa special TAf cards

which form# a continue# of ©tinuli to orako suicidal fantasies. These

cards would rang© frm one which, for almost all subjects, had no

suicidal content, to a card which would elicit suicidal responses fro® al-

most all subjects. Farberaw's suggestion was an important atop forward

in projective test methodoloj-y but, to date, has remained a suggestion.

Two previously cited studio# made use of the TAJ. Fisher and Kind#

(1951) in their study of hostility in normals, non-suicidal and suicidal

ia-patl^nte found that the TAT did not raved differences in hostility con¬

trols ir. thee© subjects. Braid# (19%) used one TAT card in his study, ia

which ho predicted that suicidal individuals fvould produce more stories with

suicidal themes than would non-suicidal subjects. His prediction was not

substantiated, no differences between the •roups boing detected.

A teehnigusrMch has some similarity to the TAT is the MAPS or Maka-A-

Pioture-'tory test devised by I'.hncittean (1949). The MAPS ie more flexible

than the TAT since the subject has greater scope in determining the initial

stimuli, being alio ©d to populate a background scons with cut-out figure®

of people and animals which ho himself selects. He then stakes up a atoiy

for each situation thus created. In what remains am of the best psycho¬

logical studies in *h* field of suicide research, farbesrm (1950) used the

JtAPSsiLong with other tost Instruments. In his study farbercw compared a

group of 32 male, non-suicidal, psychiatric in-patients with 64 suicidal in¬

patients. The latter group were ©oastderod in two way#} those who had

attempted suicide were compared with those who had threatened suicide, and
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these eeaai&Krof to b# serious suicide risks WN compared with those not

considered to bo serious risks. ?rG& their responses to the SAPS test,

patient* who had threatened suicide apps&re4 to be sore pessimistic than

the controls and ..ere sere hostile, guilt-ridden and less depressed than

patlsnt* aho had attempted suicide. Patients considered to be serious

suicidal risks produced ih-aaoa marked by intense hostility with frequent

references to suicide and death, vhey were .less plagued with doubts and

conflicts then the non-serious risk group?, la whoa agitation was common.

iacy researchers haw© considered suicidal behaviour to be a hostile

set and it is sot surprising that use has been made of the osensweig

Pieturo rruatr&tlon Study (Koaensweig, 19M5)* In this test a series of

cartoon-like line drawings, which depict frustrating or jmrwyin? situations,

are presented to the eubieet who supplioo the verbal reply of the person

frustrated in the drawing. v: infield and Sparer (1953) administered the test

to ZC male psychiatric in-patients who had a history of attempted suioids.

HImvcompared their results with the test noma and found that their subjects

were lass oxtrapuuitive end more impunitive tJwm normals. Preston (19&*)
found that her group of 58 attempted suicides scored lover on extrapunitlve-

zteas than bar group of 30 motor car accident victim;:. teneini, Refta, Gchiavi

and. Allien! (1933) reported m significant differences on the nosenswoig be¬

tween their 30 attempted suicide patients and tha tost norms. In the study

reported by Fisher ;.r-d Hinds (1951), the osensweig proved no mom suoeeesfol

than the Rorschach or ?&T in differentiating their greets* Fazberow (1950)
found that his normals and suicidal groups did not differ in any important

way in their reaction to frustration cm the Hosenswelg. "he group who had

thron.ter.ed suicide tor-dad to be mora &x iarajnaiitiire and had greater difficulty
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la headline aiaer situations then those who had attempted suicide. Thegr

also demonstrated more ob joct-d±reoted hostility. on-serious risk patients

were acre hostile, less sociable and less nature than patients considered

to he serious suicidal risks.

ft¥tfttqmitorfft qfl
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventosy or MP1 (Rathsway and

MoKinlqy, 1943) enjoys high status in the field of self-administered tests,

this status being comparable with that of the orsohaoh among projective

techniques. Ussy .American hospitals and clinics administer the IMPS to

every patient, a state of affairs which has facilitated, retrospective studios

using this test. Simon and Hales (1%&) studied the JSIPI profiles of 30

psychiatric In-patients who had established suicidal preoooupatlon, but

various diagnostic classifications. The group profile was of a depressive

type with high scores on depression and psychasthenic. Despite not having

tested anyone who had aotuaily behaved in a suicidal manner, these authors

concluded that, "suicide, like alcoholism, should bo considered a symptom

which, although often associated with depression, outs across personality

and diagnostic types*.

In the previously cited study by "astern? (1950), patients who had

threatened suicide produced such more disturbed HH?I records than the attemp¬

ted suicide group or the non-suicidal patients. Those who threatened suicide

were more hyperactive, hostile, anxious, leas realistic and more eager for

help than the others. The patients who had attempted suicide, although less

active and less hostile than those who had threatened suicide, were more

anxious and depressed than the non-suicidal patients. . ationts who wore
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considered serious risks appeared to be more hostile than those who were

not considered to be serious suicidal risks* On the basis of his test

findings Farberow considered that the aoeomplishiaont of m net intended

ss a means of self-destruotion acted in an abreaetlve, apparently thera¬

peutic manner upon the seriousness of the disturbance of personality.

Rosen, Hales and Simon (1954) used the MHPI in a replication of F&rberoe'e

study. They used MMPl end ease note information on 50 patients who had

made a suicidal attempt prior to hospital admission, 100 patients who had

expressed suicidal thoughts while in hospital and. 2..0 in-patients represen¬

tative of the whole patient population. Their criteria for each group of

patients was the same as arberow*s (1950)* They found that, as a /roup,

patients with thoughts of suicide were much more severely disturbed than

either patients who had attempted suicide or patients in general* They

concluded that in investigating suicidal phenomenon Mtuaingful results

could be obtained only if acre homogeneous groups of subjects were used.

Broida {19%) used the MMPI repression seal© in his previously cited

study* Re hypothesised that bis suicidal patients would more higher on

the MMP1 repression soale than his non-suicidal subjects* His suicidal

patients scored significantly hi/dv/r on the repression scale than his

control group*

Farberow and Devries (1967) attempted to differentiate suicidal and

non-suicidal patients by using thoir responses to individual MMPI items.

hey obtained MM?1 protocols from a number of sources, including those KHPl*s

used in the study of oaen, Hales and imon (1954) • On comparing the item

responses of non-suicidal, threatened suicide, attempted suicide and completed

suicide patients they found that only the patients who had threatened suicide
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stood out as a group. Farberow and Denies constructed a "throat suicide*

seals of 52 Items in which the scales of : syelmsthenia, fehisophrenia and

depression wore heavily represented. Over ono third of the items in the

F^rchasthenia seals and one quarter of the items in the tchisophrenia and

Depression scales ?er© included in the *threat suicide* scale. A nm rjroup

of patients who had threatened suicide wore compared with a group of non-

suicidal patients an the "threat suicide" scale; it was found that 72 per

cent of the former and 42 per cent of the latter patients were correctly

identified. ovries and ?arberw (1967), using a sample of M&PI protocols

which overlapped with those used by arbero and evries (196?), tried to

differentiate non-suicidal, threatened suicide, attempted suicide and com¬

pleted suicide patients by applying a discriminant function analysis.

Farberow (If50) had suggested that six MMT'I scales, Paranoia, "chisophronia,

Psychasthenia, ;4ania, Psychopathic Deviate and Depression were of promise in

differentiating suicidal and non-suicidal patients. Dowries and Farberow

found that, using discriminant functions, patients were correctly classified

with 43 per cent accuracy for non-suicidal controls, 46 per cent accuracy for

threat suicides, 41 per cent accuracy for attempted suicides and 25 per cent

accuracy for completed suicides. hilo the degree of accuracy of classifi¬

cation was not very high it Tas bettor than chance and the authors concluded

that all three suicidal groups could be classified more accurately on the

basis of the MMPI than without the use of the toot. They further considered

that their findings supported the value of considering threatened suicide,

attempted suicide and completed suicide as meaningful classification of sui¬

cidal behaviour.
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Devries (1966b) considered that the results obtained by Farberow sad

berries (196?), detailed above, were in part due to the definitions of

threatened and attempted suicide. He attempted to refine his definitions

by comparing a group of patients who had mads suicidal threats only, a

group who had attempted suicide only and a group who had manifested both

forms of behaviour* A non-suicidal group of patients provided control

MHPI data* Bach group was compared with every other group on each MMP1

item using 2x2 chi square analyses* In contrast to the findings of

Farberow and Bevrles (1967) this study produced items which differentiated

the various suicidal groups from the non-suicidal controls* differentiation

between the suioide groups was not possible* Devries concluded that these

results supported his contention that finer categories of suicidal behaviour

were needed* He thought that an analysis of item patterns could be of use

in elaborating such categories* la a later paper (Pevriea, 1967) he demon¬

strated that when certain control variables such as age, diagnosis, education,

occupation, marital stats and number of V*A* hospital adrisaiona were held

constant, the number of MMPI items which differentiated suicidal and non-

suloidal patients was three times the number found (Bevries, 1966b) when no

control over these variables was exercised*

with the exception of the at dy by Broida (19%) all the reports on the

use of the MMPI la suicidal behaviour have used forbore*'s (1950) division of

such behaviour into threats, attempts and committed suicide* <osen, Pales

and Simon (1954) and Dsvries (1966b) made it clear that finer divisions were

required but apart from the letter's "threats and attempts" group, no refine¬

ments have taken place* h'one of these researchers hue put forward any clear

statement about, the relationship between makin; threats about suicide,
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actually attempting suicide and tying by suicide. The impression given

is that these three kinds of behaviour fbra a continuum of 'suicidal be¬

haviour*. To add to t is confused state of affairs all the patients whose

MMP1 protocols were used in the studies were psychiatric in-patients in

V.A. hospitals. "ho patients in the attempted suicide groups had all made

their attempt prior to their hospital admission, the patients forming the

threat suicide groups had made such threats after hating been admitted.

Cohen, 'lotto and Smitten (1966) have indicated that in San Francisco persons

who have attempted suicide are briefly observed in psychiatric admitting

wards; the majority of such p&tiente are discharged without further treat¬

ment or follow-up, only the psychiatric and the uoutely suicidal remain as

in-patients. If such hospital practice, which appears to b© very similar

to British procedure, applies to V.A, establishments then th© "attempted

suicides" available for testing are a very selected group indeed.

Vinoda (1966) used two inventories, tho Hyateroid Obsessoid uestlonnaire,

or HOQ (Caine and Hope, 1967) and the "ostility and Direction of ostility

Questionnaire, or HSHQ (Cain©, Foulds and i ope, 19675# in her study which was

the first British report on the psychological test characteristics of persons

who attempt suicide. She studied three groups of women who were matched for

age, education, occupation and mental status. The first group «as one of 50

In-patients who had been admitted to hospital following a suicidal attempt;

theaa were compared with 50 psychiatric in-patients and 50 convalescent nodioal

and surgical in-patients from the same hospital. Th# attempted suicide

patients did not differ from the other two groups on the HOQ; their mean

score «as almost exaotl the same as thai of th© psychiatric controls. Both

component scores of the HDHQ, total hostility and direction of hostility.
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showed differences between the groups, On the formar component the three

groups ®er® significantly differentiated frr»® each other with the attempted

suicides scoring veiy high, almost two standard deviations above the mm

for normals* The psychiatric patients scored aid-way between the normals

end the attempted suicides* On direction of hostility, attempted suicides

and psychiatric patients wore significantly more intropunitivo than normals

but were not themselves significantly different, although the mam score for

the psychiatric group was more intropuaitlve than that of the attempted sui¬

cide group* Vlnoda considered that, Sn general, her croup of attempted

suicides were more like her psychiatric controls than her general medical

and surgical controls*

hillp and "ieOttUoch (I960) administered Cattell*s leuroticism ode

questionnaire or KSQ (Hoheler and Cnttell, 1961) to 34 patients admitted

to ard 3 of tha loyal Infirmary of idinbirgh, Compared with a group of

normals these attempted suicide patients wore more anxious, doaurgent and

scored higher on overall neurotielsm* Philip and oCulloch em hasised the

high anxiety scorea obtained by their attempted suicide patients since in

Cattail's (1964) vies people who score high on anxiety are characterised by,

"a lack of confidence, a sense of guilt end worthlessness, an unwillingness

to venture, a dependency, readiness to become fatigued, irritable and dis¬

couraged, uncertainty about one's self, suspicion of others, and a general

tenseness**

both Vlnoda (1966) and hilip and McCulloch (1966) used parts of the

yoptom sign Inventory, or 861 (Foulda and Hope, 1963) as indices of psy¬

chiatric ac/mptomtolo/y in their subjects* /sing the Personal Illness ( I)

scale of the SSI, Viaoda (1966) found that her attempted suicides were very
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similar to her psychiatric patients in the amount of eyaptomtolo^y pr oduoed.

foulda (19*>7) r®-aaalysed Vlnoda's SSI data using his scale of Character

Disorder (CD)j he found that 39 per cent of her attempted suicides were

character disorders, 52 per cent were personally ill and 9 per cent sere

normCL, For the psychiatrically ill group the respective percentages were

24 per cent CD, 55 per cent PI and 21 per cent normal* Hone of the nodical

and surgical patients were charaoter disorders but 22 per cent were personally

ill* Using the case scales Philip and eCulloch (1968) found that 59 per

cent of their woman sore charaoter disorders, 33 per cent were personally ill

and 8 per cent were normal* They suggested that these differences in the

proportion of charaoter disorders could be due to the faet that, while Vinous*e

attempted suicides wears psychiatric in-patients, their own group of patients

had been tested before psychiatric screening had been carried outj such an

unscreened group could have been expected to contain a high proportion of

oharacter disordered patients who would not have been offered or would not

have accepted p yohlatric in-patient treatment* Clearly both studies showed

that a fair proportion of attempted suicide patients were charaoter disorders

in whoa chronic interpersonal difficulties, plaintivenoss and self-pity were

common* Using a scale derived from social variables shown to be related to

attempted suicide ( hilip and oCulloch, 1968) HoCulloch and hilip, 1987b),

the Edinburgh workers demonstrated that those patients with very high social

pathology scored significantly higher than the rest on the Charaoter Disorder

scale but not on personal illness or the M8Q (Philip and MoCullooh, 1987b)*
Pevries (1968a) devised a suicide personality inventory by studying the

suicide literature for incidents thought to be characteristic of suicidal
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psychiatric in-patients, 55 patients who had threatened suicide, 55 who

had attempted suicide and 42 who had at various times both threatened and

attempted suicide, Hie inventory discriminated the non-suicidal patient

group from all the suicide groups but did not discriminate between the

latter, ester (1967) administered Oevrlee* suicide potential scale to

a group of 43 students, live of these had attempted suicide, 5 had made

suicidal threats, 19 admitted to having "considered" suicide and tha re¬

maining 14 had never considered suicide. After combining the "attempt"

and "threat" groups Lester performed an analysis of variance and found that

the three groups were significantly different on their mean suicide potential

scores. From his report it is clear that he compared his threat suicide

and attempted suicide groups before combining them for his analysis of

variance. His methodology is rather suspect since, having defined his

groups, art analysis of variance comparing four groups oould have bean more

appropriate than the procedure he actually folio ed. His definition of

suicide is also unsatisfactory so that his findings, such as they are, have

little worth,

-aw**? mmm

Despite possessing flexibility and the backing of veil-elaborated theo¬

retical positions (Osgood, uei and i'&Misnbaiai, 1957| Kelly, 1955) • semantic

differentials and repertory grids have boon uaod infrequently in studying

persona who have behaved in a life-endangering manner, louring®** (1981,

1987) tested ihneidrsan'a (I960) notion that neurotic-suicidal individuals
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tended to tfeink in terns of dichotomies. Suoh thinking, in wkleh there

were only blacks and whites, never any greys, trapped the individual in

his own system by allowin, very fear alternatives to be seen in any situa¬

tion. Neurlnger investigated the possibility that suicidal individuals

could be differentiated from normals or from other emotionally disturbed

persons. lie reported his findings on the evaluative soalee (1961) and

the potency and activity goalee (1967) in separate articles but it is more

convenient to treat the results together. Three groups of male, V.A.

hospital in-patients completed an 16 concept, 9 scale semantic differential

in which the concepts were chosen on their assumed ability to elicit strong

reactions in swot people. The first group of patients consisted of 15

individuals who had made a oorlous suicidal attempt, the second comprised

15 patients who were suffering from debilitating pnyohosomatic complaints

and the third group was formed by 15 patients who were being treated for

minor medical problems. These latter patient® showed no evidence of

emotional disturbance as measured by items selected from the Cornell fedioal

Index. Neuringer found that both the suicidal and the psychosomatic groups

of patients used extreme rating categories on evaluative scales to a sig¬

nificantly greater extent than did the normal group. It appeared that

diehotomous evaluative thinking was a characteristic common to many emotion¬

ally disturbed persons and was not a form of thinkinc uxoluaive to s ieidal

individuals. On the potency and, activity factors the suicide group was

differentiated from the other two, showing significantly more diohotooous

thinking. Nsorlager (1967) made little of hie findings although he did

speculate about suicide becoming a solution to a situation in which the

individual's dichotoooua thinking had removed fill other alternatives.
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normal French adolescents with the differentials of 27 adolescents who had

made a suicidal attempt. The attempted suicides differed tram normals

only insofar as they used the scales la on all-or-nothing maimer remini¬

scent of '<eurincer*a subjects. The authors concluded that adolescents

who attempted suicide demonstrated in an accentuated fashion traits present

in normal adolescents.

Kaaano and Crawford (1966) used a semantic differential of 16 sealos

to test the hypothesis that low self-regard was a cardinal characteristic

of the suicidal individual. They compared the sa f-regard scores of three

groups of female psychiatric in-patients. A croup of 18 patients who had

made serious suicidal attempts, and one of 28 patients who had made attempts

which were regarded as non-serious gestures, were compared with a group of

56 non-suicidal patients. These groups showed no differences on the amount

of self-regard they had, and the authors* hypothesis was not substantiated.

Kelly's theory of personal constructs (Kelly, 1955) has been popularised

in Britain by Bannister (1965)• It Is essentially an idio&raphlc technique

and its use is the study of a suicidal individual has been demonstrated by

Ifcrle (1967) • It is difficult to summarise a sin Xe case study and general¬

isation presents even greater problems. Suffice it to say that yle was

able to use the results of repertory grid testing to provide some intra¬

psychic and interpersonal relationships which had value in explaining his

patient's suicidal behaviour.
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Performance teats

?inoda (1966) and 'Taurin^er (1964) used porforaanoe tacts as measures

of rigidity in. their studies. ' he former used lissaslweit** tapping tost

(litenelweit, 1945) as a measure of rigidity and found that her attempted

suicides were significantly less flexible than her two control groups.

Reurlnger (196k) used the "okaaeh Map Test (Rokoaoh. 1948) and the California

F scale ('dorao, renkel-Brunawiok, evinson and Sanford. 1950) to test his

hypothesis that suioidal individuals had a disposition to think in e rigid

and inflexible manner. On both tests the attempted suicides were differ¬

entiated fro® the psychoses' tie and normal groups and Heuriager concluded

that suicidal individuals did show a disposition towards rigid thinking.

It seems likely that rigidity, as measured in these studies, has some relation¬

ship with the dichotooous thinking patterns reported by Nauringer (1961. 1967).
hut the extent of such a relationship cannot be determined at present.

id£9S&£X

Although less copious then the cognate body of payohiatrio studies, the

literature dealing with the psychological assessment of attempted suicide is

quite extensive. All the major tests in the psychological armamentarium

have been used, with varying degrees of sophistication, in the quest for the

"suicidal personality*. Such a quest has bean unsuccessful, thy results

from projective techniques and questionnaire methods alike being equivocal

in many instances and contradictory in others. Host of the reports reviewed

in this chapter are merioan and reflect clearly a predeliotion towards viewing

suicidal threats, suicidal attempts and completed suicides as phenomena
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differing in degree rather than in hind. hide some workers, notably

arberow, Shasidaan and Ceuriager, have tackled ©any of the theoretical

and methodological problems besetting research in suicidal behaviour,

most psychological researchers in this area display a remarkable indiff¬

erence to the need for adequate definitions of various suicidal behaviours*

In general the methodology of recent papers is better than that of

earlier publications but there is still plenty of room for Improvement*

It is doubtful whether men who arc in-patient® in Veterans Administration

psychiatric hospitals and who at aoat time have threatened or attempted

suicide, or who on some subsequent occasion commit suicide, are represen¬

tative of the threatened suicide, attempted suicide or committed suicide

populations of the United states* nonetheless, such men have formed the

majority of persons tested*

A consequence of the "continuum* orientation of American workers has

been that while persons who threaten, attempt or ociaait suicide are some¬

times considered as separate subgroups, their personality characteristics

and dynamics are assumed to have common "suicidal" elements, theoretical

formulations about suicide are applied without modification to groups of

persons who have threatened or attempted suicide, a procedure which facili¬

tates confused thinking and obfusoatory results* hven the os Angeles

workers, whose research efforts hnve been better than most, fail to make

an adequate conceptual distinction between threatened suicide, attempted

suicide and committed suicide*

These failings in isethodolo^y and theory are serious and it must be

concluded that the American psychological literature offers little to the

British researcher Investigating the personality characteristics of people
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who have raaA# a suicidal atterr.pt. The British contribution to this literature

has been tiny, four short papers In all, so that the need ibr a atus^r which

sill present an vera11 picture of the personality variables characteristic*#

of people who attempt suiolA* is v&xy real.
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The teste used in this study were chosen because they fulfilled the

following criteria: they were objective, standardised instruments vfhich

were developed within the fraaworit of formal theories of personality,

namely those of Foulds (1965c) and Cattell (1965)J a substantial body of

data relating to normal and psychiatric patients as available for all three

instruments thus facilitating comparisons between persons who attempted

suicide and other populations, and they had been used extensively in both

clinical work and research by the present author who was in consequence

familiar with their administration as well as their strengths and weaknesses*

The Sixteen ersonality Factor uestionnaire, or 16PF, (Cattell and ber, 1965)

attempts to cover a wide range of personality traits while the Symptom Sign

Inventory, or SSI, (louldo and Hope, 1968) and the Hostility and direction of

Hostility ueetionnalre, or RHQ, (Caine, I'oultfs end Hope, 1967) are Intended

to measure psychiatric symptoms in the cam of the former and punitive attitudes

in the case of the latter. These teste not only provide a broad range of

personality, symptom and attitudinal measures but also facilitate comparisons

with the scores of attempted suicide populations studied by %rinoda (1966*',

who used the SHI and HTWO, and by bhiHp nn<* MeCullceh (1967b, 1968), who

used part of the and Cattell*s 1fW3.
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Both the 16?? and the HS®Q are, In Campbell*a (1957) typology, "voluntary,

direct, structured" testa those purpose is not concealed fro© the patient or

subject. Self-report questionnairea are open to motivated distortion and also

to biases due to response sets. Cronbaoh (19M>, 1950) recognised the import¬

ance of response sets and styles in relation to achievement teste. He stressed

the importance of scoring itoas in a balanced manner so as to reduce the chances

of high scores being obtained by persona who consistently guessed "true" or

"false" to items, irrespective of the latter*s content. Cronbaoh*s findings

were carried over into the field of personality testing and innumerable studies

have been based on his results. The response sets which have been most

frequently studied and debated are those of acquissoence and social desirability,

gone research, ra have claimed that response sets account for almost all the

measured variance in quastlcmn&ires while others consider the© to be of trifling

importance. Xt Is little wonder that Klein, Eerr end oiltidy (196?) conclude

that research in this area has not been very illuminating. dine® much of the

debate revolves round issues of aethobolo&r and poychomctrio procedure, perennial

sources of disagreement, them is little hope of an early resolution of opinions

on the matter.

oeial desirability, the tendency of questionnaire respondents to endorse

items which have bom independently rated as being socially desirable, sas

first presented as a response variable by hdsarde (1955) who found that the

proportion of subjects endorsing an itest correlated 0.87 »ith that item's

rated social desirability. He then constructed an SB or Social lasir&bility

scale by scoring SMPI items having socially desirable seal© values "true" and

those having socially undesirable scale values "false". Correlations between

this SB scale and other personality measures devised from the S8tPX and similar
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questionnaires were often found to be (pita large, aoraetiaea as large as

tbe test-retest coefficients of the settles (Mwarda, 1957). Various

studies have been reviewed by Edwards to support his contention that social

desirability accounts for most of the varisnoe in the settles of questionnaires

sad inventories and it is itsplied that scores on such scales are dependent on
?

the person's score on the SJt scale* The interpretation of scores on the SB

scale is cot a simple mtter but three aspects can be considered! a) desir¬

able traits and characteristics are cowaon, especially in nornal populations,

b) a respondeat may score high cm SB because he is attempting, consciously or

otherwise, to create a favourable impression, and e) a person's self-report

may be inaccurate, "he second of those aspects has boon eagerly accepted bp

critics of self-report irothods although K&.ards hi&aclf claim that he does

not mean to hsply that socially desirable responses are untruthful but posits

that social desirability is a personality trait.

Several writers have criticised Edwards* approach on a number of counts.

Block (19*>5) has suggested that the results found py Mtmrd* and others are

due to the characteristics of the items forming the lfifPX, These iteas are

aimed at classifying persons with psychopathology and mostly reflect socially

undesirable traits and characteristics. If a normal person denies a patho¬

logical trait he perforce gives a socially desirable response. Block argues

that It is reasonable to assuae that .icst respondents tell the truth and it

Is not very surprising to find that root normal subjects, usually under¬

graduate students, deny pathological traits and so achieve high scores cm

social desirability scales, Knowlos (1963) end .iorer (196$) eonolude that

the cose for considering social desirability as an important response variable

is not proven; In Borer's view it should never have hem brought to court.
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Most of the studies relating to response styles have used undergraduate

students as subtests. The extent to which results from this nuch-investigated

group ©an be gOMmliied to the population at large is not known, certainly

they differ in many raspeota from people seen in clinical situations. Itt

the absence of strong evidence to the contrary there is no reason to doubt

that the majority of patients are well activated to be cooperative and truth¬

ful in their response to questionnaires and inventories.

am an3ks
The Symptom Sign Inventory, or S3I, (Foulds and Hope, 1966) is an orally

administered Instrument whose purpose is to elicit Information about psychiatric

signs ana symptom. Its development as a diagnostic measure has been well

documented {Poulds, 1962. 1965a, b, 1966, 1967) and it ia closely bound up with

Foulds' theory of personality dysfunction (Foul&o, 1%4, 1965a). Foulds has

been concerned to develop measures of traits and attitudes on the one hand,

and signs and symptoms on the other; these measures to be independent of each

other whenever possible. He considers that traits and attitudes can be dis¬

tinguished from symptoms and signs in three Traits and attitudes are

very common while symptoms and signs are not; the former are essentially

agosyntonic while the latter are distressing, either to the patient or hia

intimates and lastly traits, end to a lesser extent attitudes, ore relatively

enduring while symptoms and signs fire somewhat transient.

The Manual of the -vmptom .A: n Inventory (ll»l) (Foulda end Hope, 1966)

provides all the necessary information on the derivation of items for each

of the a priori psychiatric scales, the a&ninistration of the inventory and

the use of the various scoring keys. In the present study all 80 items of
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the SSI were administered bat only two socles, thoeo for fereonal Disturbance

(PD) and Character )ieorO©p (CD), ware used* 'Hie ?D scale oae^prlses 20 items,

each of which distinguishes at least seven mr-.lo m& seven female diagnogtle

olessee fro® a sample of mmal ftnales (the manual has no data on aonaal ram)*

The following 20 items when answered in the affirmative characterise the

person who is personally disturbed (the letters and umbers denote item

petition in the SKI)*

A9 Are you afraid of going out alone?

B2 Have you lost interest In alaoat everything'?

B4 Is the simplest task tee rauoh of an effort?

B6 Have you found it difficult to eonoentrate recently?

17 Does the future seen pointless?

B9 Are you slower recently in everything you do than you used to be?

IH Ave people talking about you and criticising you through no fault
of your own?

El Are you distressed by silly, oiatless thoughts that keep coming
into your raind against your will?

K3 Are you ^mff^jsardlv eareful in carrying out even simple everyday
tasks, liko folMag up clothes, reading notioes, ©to?

Kd Do distressing thoughts about sear or religion cobs into your sdnd
against your will?

B7 Do you feel you Just have to oheek things again and again - like
turning off taps or lights, shutting windows at night, ©to* - although
you know there is really no need to?

E3 Have you an unreasonable fear that souse careless act of yours might
have very serious consequences?

HO Do you have an uneasy feeling that if you don't do something in a
certain order, or a certain number of times, something eight go wrong?

Pi Do you feel that there is some sort of barrier between you and other
people so that you can't really xmdorstand thorn?



F5 Bo you think other people regard you as very odd?

F6 Bo you fool tfcet you cannot cocmuiiicata with other people because
you don't seem to be on the sano .vave-lengthV

F9 Do you have very strange and peculiar thoughts at times?

G4 Be you ever lose ell feeling in any part of your skin, 00 that you
would not be able to feci a pin-prick, or do you ever have burning
or tingling sensations under your akin?

H7 Are you ever so low in spirits that you Just sit for hours on end?

The PB Male is an improved version of the Personal Illness seals described

by Poulds (1965a) and used by many researchers to identify individuals who

were experiencing difficulty in mutual personal relationships. The item

content of the new scale differs from that of its predecessor in that it

contains fewer iters from the a priori anxiety scale and aoro from the neurotie

depression and obsessional scales. '«yo (1967b) de onstrated the existence

of a population of normals who had many symptoms of arsenal Illness but had

not sought psychiatric aid; this finding led to the dropping of tho torn

"Personal Illness51 from the 881 tanual since it could be soon that although

almost all Personally 111 individuals obtained high scores on the PI scale,

some persona scoring high on the socio were not Personally 111. The manual

provides no ods<juato ceiiaition of what tho PB scale measures. In this study

it will be assumed that the scale distinguishes people who experience, or are

observed to manifest, difficulty lr. mutual personal relationships, this

difficulty being ©0 distressing to nsuy of thorn or to their intimates that

help is sought to alleviate their problems.

The distribution of p» scores obtained by normal women and psychiatric

patients of both sexes is shown in Table 4.1.
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TABLE 4.1

BisTHiBCTiai; OF seems OCT PinscgAL nfrwiaMBi.ecttB

?B Soars formal ^amea Pcrahiatrio

20

19 1

IS 2

17 4

16 8

15 8

14 8

15 24

18 51

U 34
10 25

9 a

8 45

7 50

a

5 42

4 1 56
3 1 26

2 5 62

1 10 54
0 52 22

n *i 69 n * 562

Many research reports ineluainy those by Feulds and Say© (1967), Mayo

(1967b), Philip and KeCullooh (1967b, 1968) and Vtooda (1966) have compared

the mean PI scores of various groups and the wnml provides saoaas and

standard deviations for various groups on the P0 seals, ' ho use of such
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statistics San be criticised on two points, The first is that the distri¬

bution of scores on the PB eeele is markedly skewed, especially in the case

of norms Is, thus staking nosn scores rather meaningless. The second point

is that the scale attempts to place individuals into categories which carry

with then olinical implications. If, say* scores of 5 and above ore taken

to denote Personal Disturbance then a person with a score of 5 is considered

Personally Disturbed, as is a person scoring 10 on the seals. The latter

cannot be considered to be twioe as disturbed as the former? all we can say

is that he displays twioe as many signs and symptom of disturbance and that

the probability of his being correctly allocated to the Personally Disturbed

category is greater than if he displayed fewer symptoms, Mean soores for

groups carry little meaning. In Table 11 of the Manual manic women are seen

to have a mean PD score of 3,50 while psychotleal ly depressed women have a

mean soore of 7«78? surely no-one would seriously argue that psychotic

depressive* are twice as disturbed as monies.

Based on the frequency distributions in Table 4,1 three categories of

Personal Disturbance v?©r© set up, Soores of 0 and 1 were considered Normal,

soores of 2, 3 and 4 considered Borderline, while scores of 5 and above re¬

flected Personal Disturbance. Table 4,2 shows the number and rounded per¬

centages of normals and psychiatric patients falling In each of the categories.

TABLE 4,2

fflggSKJS 0F jSMMk PISTTDRB/^CE

Normals

n m
Normal (pd scores of 0 and 1)
Borderline (PB soores of 2, 3 and 4)
Personally Disturbed (PD ©cores of 3+)

62 (9051) 56 (10$)
7 (10$) 144 (26$)
0 (0$) 362 (64$)

n * 69 (10Q$) n « 562 (10Q$)
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Using the8© three eategorlee the PB seal© would not classify any normals

as being Personally Disturbed although 10 per cent of a normal group would

fall within the Borderline category. Only 10 per cent of a psychiatric

population would be classed as "formal and a further 26 per cent would bo

in the Borderline category. In this study it was felt that a Borderline

category would be meaningful since it has been pointed out (Keasel, 1965)

that patients passing through the Poisoning Treatment Centre frequently hare

little or no formal psychiatric symptomatology.

The Character Disorder scale (Foulda, 1967) attempts to identify persons

hawing longstanding neurotic conditions marked by chronic interpersonal

difficulties* plalntiwenoss and the arousal of antipathy in those who treat

thorn. Bight SSI items were found which differentiated clinically diagnosed

character disordered woman from women with other psychiatric diagnosis) these

items were:*

Al Does your hand often shake when you try to do something?

B5 Are you depressed because of some particular loss or disappointment?

B5 Are you afraid you might do something seriously wrong against your will?

T8 Have you an unreasonable fear that some careless act of yours a&ght
hawe very serious consequences

HI Are you worried about having said things that have injured others?

H6 Because of thin .s you have done wrong* are people talking about you
and criticising you?

H8 Do you cause harm to people because of what you are?

H10 Do you ever go to bed feeling; you tsouldnH care if you never
woke up again?

For women* using a cutting score between 3 find 4 with high scores being

indicative of character disorder* good disorimlrution between chraoter
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disorders and other psychiatric states was achieved, Moulds found that for

men better results wero forthcoming .hen item H10 was omitted, items Alv H6

and H8 were given double weighting and a cuttin score between 4 and 5 was

used, Foulds commented that when the CD scale -.-as not used in the SSI the

group of character disordered patients tended to be given SSI diagnoses of

psychotic depression. He suggested that the use of the CD scale would reduce

wisolassifioation errors in the SSI, he PD and CD scales have been used to

provide criterion diagnostic groups In a number of studies (Foulds, 1967,

1968), hilip and KoCullcoh (1968) found that CD correlated 0,56 with the

Pi scale and this relationship poses methodological problem* in analysing

data when combined PD-CD categories are used.

The SSI was administered according to the method set out in the anual

and no unusual problems presented themselves,

flic Hostility ^6 Mrootipn of Hiystjfllty uestipm^iye
The Hostility and Direction of Hostility vucatlonnaire, or HPHQ, (Caine,

Foulds and Hope, 196?) is designed to measure a wide range of possible mani¬

festations of aggression, hostility or pualiiveness. The development of this

questionnaire has been described in detail by Foulds (1965a), He assumed

that hostility sras a unitary entity which oould be directed inward on the self

or outwards against other people or objects. The terms intropuaitiveness end

extraounit iveness, first used by Roeensweig (1934)* were emp eyed to denote

these directions, Fivo subsoales were devised of vhich three, acting out

hostility (AS), criticism of others (CO) and delusional hostility (BH) were

measures of extrapunltiveness, while the remaining too, self-criticism (3C)
and delusional guilt (BO) measured intropunitivsRess, In constructing the
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wbmlM for the sxtr&punitlve part of the teat battery it was assumed

(Foulda( 196ia) that psychopaths would aoore high on itema related to acting

out of aggression, that paranoids would be high on oxtrapunitive delusional

item* and that hyetoroid personalities would show a tendency to be oritiosl

of others* On the Intropunitive side of the battery the iteus were allocated

to two eoales depending on whether thoy manifested delusional or non-delusional

self-criticism, it was hypothesised that melancholies would soore high on

items of delusional guilt while obseesoid personalities would endorse aany

self-critical items, Poulda, Coins and Creasy (i960) found that all the

correlations between the subeoalee were positive, allowing them to postulate

a factor of general punitivenesa, The patterns of correlation* confirmed,

the hypothesis that the extrapunitive subsealeo were measuring something

different from the intropunitive, Hope (1963) tested these assumptions

regarding the unitary nature of hostility and its direction inward or out¬

ward by oaleuXating the principal components of subtest correlation matrices*

His results showed a similar component structure for both normals and neurotics*

the first component being unipolar with all five subtests represented, while

the second component contrasted the intropunitive socles SC and DC with AH,

CO and I3H, the extrapunitive measures* An exception to the predicted findings

was that in the nomal sample AH had a very small loading on the second com¬

ponent„ In the light of this finding Hope reinterpreted AH as "urge to sot

out hostility",

Philip (196d) tested the constancy of theso components by comparing

Hope's results, obtained in houth-Kast iuagland, with data from similar popu¬

lations of normals and neurotics in North-East Scotland* T'ho results obtained

led Philip to conclude that Hope's components of Genoral unitiveness and



Direction of Hostility could be applied to aor tal and neurotic (.-roups• Hope

(1963) set out formulae! for caloul«tinr scores which would approximate to

the full component scores while being easy to calculate, For eneral

Hostility the formula ®as AH+C0+3H+SC* DGj for Direction of Hostility

the formula was (23C •* 3XJ) - (AH + CO + EH), positive scores indicating intro-

pimitiveness, hilip'a normals scored higher on General Hostility and were

more Intropunitlve than mglish normals, No obvious explanation for these

differences could be found but the need, for caution in tho use of norms was

expressed.

The Hanoit of tho Hostility ml Direction of
. Motility nagtlqnnaire (HSfl,)

(Caine, Poulds and Hope, 1967) leans heavily on the results and theoretical

formulations of Hope (1963)* As a measure of the validity of the components

Hop® plotted the raean scores of a number of criterion groups. He predicted

that psyohotios should be higher on (eneral unitiveness than neurotics, ^ho

in turn would score higher than normals. It was further predicted that

paranoid* would be extrapuni*ive and melancholies intropunitive; selected

paranoids (those with no depressive features) and selected melancholies (those

with no paranoid features) fere predicted to be at the extremes of the con¬

tinuum, These predictions were borne out with ho exception that unseloctod

paranoids were no more axtrapunitive than normals,

-©liability estimates on the scales were based on test-reteat correction

coefficients obtained on a sample of 30 normals who worm retested one year

after initial testing. The reliability of General ostility was found to

be 0,75 while the reliability of Direction of ostility was 0,51, Philip

(unpublished data) found that for a group of 46 normals, re-teated three to

twelve months after Initial testing, the coefficients were 0,64 for General
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Hostility end 0.69 for Direction of Hostility. Compared with the reliability

coefficients of personality testa in general those iest-retest figures are

adequate.

Salmon (196$) attempted to show that tcat-iaklnn attitudes affected scores

on the HEWQ scales a© they appear in the 1MPI. She concluded that of the MMPI

validation scales, ? traded to increase 8DRQ scores while L and X. reduced them.

She ealoalated associations between the HEHQ subsonic© end the validation

scales by means of chi square and so was not .fustified in her conclusions -

to demonstrate an association between two scales docs not demonstrate a causal

relationship.

Research with psychiatric patients has shown that neurotic© (Gains, 196$)
and depressive® (i-'oul&s, 196$a; ayo, 1966) she- a reduction in General

Hostility and a decrease in Intropunltiveness as their psychiatric state im¬

proves. Poulds (1966) ha© demonstrated that when psychiatric patients were

classed as "paychlo" or "sematle" on the SSI, "somatic* patients of almost all

diagnostic groups ©cored lower on General outility and were lea® Int ropunitive

than "psychic" patients. He suggested that sofaatiaaticn of symptoms could be

a substitute form of intropunitivenoss.

Using the SSI Character Disorder seal© previously described, Foulds (1967)
showed that SSI-diagnosed character disordered patient© scored about two stan¬

dard deviations higher than neurotics on General Hostility although they sere

not significantly different cm Direction of Hostility. Again uain the SSI

to provide oriterion diagnostic groups Kouldc (1968), comparing two groups of

men, prisoners and non-pevchotio psychiatric patients, found that on General

Hostility prison normals and neurotics soared higher than their hospital

counterparts while the two character disorder groups were almost identical.
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Vlnoda (19^6) used the &DHQ a® one of the testa in her battery. Her

findings were reported In Chapter 3. It is interesting to note that while

her attempted suicide group scored higher than her psychiatric group on

Genera! Hostility they were not significantly ooro inlropunitire.

The administration of the HDHQ Is simple? tha psychologist roads the

instructions with the patient and sake* sure that these are understood.

'here the patient cannot say either True" or "False" to an item he 1® asked

to say whether it is "on the whole" true or false for him. Scores for tbo

aubacales are calculated using a keyed set of stencils. The formulae given

by Hope (1963) are used to obtain scores for General Hostility and Direction

of Hostility.

ilia present author has felt that whilst the principal components solution

has established the structure of the JIDBQ, the earlier work of Foulds, Calna

arid Creasy (I960) suggests an alternative solution whioh has the merit of

remaining closer to the origins of the HBHQ. Foulds. Cain© and Creasy noted

that the extrapunitiv© subtests were measuring something different from the

intropunitlve tests. Clinical experience with iho tost suggested that the

Intropunitlve measures 8C and DG varied over time more than the throe extra-

punitlve measures, and it was considered that it might be profitable to measure

extrapunitiveness and intropunitiveness independently rather than combining

them in a Direction of Hostility score. Accordingly, two further scoi'os are

used in this study? those ar®t»

Sim h (extrapunitiveneas) « AH ♦ CO * SJ!

Sum I ( intropunitivenos®) « SC 4 fl&



The Sixteen Personality Factor questionnaire, or 16?F (Cattail end Star*

1965) aims to provide a arid© coverage of personality traits. Its theoretical

basis lies In the m»oy publications of Cs.ttell, the simplest account of whose

position is to bo found in "The oicntifio Analysis of Personalis" (Cattell,

1965)• Cattail, more then any other personality theorist, has insisted on

the need for th© multivariate analysis of personality and the 16PF is the major

product of his factor analytic research, Tils considerable sophistication in

the use of factor (analysis, combined with an unfortunate predeliction for

coining neologisms whan naming factors, has reduced tha impact of his work

but recent reviews (Koltsman, 1965; Klein, Barr and Wolitslqr, 196?) have

shown a growing appreciation of his contribution to personality assessment,

Th® 1&P? teat assesses personality in teras of sixteen first-order,

obliquely related factors and four second-order factors. Of the latter only

two, Anxiety and Introverr»ion-2xtreversion, have boon ahoa-n to be easily

matched over various studies (Horn, 1963), Brief descriptions of the bi¬

polar first-order factors are as follows?-

Factor

A

B

C

£

F

G

H

1

L

Aloof

Unintelligent

Emotionally unstable
Submissive

iotieent

Expedient
Shy
iough-winded
Trustful

L°* *cm High score

Warn, outgoing
Intelligent

Mature, stable
Dominant

enthusiastic

Conscientious

Venturesome

Sensitive

Suspecting
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Factor Low score High score

X Practical Self-absorbed

8 Staple Sophisticated
0 Confident Apprehensive
ai Conservative Redioai

92 freup dependent Self-sufficient

Q3 Uncontrolled Self-controlled

94 Relaxed Tense

The second order factors of Anxiety and Iniroversion-Kxtraveralon are

obtained by applying the formulae set out in the ..fofi ^ UW

Pbfaonftlity i^ttyr uefftiorytal^ (Cattell and ftfcer, 1963). These formulae
are aa followai-

Anxiety • 3.7 * 0.2C - 0.2H + 0,» 4 0.30- 0.2Q3 4 0.I*U

• °-2A ♦ O.ZR 4 o.w ♦ O.SK - 0.292 -1.1

The products of these formulae are rounded to the nearest whole number,

the constants in the equation ensuring that the scores are eten aoorea.

These scores are used so as to be able to compare a person's score on one

factor with hia score on any other factor, irrespective of ths means and

variances of the rm scores of these factors. The standard tan point scale

(or aten scale) uses ten points to cover the population range. To trans¬

form a distribution of scores into etens the raw score ir.ean is fixed at 3.5

stens and points which are one half of a standard deviation above and below

the mean translate to stsns of 6 and 3 respectively. Thus atens of 3 and 6

are average, 4 and 7 are slightly deviant, 2, 3» 8 and 9 are markedly deviant,

while atens of 1 and 10 indicate scores which ore store than two standard
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deviations from the a®a». The uso of aten scores permits the ready com¬

parison of factor scores based on different forms of the earn© test or on

factors which appear in more than one test* In this study all 16PF scores

referred to are stew scores*

The Handbook gives a detailed account of the design and rationale of

the 16PF in its various forms and provides bipolar descriptions of the

factors measured as well as other necessary information* The reliability

of the factors in Term A of the test (the form used in this study) vary from

0*83 to 0.61, values which are typical of personality measures. The validity

of the soales is assessed by construct validity, that is they are valid if

they correlate well with the statistical factors thay represent* Several

reports, the most recent being that of dunj ioka and Cattell (1963), have

demonstrated that the factors appear repeatedly across cultures* The average

construct validity coefficient is 0*85 which is an acceptable figure*

Information about the use of the l£pf in clinical and research settings

is collated and it-sued by the Institute of ersonallty and Ability Testing

in its series of Information Bulletins» A study ty McAllister (1968) and

unpublished data by Philip provide normative eottlsh data for normals and

psyohiatrle patients. McAllister's studs' attempted to relate Foulde* (1963a)

proposition that incapacity for mutual personal relations increased along a

continuum from normality, through personality disorder,, neurosis, integrated

psychosis to non-integrated psychosis, to Cattail's (1965) observation that

there was & functional imbalance in the personality processes of the mentally

ill* McAllister analysed the 16?F profiles of normals and psychiatric groups

classified according to eulds* continuum and concluded that his results, which

showed that tha non-lntegratcd psycho'ios differed from normals on nine factors
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while personality disorders differed only on four, eonfinaed Foulds*

formulation* hen all the psychiatric groups ware compared with normals

on the firat order factors the following results were obtained. Person*

elity disorders wmm more dominant ($+), more happy*go-lttol(y (P+)» more

expedient (G«) and more ahrewed and oiumirtr (?U). Ssurotios were more

unstable (C-)9 aore expedient (&-), more apprehensive (0+)» more group

dependent (Q2-), loss integrated ( i3~) and more tense (ik*)• Integrated

psyohotios were less intelligent (B-), acre unstable (C-)9 moi*e reticent

(?-), aero sensitive (I.), more salf-conoerned (H») and more apprehensive

(0+). on-Integrated paychotios were more reserved (A-), less intelligent

(B-)# more unstable (C-), more reticent (?-)» more self-concerned (M+), more

simple (N-), more apprehensive (0+) end sore tense (Q4+).
Hie 1&;,F form A was administered in much the same way as the HIUQ.

Care was taken to point out that eaoh question was to be answered on a

3 point format as opposed to the true-false format of the HPHQ. The items

comprising fora A of the 16?F appear in Appendix A, along with the items of

the SSI and RDHQ.
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The Poisoning Treatment Centre of the Royal Infirmary of .dinburgh.

situated in Ward 3 of that hospital. is organised as an acuta medieal ward

with special psychiatric facilities which have bean described in detail by

Kessel. v'cCullooh and lispson (1963)* All eases of suspected attempted

suicide are seen by a psychiatrist who completes a schedule which provides

a source of basic data about ward admissions. Information from these

schedules was used to complete a protocol for each patient seen in this

study (see Appendix B). In addition, psychiatrists were asked to complete

a number of rating scales and were requested to ascertain whether the patient

in question had ever been in trouble with the lav. and whether in the case

of married patients there was any evidence of inter-spouse violence, la-

fidelity or alcoholism. This information was added to the patient's protocol.

Patients were tested individually by the author, who identified himself as a

psychologist who was giving certain testa to patients in order to find out

more about the factors which led people to behave as they had done. In

general the tests were given in the order SSI. HECIQ and 1&JF, but pressure

of work frequently occasioned changes in the order so thai, while patient A

was being asked th© items of the SSI in on© part of the ward, patient B was

answering the questions of the 16?F or HBHQ, Testing was carried out in th©

ward itself or in a aide-room when the latter was available. Although auoh

conditions were leas than perfect they did not appear to bother the patients

as much as they did the tester.
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It had bean intended that ©very mm and ©very second woman admitted to

the i?ard following & suicidal attempt would be tested until fifty patients

of each sex had been gathered. MoCulloch and Philip (1967b) Interviewed

olose on 100 patients in a six-week period and found* as had Kessel (1965)»
that women formed nearly two thirds of all admissions following a suicidal

attempt. y testin, alternate female admissions it was hoped that sex

differences attributable to seasonal fluctuations could be avoided. In

practice this intention was not fulfilled! while aost cases were inter¬

viewed and completed th© battery of psyoholo, ical tests* some patients ©or©

interviewed and either did not complete all the testa or were considered

untestable. A msaber of patients were not interviewed or tested at all.

Thus psychological data «are gathered on fifty men and fifty somen over the

period 1st February to 30th June* 1967 in which time 329 patients (132 nen,

197 ©omen) were admitted to the card one or -ore times following a suicidal

attempt. Failure to complete the test battery was due to a number of

reasons. The most frequent ere lack of understandinr; due to low intelli¬

gence, poor eyesight* illiteracy, impairment of function due to psychtatrio

state* refusing to complete th© test battery and leaving the ward before all

the testing had been completed. In the last category were patients who

agreed to complete the inventories at home and return them to the ward but

did not in fact earty out their promise, despite being sent reminder letters.

The patients who were not Interviewed or tested at all fell into two categories!

those who stayed in the .ard for less than 34 hours and those who were die-

charged much earlier than expected. It had been foreseen that the former

group would prove difficult to run to r round short of working on a 24 hour
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basis; such patients pnovsd to ba elusive in McCulloeh and Philip*a (1967b)

study where the manpower available sac double that in the present case*

Failure to contact the latter group was primarily a function of patient

turnover in the ward* srd $ haa a very high turnover of patients and

admissions follow an irregular pattern; several days my pass without any

patients being admitted; these lulls are often followed by spells of intense

activity when the pressure on staff leads to the early discharge of patients

who in other circumstances would have remained in hospital for much longer

periods*

Kesael (196$) and MoCullooh (196$) achieved 10Q per cent cover of a

year's intake to the ward and it might be thought that the present study

shows up rather poorly in comparison, The number of patients passing

through Ward 3 Haa increased markedly since 1962*1963 when the Kossel and

MoCullooh survey -me carried out, and so it has become correspondingly more

difficult to achieve complete cover* More important is the foot that

MoCulloch's information about patients was obtained primarily from relatives

or other informants* Information of an interview nature can be elicited

from drowsy patients with patience and good technique hut such patients

cannot cope with the more okacting task of completing personality question¬

naires until they are much more alert* dy the time they have reached this

stag© of recovery they are usually ready for discharge and are much less

willing to remain in the ward.

Because of this failure to sample the ward population according, to the

original plan it was felt that the patients who completed the test battery

might be different in socio aspects from those who did not complete the battery.

Ho check on psychological differences could bo mad* but a check on the saedieal.



social and demographic data available froa the routine data coding sheets

and used in the survey protocols of the tested patients was possible* It

was hypothesised that the patients who were tested fomed «n unbiassed

sample of the Sard 3 population in regard to these ceded variables and

could be regarded as having been drawn at random from that population.

If this hypothesis were true then the tested satienia would not differ sig¬

nificantly on such variable® from another random sample drawn from the sans

population* Such a sample, comprising fifty man and fifty women, was con¬

stituted by selecting the names of patients from the ward admission book

with the aid of a table of random numbers* The prent population of this

sample comprised all thee® patients admitted between February 1st and June

30th, 1%7 who were cleansed to have rs&de a suicidal attempt*

Data relating to age, civil state, length of stay in the .card, method

of auioidal attempt, level of consciousness on a&ndsaion (Matthew and Law son,

1966), psychiatrist*® estimate of degree of premeditation, occurrence of

suicidal threats, activating factors, history of previous attempts by the

pafcjent or a relative, history of psychiatric or chronic physical illness,

abuse of alcohol or drugs and psychiatric diagnosis wore tabulated for men

and women separately* Differences between the sexes on these items were
2

tasted by the appropriate statistical methods, usually X ; the results of

those tests *nu the tables of scores on which they were calculated are given

in Appendix C, Of all these comparisons only three yielded significant sex

differences. Men had a greater incidence of chronic physical illnoas
o

(X S 6*77, d.f. a 1, p <*0l) ana more frequently had histories of .problem
*?

drinking (X « 29*33, d.f, » 1, p <*0005) while women were more often giver;

diagnoses Other than affective disorder or. joorsorpOity disorder (X « 9.66,



d.f. « 1, p <.01)» Appendix C also contains tables ahouing the distribution

of the above itests ami the statistical tests between the sexes for those

patients who completed psyclwlogioal testing* only one sex difference
?

emerged; sore am had histories of problem drinking (s « 10*18, d*f* a 1,

p <«005)» &sily, Appendix C sho»* the comparisons made between the tested

patients and the raudca controls, the sexes havin,. been considered separately*

There is only ene significant difference between the two groups of women, the

rondo® group having bees given more diagnoses other than affective disorder or

ifflmtHOTr 3^9r4ft*> (** » n-33» d.f* » 2, p <*00S). for men four signif¬
icant differences energe; the tested patients are younger (t « 2*70, d*f« « 96,

p <*01), have fewer of their number who stay one day or less in hospital

(X2 « 10*42, d.f. » 2, p <*01), use MVlHrtilfflftM
more often (X e 8*16, d.f* a 2, p <*Q25) and have fewer oases of problem

flrlnfcinx (X2 a 5*20, d.f* a 1, p <*025;. It has already been said that it

had been anticipated that patients who stayed only briefly in the ward would

bo difficult to test and comparison of the mole tasted group and male random

group bears this out* Although the two groups of women do not differ sig¬

nificantly on this item, they do show a difference which la in the same

direction as that for nan* lounger patients are more likely to use aspirin

in a suicidal attempt (Kesael, 1965) and uaddcal management of acute salicylate

poisoning (ieveridge, Forshall, Junro, O&m an& ostoa, 1964; Matthew,

Mackintosh, Totapsett and Cassron, 1966) usually ensures that the patient

remains la the ward few more than 24 hours* Problem drinkers earning to the

ward tend to ba older men and seldom stay for any length of time*

On the wliolo it scams that the patients who were Interviewed and completed

psychological testing da not differ greatly from random controls in regard to
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a variety of social end clinical factors. Indeed there ia only one signi¬

ficant difference between the *oaten who were tested and those who comprised

the random group. Since it has been shewn that they are fairly represen¬

tative of the population fro® which they cane, their psychological test

results can bo generalised to the Ward 3 population as a whole with sera®

degree of confidents©.

Ski a&Bfi
In the study reported by 'cCulloch and Philip (1967b) it was noted that

most of the clinical diagnoses were baaed not only on signs and symptoms of

illness but also on the personality characteristics of patients. Philip

and 'cCullooh (1967b) suggested that a measure of eooial pathology would toe

of use &a an aid to the more accurate diagnosis of patients seen in the

Poisoning Treatment Centre. As a first step towards a procedure where a

diagnosis could be made in terras of symptoms, personality abnormality and

social disorder or deviance with these three dimensions assessed independently,

three rating scales were devised. It has been shown (Osgood, Sue! and

Tannentoaura, 1937) that most people can use a rating scale which has seven

choice points without much difficulty and so seven point scales were used

in the present study. In the first seal© the psychiatrist was asked to rate

the presence of symptoms and signs of any psychiatric illness. A rating of

7 indicated the presence of symptoms and signs which allowed a formal diag¬

nosis to toe made with certainty, a rating, of 1 denoted the clear absence of

psychiatric signs and symptoms. The psychiatrist was urged to use the

diagnostic approach of eyer-Grosa, Slater and Both (I960). fhe second soalo

provided a measure of personality abnormality, a rating of 7 denoting that la
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the psychiatrist's optalon the patient manifested clear indications of per¬

sonality abnormality* The third scale attempted to measure the presence of

social disorder end deviance, a rating of 7 denoting that the psychiatrist

was of the opinion that the patient's history shoved evidence of social dis¬

order* for the second and third scales it was suggested to the psychiatrist

that the ranga cf behaviour commonly seen In general aedio&l and surgical

patients should be used as a baseline against which to rate the patients seem

In the Poisoning Treatsent Centre*

Tiro further rating scales sere completed by the psychiatrists* One was

a rating of life endangenaant, the other a rating of precautions taken to

avoid or ensure discovery* On the life endangeriaent scale a rating of 7

indicated that in the psychiatrist *a opinion the patient would have been

certain te die If he or she had not been discovered* A rating of 7 on the

precautions scale indicated that the patient was considered to have token

definite precautions to avoid discovery while a rating of 1 indicated that

a patient was thought to have taken definite precautions to ensure discovery*

All these scales are open to eritlolea cm the grounds that they look

objectivity* However they arc no more subjective than ordinary clinical

diagnoses or the kinds of life endorsement categories used by Keseel (196!?)

and Stengel and Cook (1956),

ifo? §ssM aoMttaak Mm
The results of & one year follow-^ study of patients admitted to the

Poisoning Treatment Centre (McCulloch, 1965) have boon discussed in Chapter

2* A Social Prognosis Index (SPI) based on McCulloch's findings was devised

so as to facilitate the comparison of the personality characteristics of
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patients having a good predicted social prognosis with those of patients

having & poor predicted social prognosis. McCullooh's thesis was carefully

examined for item which he had found to be related to social improvement.

Following this examination lists of important feetors for sen and women

respectively were devised. For women 16 iters were used while for r.en

the number was 15; the overlap between the two sets of items being large.

For women the following items, if present, carried good prognostic im¬

plications (the nasbero refer to position of the items on the S?I).

1. Patient unmarried, a«.ed under 34 years.

3. gyfcant marriage, patient aged 55 years or mors, or
married for 5 years or more.

8. Patient living in own home (if married) or with parents (if single).

11. Use of aspirin as method of self-poisoning,

14. Primary diagnosis of "nil psychiatric*.

The following 11 items, if present, carried poor prognostic implications.

2. Patient unmarried, aged 34 years or store.

4. Kjctaat marriage with violence, infidelity, alcoholism in sr-ouse
or with marital disharmony as a precipitant.

5. Patient separated or divorced.

6. ratieat's ork record one of frequent job changes (3+ in year),
unemployment or casual labour.

7. Patient's social class IV or V.

9. Drinking or drul;, taking seen to be a problem (by patient,
informant or psychiatrist).

10. Trouble with the law (»m ore of these;• warned by police,
approved school, probation, fines, jail).

12. Us® of "cutting" and "other* methods.

13# Rating of 1 or 2 on life eadaagerMnt scale.

i
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15* riaazy diagnosis of personality disorder.

16. Previous suicidal attempt.

For men the following items carried good implications for social improvement.

1. Patient unmarried, aged under 20 years.

2. Sxtant marriage, patient aged 35 years or more,
or married for 5 or more years.

7. Patient living in own home (if married) or with parents (if single).

10. Use of aspirin as method of self-poisoning.

13. riisary diagnosis of neurosis or depression.

The presence of the remaining items implied poor social Improvement.

2. Patient unmarried, aged 20 years or more.

4. Extant marriage with violence, infidelity, alcoholism in auouse
or with marital disharmony as a precipitant.

5. Patient separated or divorced.

6. atiant*s work record one of frequent job changes (3+ in year),
unemployment or casual labour.

8. Drinking or drug taking seen to be a problem (by patient,
informant, or psychiatrist).

9. Trouble with the law (any one of theaej- warned by police,
approved school, probation, fines, jail)«

11. Use of "cutting" and "other* methods.

12. Rating of 1 or 2 cm life endangenaent scale.

14. rlraary diagnosis of "nil psychiatric" or personality disorder.

15. Previous suicidal attempt.

For both sexes the SPI score was obtained by totalling the number of "good*

items and "bad" Items and applying the following formulas-
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SPI score a 10 + (Sum "food* • Sum "Bad").
For men the range of possible toores Is 2 • 14 while for women it is 1 * 14,

The validity of this SPI soale depends on its olose adherence to MeCulloeh's

(1965) work. Because of differences im data collection (there was no full-

time psychiatric social worker in the ward at the time of this study) some

of MeCulloeh's items could not be used but most of his factors are included

in the scale,

ft-ftment pf

The evidence presented in Chapters 2 and 5 makes it clear that there is

no "suicidal personality**, ccordingly, moat of the Interest in the results

of this study stems from the possibility of discovering significant withln-

group differences, using a variety of measures to divide the population.

However, comparison of the soores obtained on the SSI, HEH:4 and i6?F by this

attempted suicide population with the soores of various normal and psychiatric

groups is also important since it establishes points of similarity and

difference in the personalities of attempted suicides and other populations,

The first part of the results chapter will present an overall description

of the group in terras of the SSI, BBHQ and 16PF, This will be succeeded by

the following wtthln-group comparisons, In which the HI#*., and 16PF soores of

men and women will be treated separately,

1, Using the Social Prognosis Index a comparison will be made between

those patients having a good predicted social prognosis and those

having a poor predicted prognosis.
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2. The scales rating lift endangernent and precautions regarding

discovery will be used to compare patients whose lives were en¬

dangered with those whose lives were not endangered and similarly

to oaap&re those who had taken precautions to ensure discovery with

those who had taken precautions to avoid discovery.

5. the scores obtained by individuals la different diagnostic

categories, using clinical diagnoses and SSI categories, will

be oompared.

It. The psychlatrie ratings of symptoms, personality abnormality and

social disorder will be used to divide the population and com¬

parisons will be made between patients rated high and low on these

toales.

5» Comparisons will be mads between patients who have never made a

previous suicidal attempt with those who have made a previous

attempt.

Finally, tho relationships between some of these variables will be considered.

statistical methods

In comparisons where only two groups of patients are involved, the sig¬

nificance of the differences in their mean scores on variables will be tested

by the familiar t-test (Guildford, 1965). hare sore than two groups are

involved a one-way analysis of variance (Guildford, 1965) will be carried out

to test whether there is an overall difference between the groups. In eases

where the F ratio is significant the Studsailsed range statistic will be

used to test differences between the means. The procedure devised by Tukey



and recommended by incr (1962# P« 39) will be used in all snob cases.

This procedure Is a conservative one# reducing to a minimum the possibility

of producing falsely significant remits and has been tensed "the honestly

significant difference procedure* (Winer# 1962# p. 87)* For any two means

to be significantly different the differenoe between then must be greater

than the critical value produced by the following formula.

Critical value » q (h# df)

where q « the Studentiaed range statistic

k * the mmber of groups in the analysis

df e the degrees of freedom for the within group
bur of squares (from the analysis of varianoe)

MSw r th© within groups mean square (from the
analysis of variance)

n *> the number of cases in each group

la the present study the number of eases varies from group to group so that

n is replaced by the harmonio mean n,

s • w,*♦ 't\
where k e number of groups

and n1 e the number of cases in group 1#
n? m the number of oases in Group 2# eto.

Some of the data are unsuitable for treatment by parametric techniques;

in such eases ohl square and other appropriate techniques (Slegel# 1996) will

bo used, Teats of association between variables such as product-moment

correlations and tau correlations will be applied where the conditions for the

use of such measures are appropriate (vuildford, 1969; Kendall# IShB),
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RgStfaTS

9f the ffiyqp as ft *hole

*) &*»*<» ^ Xavcntegr
Tables 6.1, 6,2 and 6*3 show the distributions of sum aw ooaen oil the

SSI aoalee of Personal Disturbance and Character disorder, these scales being

considered both singly and together. o significant am differences appear,

although the group of oaon contains slightly nor* character disordered

TAB!**!- 6.1

MsmsmsB. ss, m m mm m m mum msm/m

Men ooen Total

normal 6 6 12

Borderline Disturbed 16 14 30

Personally Disturbed 28 30 38

Total 30 30 100

2
2 (Sex dliferenoe) » 0.20, d.f« * 2, n.s.
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maams& w wv w m mwm mmm

Met ilSES- lam

Not Charcot!up Disordered 29 23 52

Choreeter DiLsordered 21 27 43

Total 50 50 100

X2 (3es difference) * 1,00, d.f. « 1, n.s.

individuals than the sale group. It can be seen froa Table 6.3 that 12 per

cent of the population show no signs of personal disturbance, 40 per cent are

personally disturbed, half of these to a borderline degree only, while the

retaining 43 per oent of the satple are character disordered*

TABLE 6.3

rnmmm a as he gam q» aa m w w

PffisqiAfr a»p 9HP^ni TWM

MSB U■HI lam
Nortel 6 6 12

Borderline Disturbed 11 9 20

Personally Disturbed 12 3 20

Character Disordered a 27 43

Total 50 so 100

1■w
W

M nee) « 1.75, d,?« • 3, n.s.
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b) The Hostility nqd it d&l&fflBa&t
Table 6.4 ©hows the mean scores obtained by man and women on the HMQ.

Two sex differences emerge, aea scoring higher on Delusional Hostility

(t « 2.61, d.f. a 96, jk.02) and on ua E, the sun of tho extrapunitiye

scales AH, CO and If!, (t » 2.16, d.f. » 98, p<.05).

<y aa ataa a aa im

gg| oaon Total
Mean (SD) Mean (s») Mean (SD)

Acting out Hostility 6.52 (3.20) 6.00 (2.9QL) 6.26 (3.05)

Criticism of Others 6.78 (2.76) 5.64 (3.05) 6.21 (2.95)

Delusional Hostility 2.90 (1.80) 2.06 (1.43) 2.48 (1.67)

Self Criticism 6.60 (2.68) 7.46 (2.71) 7.03 (2.72)

Delusional Guilt 3.90 (1.67) 3.96 (2.19) 3.93 (1.94)

General Hostility 26.78 (8.62) 25.08 (9.37) 25.93 (8.99)

Direction of Hostility 100.52 (8.19) 105.18 (6.92) 102.85 (7.90)

Sua E 16.28 (6.69) 13.66 (6.25) 14.97 (6.59)

Sum I 10.50 (4.06) 11.42 (4.42) 10.96 (4.25)

In Table 6.5 the component scores are compared with the scores obtained by

the Scottish normal and neurotio groups tested by hilip (1968). The

present population of attempted suicide patients score higher on General

Hostility than either normals or neurotics (Hansels v. AS, t = 10.74,

d.f. » 33®, p<.0G1; I ourotics v. AS, t » 6.59* d.f# » 201, p<.001).
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gABLS 6.5

mmm warn* mmm ^ mmm msm

General Hostility

ormale (a«2W>)

ourotloe (n=103)

itteatpted Suicides (ti*10Q)

Moan (SB)

15.17 (6.91)

10.04 (8.05)

25.93 (8.99)

'Jorraala v. 48, t « 10.74,
d.f, *. 338, p<.001.

ieurotiea v. AS, t » 6.59,
d.f . ac 201, p<«001.

Jonaala (n»240)

neurotica (nd05)

attempted ^uloldsa (rt»100)

(SP)

103.13 (5.70)

106.08 (5.88)

102.85 (7.90)

Normals v. AS, t * 0.32,
d.f. . 338, n.s.

Neurotica v. AS, t * 3.30,
d.f. « 201, p<.005.

They do not differ from normals in ireotlon of Hostility (t m 0.32,

d.f. » 338, n.s.) and like the letter they ar© less ir.tnopunitive than

neurotics (t s 3»3©, d.f. a 201, p<.005)• Since hilip did not calculate

.sua S and Sua I in his study no teats of significance can be carried out on

these scores.

o) ^ -"WW , er^nr^t,v , ftotgy .

The mean scores obtained by the group on the sixteen primary factors and

two second-order factors of the 16s.? are shown in Table 6.6. Three of the

first-order factor® reveal significant sex differences; men are sore out¬

going, A ♦ (t » 6.47, d.f. ■ 98, p^.001), more sensitive, I + (t * 3.30,

d.f. 85 98, pc.0G5) arid more conservative, Q1 - (t * 3.50, d.f. a 98, p<.QGl).
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Primry faetors

(hi# ecore description)
m

Mean (SB) Mean (SB)
Total

Mean (SB)

A (outgoing) 6.50 (1.64) 5.06 (1.60) 5.78 (1.77)

» (intelligent) 6.64 (1.89) 6.18 (1.84) 6.41 (1.87)

C (stable) 3.90 (2.31) 3.38 (1.94) 3.64 (2.14)

E (dominant) 5.16 (1.87) 5.62 (1.68) 5.39 (1.78)

F (enthusiastic) 5.26 (1.78) 5.04 (2.00) 5.15 (1.89)

& (conscientious) 4.18 (1.89) 4.24 (1.79) 4.21 (1.83)

H (venturescaa) 4.10 (1.37) 4.26 (1.76) 4.18 (1.81)

I (sensitive,' 6.30 (1.61) 5.18 (1.80) 5.71 (1.79)

h (suapaotlng) 6.54 (1.97) 6.66 (2.13) 6.60 (2.04)

It (self-absorbed) 6.36 (1.54) 6.12 (1.78) 6.24 (1.66)

N (sophisticated) 4.76 U.95) 5.56 (2.16) 5.16 (2.09)

0 (apprehensive) 7.70 (1.7L) 7.35 (2.25) 7.53 (1.99)

Q1 (radical) 4.66 (1.72) 5.92 (1.89) 5.29 (1.91)

*42 (self-sufficient) 6.34 (1.99) 6.76 (1.66) 6.55 (1.33)

-43 (self-controlled) 4.84 (1.92) 4.58 (2.45) 4.61 (2.22)

04 (tense) 7.14 (2.03) 7.02 (2.13) 7.08 (2.07)

:-*.eeond-order factors

f\nsiety 7.56 (2.01) 7.64 (2.35) 7.60 (2.17)

Xntrwersion-ssEtmvarsitui 4.18 (1.89) 3.96 (1.70) 4.07 (1.79)
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In Chapter 4 It was pointed out that aten sooror, of 5 and 6 were average,

with stena from 4 to 1 and 7 to 10 respectively Indicating increasing departure

from the mean, htm dealing with group mesis it is convenient to regard all

scores from 4*5 to 6.5 as average, Using these guidelines to normal scores

it is seen that the present group la emotionally unstable (€-), lacking in

conscientiousness (&-), shy (H-), suspicious (L+), apprehensive (G+), self-

sufficient (Q2+) and tense (Q4). The seoond-ordor factors susmsarise these

departures from normality, the group is samewh&t introverted and is very anxious.

Comparisons with the groups studied by McAllister (1968), using the profile

similarity coefficient r (Cattail, 1349) show that the attempted suicide . roup
P

have a mean personality profile which is vary similar to that obtained by

neurotics (rp « 0,79) and has almost as strong a resemblonoe to the profiles
of integrated and non-integrated psychotics (r^ * 0,78 in both cases),
*) +**«, rating ffc^p

The distributions of scores on th© rating scales used to assess the presence

of symptoms, personality abnormality and social disorder or deviance .ire seen in

Table 6,7, The scales do not show any significant sex differences in the

W* fti7

CUMULATIVE j^agggflft sC0^ « MBS ^
innais, wmmm im*ma mTi 135011138

A* Symptpms qnd lfiaq

Hating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Men 6 12 34 20 28 40 50

Women 6 13 15 25 35 a 50

Total 12 25 29 45 63 81 100

golaoaerw-Sairnov D « 0.14. n.s.
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TAB4& 6*7 (continued)

1 S 3

Rating
b- 5 6 7

Men 10 13 14 18 33 45 50

Women 8 12 15 20 33 a 50

Total 18 25 29 38 66 86 100

Mmmr-fltinffr q a °»°ftt TM«

c« syoiyl

1 2 3

Rating
4 5 6 7

Men 16 21 23 27 36 40 50

Women 17 21 27 28 Si J? 50

Total 33 42 50 55 68 77 100

aiMMBtittM £ ,b ft«gU

distribution of rating: score® on the throe scales* The distributions are

distinctly non-normal* the social disorder scale in particular showing a

preponderance of extreme ratings*

The scales rating; degree of life endangeraent and precautions taken to

avoid or ensure discovery are also non-normal in their score distribution

(Table 6*8). (hi the life endangerment scale over one third of all patient©

were given a rating of 1} they sere considered certain to live*
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TABUS 6.8

cumulative mstmbuctchs or scwia m haws*- or

Uffg mi- ?;• iBATOiogs - ask: to avqix- or, iascaygnr

1 2 3

Bating
4 5 6 7

Men 19 27 32 36 45 47 50

lamm 16 25 29 37 44 48 50

Total 35 52 61 75 89 95 100

K.olffi0i;orwi -airoov J5 « 0-06- a-s-

-tutions token to avoid or ensure discovers

1 2 3

Heting
4 5 6 7

Men 11 21 22 45 46 48 50

Vm«b 13 20 27 45 47 49 50

Total 24 a 49 90 93 97 100

Only 5 patients were oonsidsred to fcusr© avoided certain death by being iis-

eevared, Por^-on© per cent of patients were considered to have taken

precautions to ensure discovery while & further 41 wore rated 4» 6%<;.Qstine
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that the psychiatrist did not consider that precautions of amy kind were take®.

•) gaaBB&aJ&te
The distribution of scores for m end wonen on the SF1 appears In

Table 6.9.

WSLE 6.9

mxexLvmrn Of SCORES FOB MlW jUW
WdlSH OK m SOCIAL FJOTOSIS Eim

Score Men

14 0 0

19 0 0

12 9 a

u 3 4
10 7 10

9 6 2

Q 6 10

7 6 6

6 € 5

5 7 2

4 4 2

9 1 0

2 0 1

1 0 0

n * 50 n a 50

Mean => 7.60
SB * 2.3a

Mean « 6.60
SB » 1.49
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For am the possible range of scores la 2 to 14* for women it is 1 to 14)

it can be seen frosa the table that the sooree for both sexes are well dis¬

tributed over their respective ranges* Beeause tho content of the SPI is

not the aaa® for mm and women a comparison of their scores Js not appropriate*

frog! cOTPftrigftfii
Detailed tables showing the means and standard deviations of each sub¬

group used in the within group comparisons are to be found in Appendix S3*

fables in the text relate to variables where significant differences between

sub-groups were found* In these tables a single asterisk indicates a difference

which is significant at the *05 level while double asterisks denote differences

which reach the *01 level of significance*

For men and women fear categories of social prognosis were devised and

an attempt was made to keep the numbers in each categories as equal as the

distribution of score* on the 8FI would allow* . ati^nts in group 1 had the

poorest prognosis, group 2 the next poorest* group $ the second best and

group 4 the best prognosis. For eon group 1 comprised pf 12 patients whose

scores on the 3?1 were 5 or less* group 2 comprised pf 13 patients who scored

6 or ?* group 3 consisted of 12 patients having scores of 8 or 9 and group 4

was made up of the res&ising 13 patients who scored 10 or more* fen women

who had scored 6 or less eonpriaed group 1* 16 who scored 7 or 8 formed group

2* 12 having seorea of 9 or 10 made up group 3 and group 4 contained the remaining

12 patients who had scores of 11 and above*
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For oaoh personality variable of the HBHQ and IfiPF a one-way analysis

of varianoe was carried out to ascertain whether the groups differed to a

significant degree* The men differed only on one variable, footer F of the

lfiPF (F^x y:) * 5.10, p<»05) « Table 6.10 shows that none of the difference*;

TABIiR 6.10

¥t/mwm mm m im) ¥ rum ? (ww4Pi

Group 1 5.63 - 0.02 0.50 1.75
Group 2 5.85 - 0.52 1.77
Group 5 5.33 * 1.25
Group 4 4.08 #

Critical values for on honestly significant difference)
.05 level, 1.80) .01 level, 2.23.

between the group moans ore greater than the critical values needed for an

honestly significant difference tc appear. Women differed on three variables,

factor C (»(3ft5) » 5.97, p<.025), factor 0 (F(5>^) - 2.96, p«.05) and
Acting out Hostility (Ff, * 5.13. p<.05). On factor C (Table 6.11)

TABLE 6.11

[FPsaHsc-gs mm spi grqupb iaafffl « c iamayfc aaaaagl

Mm X******** between
Group 1 2.70 • 0.11 0.47 2.22*

Group 2 2.81 0.35 2.11*

Group 3 3.17 - 1.75

Group 4 4.92 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 1.95) .01 level, 2.41.
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groups I end 2 arc differentiated fro© group the former groups manifesting

marked, emotional instability ana being easily upset. On factor 0 (fable 6.1?)

groups 1 and 4 are again significantly different, these with a good prognosis

TABLE 6,12

wwam mam m mm Lma
CM FACTOli 0 (A^R\1TMSrmE83)

ism ayapgiBMa Mem mm

4 roup 1 6.30 - 0.00 0.36 2.47"
Group 2 7»50 • 0.42 1.67
Group 3 7.92 «• 2.09
Group 4 3.83 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.03 level, 2.32; .01 level, 2,87.

being average cat the factor while the poor prognosis group is vary apprehensive

and troubled. The Acting out Hostility scale of the HDHQ also differentiates

the estrem® groups ('i'able 6.13)» the group with poor prognosis shoeing a very

HMt fitt

ssmmm m™* mi m m hostility

tteen differences between raeans

Group 1 7.60 - 1.41 1.27 3.52*

Group 2 €.19 • 0.14 2.11
Group 3 6.33 - 2.23
roup 4 4.08

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.03 level, 2.99; .01 level, 3.70.



marked urg® to act oat thslr aggressive impulses, some of those urges being

manifested in their behaviour#

when sen are considered in terms of good or bad social prognosis categories

they differ on only one of 27 variables# this difference being of marginal sig¬

nificance* fomen shov differences on 3 variables on eaeh of which could be

differentiated the groups with the best and worst prognoses#

*) ?**« ciQfrlc

The ratings were reduced to three categories as follows? category 1

Comprised those patients given ratings of 1 or 2 (27 M, 25 i) indicating that

their lives had not been in danger# category 2 contained those given ratings

of 3 and 4 (11 llt 12 1) indicating some risk to life# while category 3 corn-

prised those rated 5# C or 7 (12 M# 13 F) whose lives had been in danger#

Using these categories of endangeresenb, analysis of variance was carried

out on each personality variable# For women there were no significant

personality difference;? between the life endangermcnt categories while for

sen one difference emerged# Table 6,14 shows that men in the high risk of

death category scored higher on Sua 2 than those men in the low endangeraent

TABLE 6.14

fiBsm aauiBmamas ^ «*E

|e^

Category 1 (low risk} 14#74 » 2#74 $.01®
Category 2 (intermediate) 16.00 - 4.75
Category 3 (high ride) 20.75 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference)
#05 level# 5#80j .01 level, 7.36.
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as having seriously endangered their lives had mere extrapunitive responisea

on to® HD&Q. The detailed scores in Appendix E show that men and women

scored. differently on several of the variables, for oxampl®, on Sub £ men

in category 5 seertd higher than am in category 1 while for women low acorns

w«re in oata/sory 5 and high scores in category 1* The lack of significant

results for women means that toesa findings are interesting but of doubtful

significance*

o) 'lb® Precautions Taken to Avoid or "'usuro - iacovegy Scale

As with the life ondaagerment scale the ratings on this seal® were reduced

to three categories. Patients rated 1, 2 or 5 (22 Mt 27 F) who were considered

to have taken precautions to ensure discovery formed category 1* '"hose rated

4 (23 M, 10 F) where no evidence regarding precautions could be found formed

category 2 and those rated 5, 6 or 7 (5 H, 5 P) who were considered to have

tried to avoid discovery formed category 3* The three categories of woman

did not differ on any of the personality measures :.hcn analyses of variance

were carried out. For men, three variables yielded significant variance

ratios* these amre factor Q4 (F^2 ^ « 3*31* p<*05), Delusional Guilt (*(2,47)
• 3.55, p<*05) and eneral Hostility (*(2#47) * 3.46, p< .05). Table 6.15

mm
ntragagross BHTHKM >me&mmn takbh CATESOHXHS

(MH-n OB FACTOR 34. (fllSKtSiS)

Category 1 (ensure)
Category 2 (intermediate)
Category 3 (avoid)

Mgag
7.36
7.39

5.00

Mfferaneos between means

• 0.03 2.36*
2.39*

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 lovel, 2.07} .01 level, 2.63.



•hoars that men who had taken precautions to avoid discovery had an average

oean soore on Q4 (tenseness) while those who had taken precautions to ensure

discovery, or who were in the intermediate category, scored high. On

Delusional Guilt (Table 6.16) the mean score for those whose precautions

TABLE 6.16

pmmp mag zwmm mat

Megn pifferopoeq, fretweeq means

Category 1 (ensure) 4.32 - 0.45 1.87*
Category 2 (intermediate) 3.87 • 1.87
Category 3 (avoid) 2,20 •

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
,05 level, 1,70; ,01 level, 2.15.

were aimed at ensuring discovery is higher than that for those whose aim

was to avoid discovery, The score* on General Hostility (' able 6,17)

follow the same trend although the means are not sufficiently far apart to

produce an honestly significant difference,

TABLE 6.17

mmsmtc}® ami pnECMmzms TA«W

sm&m iml 9® sjrnm mmmn

3m Stegmom Jateaa mat

Category 1 (ensure) 30,18 - 5.66 7,98
Category 2 (intermediate) 24.52 • 2.32

Category 3 (avoid) 22,20 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 8.79; .01 level, 11.15.
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While woman show no personality trait® associated with avoiding or ©n-

surtm, discovery it appears that man who take precautions to avoid discovery

are less tense and have fewer delusions of ©Jilt than those who attempt to

ensure discovery,

d) PjphietFie

1) 9Hnieal j&MB&aMS. SSjSSSSkUL
The most frequently used diagnoses were those of affective disorder

(13 M, 22 f) and personality disorder (27 M, 2k F). able 6,18 shows

those personality measures on which men diagnosed as suffering from affective

disorder differed from those diagnosed as personality disorder, Affective

TA3L& 6.18

pwiffi mam m wwm m
AFFBCTIVK MoORMR AKP 2SRSCMALIW DInO PER

Mm 1M isa ML
Factor Cr Conscientious) 3.15 (1.28) 3.32 ( 2.03) 3.09, p<.005

noting out Hostility 3.15 (3.03) 7.33 (2.%) 2.14, p<.05

Direction of Hostility 104.46 (6.53) 96.63 (9.39) 2.28, jk.05

Sum S 15.46 (6.20) 18.70 (6.21) 2.50, p<.02

disordered men have a wean score on factor & which is averagej in contrast

the personality disordered men are very expedient and insensitive to group

influences. The three HDHQ measures all indicate that the personality
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disordered patieate are characterised by their «rtr&puRitiw*»»», especially

la their tendcney to &et out their tspulses. This outward expression of

host-lity is also characteristic of «©s®» perscaality disorder® as is seen

la Table 6.19. '* ot only are they aor® ISkdj to act out, to criticise othurs

aam jui

mvm^cm ssss^m *OMP- gr*cBogsp AS

r-i-.o-uzm WD patsOSAIJ 77 Bisoft&ta;

vf^eti^ aoflMittte Maacag 1 (*•**• * «►(a » 22} (a « 24) in each ease)

Mm.*jai aean _.ia&
nxiaty 6.59 (2^4) 8.58 (1.63) 3.19, JK.005

^ 4.27 <1.86) 2.67 (1.69) 3.01, p<.005

factor t, (suspecting) 5.82 (2.04) 7M (1.82) 2.87, P<.01

Factor S (sophisticated) 6.56 (1.79) 5.04 (2.24) 2.22, p<.05

Factor 0 (apprehensive) 6.U (2.38) 8.25 (1.75) 2.97, ?<.005

"actor n4 (tense) 6.00 (2.02) 7*92 (1.77) 5.42, 3? .005

acting out Hostility 4.91 (2.74) 6.83 (2.63) 2.42, JK.025

Criticism of Others 4.41 (3.28) 6.67 (2.33) 2.67, P«.025

belusiomal t :outility 1.59 (1.10) sua (1.53) 2.13, |K.05

Islusional Guilt 3.14 (2.34) 4.67 (1.66) 2.55, p«.G2

fceeeral Hostility 21.14 (10.27) 28.42 (6.16} 2.88, P<.01

Bun S 10.91 (6.16) 15.83 (4.62) 3.00, JK.0Q5

awl to feel »u—stmt puranoid than patient# disposed &s affective dioorder#

but they also elnlr. t® be ®»re guilt ridden* On the lfiff these perse ''ality



diiortoid wosen are extremely anxious, factors C, L, 0 and *4 all contri¬

buting to the very high aoore of 8.33 stea on the Anxiety factor. ' ^oaen

diagnosed as suffering from affective disorder are only slightly more anxious

than normal and tend to be somewhat more shrewd (:i+) than those diagnosed as

personality disorders.

For both sexes patients suffering fro® personality disorders are pre-

doninsntly extrapunitive In disposition. Feaale personality disorders ore

further oharaotsrised by very high levels of anxiety.

**> §s?i

The number of man and women falling in cash of the categories, nomal,

borderline disturbed, personally disturbed and character disordered has been

shown in Table 6.3. For men these categories differed on the following

personality variables! nxiety (F^ ^ *» 4.73« P<«01), M * 4.47,
p<.01), 0 • 3.67, p<.023), Q4 (*(3^) * 3.73» P<«01), Delusional
Hostility (F(3>) « 4.31, p<.01), Delusional Guilt (^(3^) * 3.73, pc.G2l>),
General oatility (F^^j « 4.76, p<.01), isua S (f^ 3 « 2.93, P<»05) and
Sun 1 (F^3 a 3.31# P<«05). On the seoond-order factor of Anxiety (Table
6,20) normals are clearly distinguished froa charaotar disorders, the latter

having very high anxiety. Two of the primary factors contributing to Anxiety,

TABLE 6.20

igflM Mm maM flgsm teal
CH THa IlEGGK1>^0?DER FACTOR OF /ginaHT

Normal

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

Mean

6.00
6.36
7.92

8.43

Differences between means

- 0.36 1.92 2J&*
1.36 2.07

0.51

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;

.03 level, 2.15; .01 level, 2.66.
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TABLa 6.a

M3M m MSfflM tiWX SM USM 9

Normal

BorderXiao Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

6.33
7.09
7.58
8.48

- 0.76 1.23 2.15*

0.49 1.39
0.90

Critical values for an honestly significant cliffereice)
.05 level, 1.87) .01 level, 2.32.

feetor 0 (Table 6.21) and faster 04 (Table 6.22) shew character disordered

men to be sore apprehensive, guilt-prone and tense than normals. On the

latter factor the borderline disturbed group have a mean score ihieh is

significantly more normal than that of the character disorders. Table 6.23

shows that on factor 1 the personally disturbed and character disordered

groups tend to be Inner-directed and unrealistic when compared with normals.

um iM

DIFFERENCES JSBSM 881 BIA0H0ST1C CATEGORIES (fflj gI FACTOB ,4

orml

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

Mean

5.50

5.82

7.30

- 0.32 2.00 2.30*

1.68 2.18'
0.60

8.10

Critical values for an honest3y significant difference)
.05 level, 2.12) .01 level, 2.62.
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TABLE 6.25

wtswsm mamw&mm wmmMimm) a fa™ b

Normal

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

isfia

4.67
5.91

6.92
6.76

Differences boteoen aeans

- 1.24 2.25** 2.09**
1.01 0.85

0.16

Critioal values for an honestly significant difference}
.05 level, 1.65} .01 level, 2.0$.

The personally disturbed group of patients shoe raor® Delusional Hostility

(Table 6.24) than either the normal or borderline disturbed patients. Al¬

though significant variance ratios were found for Delusional Guilt (Table 6.25),
Sua £ (Table 6*26), and Sua 1 (Table 6.27), in none of these instances could

an honestly significant difference be found.

TABLE 6.24

D1FPHBMCKS BETWEEN SSI IdAGNOSTIC

CtfPKOKUS (mi) W «LUSI(ttft4 HOSTILITY

Normal

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

ssean

1.83
1.82

4.00

3.14

Difference? between aeaflfi

- 0.01 2.17* 1.31

2.18* 1.32

0.86

Critical values for an honestly significant difference}
.05 level, 1.94} .01 level, 2.41.
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maaaai ees® aa mamaammam iim) amam gat

ffereel

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

3.33

2.91

3.67
4.71

Differeaees between weans

- 0.42 0.34 1.38
0.76 1.80

1.04

Critical values for an honestly significant differencef
.05 level. 1.83| .01 level. 2,27.

borderline Disturbed

> ereonally Disturbed
Ch raoter Disorder

SBI DIAGNOSTIC C4TBGQRXES (Mil?) CM SIM S

Differences between aeon*

- 0.01 4.30 6.08
4.31 6.09

1.38

12.83
12.82

17.33

18.91

Critical values for an honestly significant difference!
.05 level, 7.50| .01 level, 9.29.

TAKE 5>?7

DIFFER# ICES BBWfg3» SSI PI nMQSTIC CATBXi'IrS (,1W) W 3M I

Mean Differences bcteeen aoans

Horoal 8.67 - 0.49 1.75 3.62
Borderline Disturbed 8.18 • 2.24 4.11

Personally disturbed 10.42 - 1.87
Character Disorder 12.29 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference)
.05 level, 4.51} .01 level, 5#58.
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On General Hostility, however, it. was tound (fable 6.28) that eharaeter

disordered patients soared saueh higher than those eateiorisod as normal

or borderline disturbed.

mmm& mam m mmms. smm& iml m mm mmm

Mean Mfferoncos between means

Normal 21.30 - 0.50 6.25 9.26*
Borderline Disturbed 21.00 - 6.75 9.76*
Personally Disturbed 27*75 * 5*01
Character Disorder 30.76 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
*05 level, 9.22; .01 level, 11.41.

Vrosen show even more differences between SSI diagnostic categories*

The second-order factor of Anxiety yields a significant variance ratio

* ^>#^* I**00*) as 50 all the primary factors contributing to it.

These are factor C (*"(3^) ■ p<*01), factor H (*(3^) « 3.37, P<.05),
factor I (r(3flt6) » 4*75, jk.01), factor 0 (F^ » 15*30, p< .001),
factor Q3 (*(3^) * ^.66, P<*01) and faotor Q4 (^(3^6) * 9*88, jw.001).
Factors 0 and &, «vhioh sho»sd differences beta-can men, have the highest

variance ratios* Table 6.29 Indicates that the nomal and borderline

6.

aimiisicss agr-ras ssi 3i,«iosnc cawoum Qmtl
<w sgcoHP JACTOB smart

». «

%88& mam
?*omal 4*17 • 1.72 3.96** 4.68**
Borderline Disturbed 5.89 - 2.24* 2.96**
Personally Disturbed 8.13 - 0.72
Character Disorder 8.85 -

Critical values for an honestly signifior.nt difference;
.05 level, 2.14; .01 level, 2.64.
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disturbed groups ore averagely anxious while the personally disturbed sad

eh/vraet«r disorder groups have very high ®®«n scores. Shis differentiation

of the categories also ooours on factor 0 ('labia 6.30) where the personalis

wwsm mm. m msmm m. mm 9

H28S Djfftaonocc between means

Normal 4.67 - 0.55 2.96** 3.92**
Borderline Biatuxbod 5.22 • 2.41* 3.37**

Disturbed 7.63 * 0.96
Character Disorder 8.59 •

Crltioal values for an honestly significant alfforonoej
.05 level, 2,08? .01 level. 2.57.

disturbed and eharmoter disorder groups show mrk»a signs of apprehenatveness

and are easily worried when difficulties arise. Factor *>A shows a aiallar

picture although in this instance (Table 6.31) the borderline disturbed are

TABLE 6. SI

pxy?^uafc^ aai msmm MRflBBB LlSml SB.

Mutual

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

Mm

4.67
3.33
7.13

8.07

tasawumm
• 0.66 ''.46* 3.40**

1.80 2.74**

0.94

Critical values for an honestly significant alfferenoe?
.05 level. 2.17? .01 level, 2,68.
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not differentiated from the personally disturbed. On this factor patients

who fail in the personally disturbed and charaoter disorder groups show

clear signs of being tense, restless and inpatient, while normals and border¬

line disturbed patients haws average soaree. .Normals are distinguished fro©

the personally disturbed and oharsoter disordered on factors C (fable 6,32),

wmwHCM —ray* asi diagnostic ChmoPim i-msM) op mcwr c

H2SS flffCre^s between mp?rn&

Hoxwal 3.50 - 1.06 2.25* 2.91**
Borderline disturbed 4,44 - 1.19 1.S5
Personally Sistuibed 3«25 . * 0.66
Character Disorder 2.59 -

Critical values for an honestly significant dlffaroncej
.05 level, 2.14} .01 level, 2.64.

I (fable 6.33) and Q3 (Table 6.34) • lew scores on factor C are oonos in

all psychiatric populations and the character disorder- group in particular

show themselves to he low in frustration tolerance, changeable, evasive and

emotionally unstable in general. The unreal roup have a ©ean score of

5.5 which Is at the ©id-point of the aten seals, The personally disturbed

floors rather olose to the character disorder group :;hile the borderline

disturbed have a mean score which could be termed "low-average*. The two

disturbed groups show a slight tendency to be mistrusting (!♦)» the personally

disturbed being differentiated fro© normals whose mean score suggests that

they are reasonably concerned about othor people and are free fro® jealousy.
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ny*

rnnmern msmm sai mmwnc cjotccbibs (two m facto* t

w&assam. lasam aa^5

Normal 4.17 - 1.94 2.58* 3.20**
Borderline Disturbed 6.11 » 0.64 1.26
Personally Disturbed £.75 • 0.62
Character Disorder 7.37

Critical values for an honestly elfxdfleent dlfFerenotf
#05 level* 2.43} .01 level* 3.01.

"%.

The moat sunpioicuo, oelf-^piKlcnnted group are this character disorders.

Hormla have a score on factor Q3 which indicates that their degree of

self-control is ^uita high; in contrast the character disordered and

mm mam m mmmm smsmL fssml a mm ai

Msm *»*»-« mw

MmmX 7.17 - 1.95 3.54** 3.47**
Borderline Disturbed 5.22 • 1.59 1.52

Personally Disturbed 3.63 • 0.07
Character Disorder 3.70

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level* 2.6Q; .01 level* 3.46.

personally disturbed groups show a marked 1 .ok of salf-ccatrol and awareness

of social dessaads. On factor H* (Table b.35) norrnls are fairly average in

the degree to which they are socially bold and uninhibited. The other . roups
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TABLE ^

uimmmcm surma sai mmosnc mSSSSM ilflgl m USM &

mSSE3S28JSSB8ffi

Noxml 6.17 2.17* 2.6r* 2.01
Borderline Disturbed 4.00 - 0.50 0.15
Personally Disturbed 3.50 - 0.65
Character Disorder 4.15 •

Critical values for an honestly significant difference}
.05 level» 2.08} .01 level, 2.58.

TABLE 6.36

ssBowsm msm m m&ssma. isaml w mm +

12S& plfferepqcq between mey^

Nomal 5.67 - 0.56 1.67 1.97
Borderline Disturbed 5.31 • 1.11 l«tt>

Personally Disturbed 4.00 «► 0.30
Character Disorder 3.70 •

Critical values for an honestly significant difference}
.05 level, 2.13} .01 level, 2.63.

are all rather ahy and tend to feel somewhat inferior In the preaenee of

other people. This is the only variable on which women who are borderline

disturbed are distinguished from women categorised as nomal. Two 169

factors, ft and N not related to second-order Anxiety showed significant

variance ratios. Tables 6.36 and 6.37 show that in both cases the means

ere not differentiated to an honestly significant degree.
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HXFFTOfm BISTfEKI SSI DIAGNOSTIC CAgH&OSiaS ( ,0*130 OS FACTOk N

Dlffyreaoeg betsreeg

Html 7.17 - 0.50 2.29 2.13
Borderline Disturbed 6.67 • 1.79 1.63
Personally Disturbed 4.86 • 0.16
Charaoter Disorder 5.04 •

Crltioal values for an honestly aignlfioant difference;
.05 lml, 2.57f .01 level, 3.19.
» . * 9

Th® tendency shown on second-order -nxioty and on Factor 0 for the

normal and borderline disturbed group* to be differentiated from the

personally disturbed and character disorder groups is also evident on the

HBffy. On General Hostility (F(j^) * 9.04, p<.001) both normal and
borderline disordered groups score much lower than the group of character

disordered patients whose score of 29.33 i» very high indeed. The normal

group are also differentiated from the personally disturbed group.

TABLE 6-38

* ■' K I *

mamm mmi ^ mmsm
&mmm immi w msmim

Mm Mtsmm,Mam
ffosraal 34.17 - 4.61 11.83* 15.16**
Borderline Disturbed 18.78 • 7.22 10.55*
Personally Disturbed 26.00 • 3.33
Charaoter Disorder 29.33 •

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 9.70; .01 level, 12.00.
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IABLI 6.39

mmmmsm bmi m pimmmc cmom (mm) w sum i

Normal 5.00 - 3.22 7.5©** 8.59**
Borderline Disturbed 8.22 - 4.26* 5•37"*
Personally Disturbsd 12.50 • 1.09
Character Disorder 13.59 •

Critical values for an honestly significant rilfferenosj
.05 level, 4.12} .01 level, 5.11.

Tables 6.39, 6.40 and 6.41 show that on intropunitlveneae, measured by

Sua I * 14.63, jk.001) self Criticise * 15.45, ps.001)
end Delusional Guilt « 7.02, p<.001), eheraetsr disorders merge

as the eost Intropunitive group with nornals being very average on all three

■ensures. Chi Sun I there is a distinction between normals and the border¬

line disturbed on the one hand, and the personally disturbed and character

disordered on the other, the latter group* having mean scores twice the

TABLE 6.40

SSI DIAGNOSTIC CtmCOilliS (SOMQ CM SBJ CMTICla

mMMSm,tm teteaBB
Noraal 3.00 • 3.00* 5.38** 5.67**
Borderline Disturbed 6.00 • 2.36 2.67*
Personally Disturbed 8.38 • 0.29
Character Disorder 8.67 •

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 2.49} .01 level, 3.09.
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also of the noraal group* dermis etre in foot loss self critical than

all the other groups, of who* the borderline disturbed are significantly

less self critical than the group of character disorders. On Delusional

Guilt a not disalailor pattern oaerges, the character disorders scoring

such higher than either the normal or borderline disturbed groups* Too

other variables, Acting out Hostility and Sua E, yielded variance ratios

which just achieved significance; fables 6.42 and 6*43 show that in both

eases the means were cot differentiated.

TAS13B 6.41

^jyfifRBiCKs pp[ cgr* oiasp (wqMstQ cn «giq

Korad

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

Moan

2.00

2.22

4.13

4.93

Differences i.otweon Boana

- 0.22 2.13 2.93**
1.91 2.71*

o.co

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 2.37; .01 level, 2.93.

umjmmsm

MnBoqtts w AcmiG yuy

■ 'Omal

Borderline Disturbed

Personally Disturbed
Character Disorder

H22S

4.00

4.44

6.38
6.85

Differences between scans

- 0.41 2.38 2.85
0.94 2.U

0.47

Critioal values for on honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 3.46; .01 level, 4.31.
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',A^K 6.43

mamm asmsb stsmsm i i

oraal 9.1?
10.5*
13.50

15.74

Mesa JIrfezmam mimnjsmm

- 1.39 4.33 6.5?
Borderline Matjwfead

Faraonally Oisturbod
Character biaorder

2.% 5.18
2.24

Critical values for an honestly significant differeaocj
.05 level, ?.45| .01 level, 9.22.

On the SSI normal men are distinguished from those with character

disorder by feeing less anxious, less generally hostile and lees self-

absorbed. The scores of borderline disturbed and personally disturbed

patients tend to fall between those of the former groups. For women,

normals ere differentiated from tho personally disturbed and character

disordered on almost all aspects of anxiety and hostility. The border¬

line disturbed patients resemble normals in most respects and are frequently

differentiated from character disorders.

From the omrea point rating seal© three categories of patients vsere

formed. Those patients rated 1 or 2 on the seals (12 M, 13 F) formed the

symptoms absent eatOfjexy, those given ratings of 3# 4 or 5 (16 V, 22 F)
forced the stodarato gym tome group while those with ratings of 6 or 7

(22 M, 15 F) fell within tho symptoms present category. For men nana of

the analyses of variance carried out on the variables of the 1&PF end HUiQ

produced significant variance x«atios. lessen differed on one variable,

ii5-) fit s&mi~m
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faster C of the l&f (F(2,47) ° 5'85* TaWL* aho** that
group with moderate symptomatology scored loser than the group ia which

symptoms and eigne were clearly present, being »or© easily upset, change¬

able and low in frustration tolerance.

m msm mm mm

Djtfyarew»f+ b^twW

sysptoea Absent 5,15 * 0.38 1*32
Moderate Symptoms 2,77 - 1,70*
Jyaptoas Present 4,47 -

Critical values for an honestly signifloani difforancej
,05 level, 1.60) ,01 level, 2,03.

*▼) 9t

Again three categories of patients were fbraed on the basis of ratings

of personality atoosmlity. Patients rated 1 or 2 (13 M, 12 f) were oon-

eldsred to stow no abnormality, those with ratings of 3, A and 3 (20 it, 21 F)
formed a Middle, Indeterminate group and theme rated 6 or 7 (17 M, 17 F) were

ms 6.43

mm#?# me p* i«a
mwm?r w y ,-fW?? wwnr

^SSI Mfferenees between aeons

Hot abnormal 21,62 - 4,28 10,H*r
Indeterminate 23.90 - 3.86
Abnormal personality 31,76 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference?
,03 level, 6,66; ,01 level, 8,48,
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deesasd to ahm personality abac riaallty. The somen in these throe categories

did not differ on any of the personality measure©* Men differed on various

aspects of hostility, Acting out hostility (^*^,47) * p«.01),
Critieism of Others ^(2,47) ® Csnoral Hostility (*{2,4?) *
6*29, P«.01) and Sub 8 (f(2,47) * 7#66# P**0*)#

SM 6.U

BBBMMB 8WW MBMBB waUMXt
tmomxtzTi flBEl « BBffi ^ gMBC

aasi aamm tfiasasna»

Mot abnormal 4.54 • 1*81 3«?8**
Indeterminate 6.35 - 1.89
Abnormal personality 8,24 •

Critical values fear an honestly signifies*:' difference;
.05 level, 2,50; .01 level, 3*18.

jmprarm wmmmu
AMo.y^TY (nm) m CKmcxai o? parais

BS J&g&Maa iaaamJMM

Sot abnomsl 5*23 - 1.28 3.12**
Indctemiifeitc 6.45 - 1.90
Abnormal personality e.55

Critical values for ca honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 2.1$; .01 level, 2.74.
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Table 6.45 shows that men rated as having abnormal personalities are much

bore generally hostile than mn not so rated. f heae groups are differen¬

tiated on both Acting out Hostility (fable 6.46) and Criticism of Others

(fable 6.47)# and since those with abnormal personalities are higher cm

Fun E than both the other categories (Table 6.46), it can be safely con¬

cluded that male patients rated as having abnormal personalities are more

likely to be erlraptmllive in word and deed than other sale patients.

table 6.4a

I^fkpmpks mem, asm M
pw$m.\Lin abnormality (urn) w sm &

Been Differences between means

Not abnormal 12.38 - 3.07 8.38**
Indeterminate 15.45 • 5#31*
Abnormal personality 20.76 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level# 5.07| .01 level, 6.44.

▼> Ratings of aoelal disorder and deviance

From the ratings made by the psychiatrists on this scale three eate- ories

were formed as before, ratings of 1 and 2 (21 M, 21 f) indicating no social

disorder, ratings of 3# 4 or 5 (15 M, 11 F) being an indeterminate category

and ratings of 6 or 7 (14 M, 18 F) reflecting the cl ar presence of social

disorder or deviance. For sen both second-order factors of the 1CPF, along

with some of their manifestations at the primacy level, show differences



Dun.imci& msm smma og social di-qk£^ *»*»)°* y^°«c

M®«a Mifsrenoes between means

No social disorder 4.24 • 0*09 2.17*
Indeterminate 3*13 • 3.06**
Social disorder 2*07 •

Critical values for an honestly significant differencej
.05 level, 1.73; .01 level, 2.19.

am 6.39

wmam msm. stoma 9? muk warn imi g mm a

ilfi&a Mffeyenotg betwe^
No social disorder 5.43 * 0.23 1.86*
Xndetersdnate 5.20 * 1.63*
Social disorder 3.37 -

Critical values for an honestly significant diiferenoej
.05 level, 1.58; .(XL level, 2.00.

between the groups. nxiety (F^g ^7) » 3.40, p<.05), factor C (F^g ^ n
8.65, jx.OOl), faotor 0 (*(2,47) • 3.85, p<.05) and faotor ^3 (*(2^7) ®
4.57, p<.025) all tend to differentiate the group with no social disorder

from the group with obvious deviaaoe, the middle category varying some¬

what. Tables 6.49 and 6.50 show that on factors C and w3 the group with

marked social disorder is characterised by low emotional stability, is

unrealistic with no regard for social demands. The other groups arc

average on these traits. On faotor 0 (Table 6.51) both the indeterminate and
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M7gaMMCB8 Mi MB8M8 0F M£Mk PI SQKIBsft toil) ON ['ACTOR 0

Mean Mffaroneeo between means

Jfo social disorder 6.95 • 1.38* 1*19
Indeterminate 8.33 ~ 8,19
Social disorder 8,34 *

Critical value® for tax honestly significant difference;
,05 level, 1.38; .01 level, 1.75.

socially deviant groups are prone to feelings of guilt and apprehenslveness 9

although only the indeterminate grou; differ significantly from the patients

with no social disorder. The overall effect of these differences is seen

in fable 6.52 where those with no social disorder are seen to be slightly

more anxious than average, while those who show disorder and devlanoe are

markedly anxious.

urrmmcmi nwmx MBSSM SI WUk
pxsgtsa* (aaO at saccaa^ffiasit .-^m-ar

» * £ *•

Mean Differences between means

Mo social disorder 6.90 - 0.57 1.74*
indeterminate 7.47 » 1,17
Social disorder 8.64 -

Critical values for an h neatly significant difference;
.05 level, 1.64; .01 level, 2.08.
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rnamm mm smmm social wssm m *

Iftffiqyry^ bctwee^ aeanp

Ho social disorder 6.57 • 0*90 1*21
Indeterminate 7*47 • 2.11**
nodal disorder 5*36 -

Critioal values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 1,25; .01 level, 1.59.

On second-order factor Introversion (y(2,47) * P<«01), factor A
(y(2,47) B factor ? (*(2,47) * 5#l5» ^<mG3^ and f*«tor Q2
(?(2 ^ *r 6.77, jx.01) the socially deviant group are diffcrcntlatsd
from the indeterminate group with the group without disorder tending to

be aoist like the latter. Tables 6.53 and 6.54 chow that on factor A

TABLE 6,54

ppr^css frffsssi of mm ft* Sift

lean Differences between means

Ho social disorder 6.19 - 9.42 1.52
Indeterminate 5*27 - 2.44**
octal disorder 7.71

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 1.53; .01 level, 1.94.

the indeterminate group are isore sociable and obi® to relate warmly to people than

are those with & great ileal of social disorder; while the latter, on factor Q2,

are more likely to ignore other people's opinions and are temperamentally
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independent. On factor F (Tutole 6,53) the indaterraia-ite group and those

without disorder have average scores, high average in the ease of the

former, compared with the socially disordered group'3 low aoore, indicative

of a dependent personality. Table 6,56 summarises the position in which

those with aueh social pathology are teen to be considerably more self-

sufficient, shy a d inhibited in their Interpersonal relations than the

other groups, especially those with a Middling amount of social malaise,

TABLE 6,55

Pl^JStCKS BSHXp $A!ffGCa&i» OF SOCIAL PTMfflffP (Mi«) W y

Mean S&SDK388S1 between means

No social disorder 5*29 - 0,91 1*08
Indeterminate 6,20 • 1,99**
Social disorder 4.21 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
,05 level, 1.41; .01 level, 1.79.

V&rmiX-iGxtS B3PffEi3: CATH,OKIES 0? HOClAh Ji.-QMSKR fcaO
CM ggggfefigfla li:'vTOViagICfj-£K??^mp7(f?

^ean Differences between means

No social disorder 4.00 - 1.40 0,86
Indeterminate 5.40 - 2.26**
Social disorder 3.14

Critical values for tm honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 1.46; .01 level, 1.85.
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TABLi. 6.57

MFFigffi CBS 35KKS Cifflip;ie:-:S 0? SOMAS H398BB yAtgQK c

Mean Differences heizmm Beans

Me soeial disorder 4.?6 - 0,45 1.62"®
Indeterminate 4*35 • 1*19
Soeial disorder 3*14 *

Critical values for an honestly significant lijfimMj
.05 level, 1.54; .01 level, 1.96.

Froa Table 6.57 it oca be seen that the ©ignlfioont variance ratio for

Factor C (F,„ ^ « 3.39, p<.05) allows us to differentiate the two
extreme groups, those with social disorder being expedient and I&oicing

in response to yroup demands.

KM-" 6-3S

nttT«SB<eiis bkiwesi atmosamt

M80BMR <Wi) CD ACCTIt HOSHUCT

Mean Mfferencos between means

No social disorder 5.29 «- 0.84 3.50®"*
Indeterminate 6.13 - 2.66*
Soeial disorder 8.79 •

Critical values for an honestly significant difference}
*05 level, 2,49? .01 level, 3.16,
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WW 6.S9

wmam mam sismssm ^ mm
msmim tem) m wxncr^ of m

iase MSSmmMJaSttm mat

Ho social disorder 5.67 » 1«27 2.62*
Indeterminate 6.93 * 1.36
Social disorder 6.29 *

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 2.22; .01 level, 2.02,

Four of the HBKQ scales yielded significant vsrlaace ratios. These wore

Acting out Hostility (F^2 ^ a 6.13, p< .01), Criticism of Others
(y(2 47) * ^*22» P<*°25), Mreetion of ?3oatilitF (P^2 ^7) « 4.12, jk.025)
and Sue IS (F^ ^ «s 6.04, P<.01). From Table 6,50 it can bo seen that
patients with tsuch social disorder scored higher than other patients on

Acting out Hostility. They also scored more on Criticism of Others than

patients without social pathology (Table 6.59)•

Mtamm mam masmm as mm
mmm Lm) ir wbtow <g

: 'can IJifftwej-joos between means

No social disorder 103.29 - 2.09 6.65*
i (determinate 101.20 * 5.50
Social disorder 93.64 »

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 6.60; .01 level, 8.38.
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TABUS 6.61

mm smsam w mm amm («#) auaui

Mean Diffsrenoes between means

No social disorder 13.46 * 3.03 7.38**
Indeterainate 16.33 • 4.33
Social disorder 20*86 -

Critical values for an honestly significant differencej
.03 level* 3.21) .01 level* 6*61*

Hie extent to which sen rated as having snaoh social disorder are extra-

punitive is shown in Tables 6*60 and 6*61 in vrhich they are seen to be

differentiated fron non-soelally disordered patients on both Direction

of Hostility and Bun S*

Tabus 6,62

mamm ibbe wwbm qr
mm & mm i

Mean Differences between moans

No social disorder 4.62 - 0*62 1*33
Indeterminate 4.00 - 2,17**
Social disorder 6*17 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference)
.03 level* 1*60) *01 level* 2.03*

Dike «en* the women show differences along the introversion-extroversion

dimension, second-order Jntroverslon-ijctraversion (F^,; } ^ » 6.31* p<.01) t
factor F (y((>^7) • 5.61, p«.01)* faotor H p<*°5^ aad
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faotor Ql (F^ , ^ m 5,72, pc.Ol) all differentiate between the groups,

tABW 6.6}

IgyyKRBHCES MMB catkobjuss of social m:.0 LmmJ <" |,*croB 1

Mean Differences between means

Mo social disorder 4*29 • 1,11 0,60
Indeterminate 5,18 - 1,71**
Social disorder 4*89 *

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 1,46; .01 level, 1.56,

Women with a great deal of social deviance are more cheerful, lively and

impulsive than the other two croups (fable 6,62), especially the indeter¬

minate group whose mean score shows them to be reticent and serious.

Table 6,63 sho»3 that on factor H a somewhat similar position occurs with

the middle group being; less free in social, interpersonal affairs than the

disordered group, The group with no social disorder are similar to the

markedly deviant group on factor H, but are acre like th® middle roup on

factor f and on faotor Ql (Table 6,64),

differences CATmoims of aoci.u. piso s i? (,m:s) oa factor mi

Mean Differences between means

Mo social disorder 5,00 - 1.09 1,89*
Indeterminate 6,09 - 0.80
Social disorder 6,89 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 1.51; .01 lavel, 1.92.
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TABLE 6.68

CIITenglCES BHMBa CBMBOMM OF SOCIAL ntSBBBgj (v.oct)
ai SK!(BiM)liW» IMTROVBRSI<a-aTRAT!«Stal

Mean Differences botvyesn means

So social disorder 3.86 • 1*13 0.97
Indeterminate 2.73 * 2.10**
Soolal disorder 4*63 *

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.05 level, 1.35| .01 level, 1.71

On this factor women without social devianoe are average, being neither

conservative nor change-seeking. The socially disordered women tend to

be less likely to follow accepted paths and established ideas. These

differences are summed up in Table 6.63 where it can be seen that women

with a high rating of social disorder ere just below average on the

Introversion-Sxtraversion distension, while those with no social deviance

and those in the indeterminate group, especially the latter, are markedly

introverted. The direction of these differences is the opposite of what

was found for men.

§M

DlfFSRESCES fflggEBB CATBCO"iIKS OF
social mmm <■«»») «* mi ciaixciai

Mean differences between means

No social disorder 8.19 - 0.08 2.08
I ndeterminate 8.27 - 2,16
Social disorder 6.11 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference;
.03 level, 2.24} .01 level, 2.83.
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mxamm cmsoaiKs qf &sw
DISORDER (WQttKiO CK IHR1SCTIQN OF HOoTIUTY

*225 Dlfftrtqoyft be^q yeyfft

No social disorder 106,71 • 2,16 6,49**
Indeterminate 106,59 * 6,33**
Social dioordor 100,22 -

Critical values for an honestly significant difference|
,05 level, 4,64; ,01 level, 6,14,

Analysis of variance yielded two significant variance ratios on the

HDHWf Self Criticism (y(2 47) m 3*81, P<,05) and Direction of Hostility
(P{2 ^js a 14,60, p<,001), Table 6,66 shows that on the forcer scale
the neans cannot be differentiated, while Table 6,67 indicates dearly

that #ooen »ith little or no social deviance express their hostility in

a predominantly intropunitive manner,

vi) ffttlente with a history of previous suicidal attempts

Of the patients tested, 20 men and 16 women had mads a suicidal attempt

at soste time in the past. Men who had such a history differed on one

variable onlyf thsy scored higher on footer A of the 16PP (Repeaters, mean

7,10 £ 1,71) non-repeaters, mean 6,10 £ 1,49; t « 2,13, J* ,05) and appear

to be more outgoing and emotionally expansive than non-repeaters, omen

repeaters differed in several respects from women without a previous history

of suicidal behaviour. Table 6,68 sho 0 that repeaters scored higher on

eeeond-order Anxiety, this difference reflecting their scores on the primary

faetors C and 0, On the 16?F, repeaters are emotionally immature and unstable,
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TABLE 6.66

ffffraygio Upvyp WWSk? AMP (wy)

»f ;'u7$r° i
Mean JM M2SL..JLSBl 4

Anxiety 8.50 (1.59) 7.24 (2.55) 2.14* P<.05

Factor C (®®°tional,
stability) 2.56 (1.26) 3.76 (2.09) 2.52, p<.025

Factor 0 (apprehensive) 8.38 (1.86) 6,83 (2.28) 2.48* p<.025

Delusional Guilt 5.13 (1.59) 3.41 (2.21*) 3.12* P<«01

;>uo I 13*31 (3.70) 10.53 (4.49) 2.31, P<.025

as wsll as being apprehensive and prone to feelings of guilt* Those latter

are also refloated in their high scores on Delusional Guilt and their ten¬

dency to be more intropunitive than non-repeaters•

Pr&lptiqqfliips between a^su^ u?ed f>r with%-^ug ooaparisffnp
Before any attempt can be made to summarise the results obtained from

the various «?ithin-group comparisons* the degree to which the measures used

to form these groups relate to eaeh other must be assessed* Table 6*69
shows the tau correlations between the measures* using the categories

sad groupings employed in the within-group comparisons. For men* 9 of

the % correlations are significant* 7 of these at the *01 level of sig-

nifieanee* Women have twice as many significant correlations, 11 of these

exceeding the *01 significance level* For men* the Sooial Prognosis Index

has high correlations with a history of a previous suicidal attempt
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TABLE 6.69

TAU COBfiELATIORS BiiSWKST MAIJUKES USED FOR THHHf-GKOU? C01£PaHIS0RS

8 91 2 3 4 5 6 7

Social Prognosis Index 1 .237 .159 -.517 •417 -.265 -.430 -.422

Life £ndanger»ent 2 *160 .102 -.284 .087 .232 -.090 -.233 -.140

: reeautiona Taken 3 .253 .047 -.082 .089 .190 -.230 -.242 .048

Clinioal iagnosis 4 -•254 •048 -.062 .222 .501 .270 .431 .202

SSI categories 5 -.111 --.047 -.019 -.027 -.089 .167 -.144 .240

symptoms and Signs 6 .167 .136 -.012 -.116 .306 -.133 -.240 -.253

ersonslity Abnormality 7 .184 .284 -.218 .231 .201 .167 •423 .138

Social Disorder and Deviance 8 •056 .011 -.050 *188 .244 .184 .648 .181

rovious Suicidal Attempt 9 -.568 .030 -.194 .207 .325 .128 .272 .115

Correlations for womn ore in the upper right of the matrix;
those for men ore in the bottom left*

5$ and 1% levels of significant for tau when !f » 50 are 0*222 and 0*250

For somen on variable 4 ft » 46 and significant tau values are 0*234 and 0*263
For men on variable 4 ft » 40 and significant tau values are 0*252 and 0*204

(tau c -0.568), the rating scale for precautions taken to avoid or ensure

discovery (tau a 0*253) art elinioaL diagnosis (tau a 0.254)* rervioug

suicidal attempt is related to having ouch SSI pathology (tau * 0.325) and

to the rating scale of personality abnormality (tau e 0.272), The highest

correlation ia that between the rating scales of personality abnormality
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and social disorder (tau * 0.648)# uhile the formar soale is also related

to the scale of life endangenMmt (tau *» 0.264)* An elementary linkage

analysis of the data (Mo nitty, 1957) produced two dusters which are shorn

in Figure 6.1. The results of the linkage analysis suggest that for sum

the measures fall into two bread categories, one related to defiant personal

and social oharaoteriotrlos, the other relating symptomatology and behavioural

data connected with social prognosis.

MBBM 6.X

BUT"" mmz<«»>

qhutUr |

W- nUag ?r «a—ltte 1teaUtt Hidi ratine, of eooiai umM

High rating of life endangeraent

ft

on

•e. poor
i2S4UmE^S4sooial prognosis)

iaasE of previous suicidal attosants

Clinical diagnosis of personality
disorder rather than affective
disorder.

Low rating on precautions taken so&le
(i.e. precautions taken to ensure discovezy)

Much SSI patholoiy

High rating on symptoms
and signs

denotes a reeiprooal relationship between two variables.

denotes that the variable at the tail of the arrow has its
highest correlation with the variable at thehead of the arrow
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For women the Social Prognosis Index correlates significantly with

all the measures exoept the rating of precautions taken and SSI pathology.

The highest correlation ia between the Social Prognosis Index and clinical

diagnosis (tau s -0,5X7) and the latter scale correlates significantly with

all but three of the measures, these exceptions being the rating of pre¬

cautions taken, SSI pathology, and a history of a previous suicidal attempt.

Figure 6.2 shows the results of elementary linkage analysis applied to the

correlations for women. One large duster emerged in which clinical diag¬

nosis is the moat prominent measure. ithin the cluster can be seen the

relationships between the Social Prognosis Index and history of previous

suicidal attempt on the one hand, and the rating s of personality abnormality

and social deviance on the other, which were evident in the analysis of

correlations for men.

rcmwi §m2

aawnafflf tnauex AaMI2i2 o? HfMMHB (anau

k&-sssa at Sa^tLSmmIt Cllaloal diaraoal» of poraomdltar dla-
U... poor «olaI proijnoaio) ordar rathor than rfiWir. disorder

history of previous suicidal attempt High rating cm symptoms and elfins

Low rating of life endan^eracnt

Much SSI pathology High rating of sooial disorder and deviance

High rating of personality ab crsa&lity

Low rating cm precautions taken scale
(i.e. precautions taken to ensure discovery)
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Stggjggjgg

Hi© large masher of significant diffferejioea within groups* and the

degree to which mai$r of the measure© are inter-related* makm it essential

to condense the findings in a way which facilitates their assimilation.

In fables 6.70 end 6.71 an attempt has been made to present in summer?

fashion the significant results of each within-group comparison for men

and worsen. For each comparison a personality variable is- marked by an

asterisk if a significant difference between groups was found on that

variable. Variables marked by two asterisks not only showed an overall

difference but also manifested honestly significant differences between

the group means. For won, the personality variables which most frequently

differentiate roups are all firom the HI&vj these are Sum E* Oencral

Hostility and Acting out Hostility. It would appear that hostility*

especially when directed in an extr&pualtlve manner* is the dimension

alons which nan. are differentiated. In the case of women the variables

which most frequently differentiate within-groups are primary factors C

and 0 of the 16PF, second-order Anxiety and tsso FIBBQ measures* Acting out

Hostility and Delusional Guilt. She dimanaioas along which women are moat

commonly differentiated are those of general emotional upset, immaturity

and guilt prononaas.
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CHAPTER 7

BF9TOMKW ¥P

Chapacter^tlop ?f fyQMP ftff ft wftftfr

•) m arwgfrw fiAfit
Almost half of the patient* ere diagnosed as character disorders on

the SSI, a finding which is in aooord with the ntaaber of character disorders

reported by . hllip and MoCuJLlooh (1967b, 1968} on their group of attested

suicides. In both studies more women than am fall within the character

disorder category but when the cutting score for mm is made the same as

that for women, cutting between Mores of 5 end k rather than between 4

and 5, this difference disappears. In the present instance the number of

ohareoter disordered mn rises from 21 to 28, It has been pointed out

that the Personal .Disturbance socle differs in item content from the Personal

Illness Male although its purpose is essentially the same. From Table 6,3

it ean be seen that 12 per sent of the group emerge as normal, while 40 per

cent are personally disturbed. In Philip and MeCnllotth's study the com¬

parable figures were 12 per sent and 32 per cent respectively, Foulde (196?)

found that 39 per cent of Vinoda's (1966) female attempted suloldes were

character disordered, 52 per cent were personally ill and 9 per oent were

normal, Philip and oOulloch (1968) considered that the difference in the

proportions of charaoter disorders was due to the composition of the groups

sampled. Vinoda'a attempted suicides wore all psychiatric in-patients while

the group seen by Philip and MeCullooh had been tested in the Poisoning treat¬

ment Centre before psychiatric disposal ted been arranged. The same state
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of affairs was extant in the present study and it seems likely that the two

Edinburgh groups contain a number of personality disordered patients who

would not bo offered or would not accept psychiatric in-patient treatment,

Foulda (1967) found that only 24 par cent of Vlnoda's psychiatric controls

were character disordered, a figure which accords well with Philip's finding

that of 32 psychiatric patients tested on the SSI only 7 (2Z') were character

disordered (Philip, unpublished data). Thus an SSI diagnosis of character

disorder ie given twice as frequently In a population of attempted suicides

as it is in a psychiatric population. This is not surprising when it is

recalled that the purpose of the CP scale is to identify persons in whoa

chronic interpersonal difficulties, plaintiveae3® and self-pity are ooocion,

b) KostlMty qftfl piof HSHtttiKr

Philip (1968) found that while the component structure of the HEHQ was

essentially the sane for Aberdeen normals and neurotica as for Hope's (1963)

groups, the neon scores on the components for the normal groups, but not the

neurotio groups, were rather different, Since Edinburgh is geographically

and culturally closer to Aberdeen than to Essex, and since Hassail (1967)
found that her normal group (40 men of mean age 25*9 years) scored 17*38 on

j

General Hostility and 105,07 on Direction of Hostility, the normative data

provided by Philip (1968) was praferred to tho norms in the aaual. On

the HDHQ component scores of General Hostility and Direction of Hostility

attempted suicides as a group are more hostile than either normals or

neurotics, scoring on average 11 points higher than the former and 8 points

hi her than the latter. In Vinoda'e (1966) study her group of female

attempted suicides scored some 8 points higher than normals and 4 points
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higher than her psychiatric controls, both differences being highly significant,

Cc»parcd with their normel controls, Hassall*s (1967) young alcoholics achieved

Man component soores very similar to the men In the present study, scoring

27*65 on General Hostility and 101*45 on Direction of Hostility, any authors

Including Kessel (1965) have oonaented on the relationship between alcoholism

and suicidal behaviour and the THIWy appears to reflect some of the similarities

between the two groups*

In devising the composite scores Sum S and. Sm I as measure® of extra-

punitiveness and lntropuaitivsneao it was asserted that these measures were

closer to the original formulations of hostility rands by Foulds, Caine and

Creasy (I960) than were the component scores proposed by "ops (1963)* For

most of the studies already juoted in this section mean scores for Sum S and

Sua I oan be oaleulated and, although It la not possible to derive the standard

deviations, some indication ae to the relative amount of Intropunitlvenes® and

•xtrapunitIrenes® displayed by attempted suicides and others is possible.

>2'Ahh& 7.1

ROKTOBP um scorn Otf SUM K AND Slftl 1 VOU VARIOUS GROQPS

Ml Sam I

Philip (1968) Hormals, both assess (ns249)
Vinoda (1966) Normal women (n* 59)
Hassall (1967) normal men (n* 40)

8

8

11

7
5
6

Philip (1968) Hourotios, both se»s (no!03)
Vinoda (1966) ayohiutrieally ill women (n» 50)

9
9

9
8

Hassall (1967) Alcoholics (noAO)
Present study male AS (a«60)
Present study female AS (n«50)

Vinoda (1966) female AS (n«50)

17
16

14.

11

11

11

11

10
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Table 7*1 shots?s the rounded mean value# for Sxm 1 and Sun I for various

groups# In normals Sun I tends to be somewhat lower than Sun B while

in the psychiat rloally ill the two measures are equal# indicating a rise

in th* amount of intropualtlveness displayed by ill parsons# NassaH's

alcoholics# Yinoda's attempted suicides, and tha present study's attempted

suicides show a similar increase of about 5 points on Sua I over their

respective normal groups# owevor, while tha alcoholics and Edinburgh

attempted suicides h&vc mean Sum 1 seorea which aro 6 or acre points higher

than normals# Vinocla's attempted suicides are only 3 points higher than

their normal controls#

The present group of attempted suicide patients tire much more hostile

than normals and neurotics# being higher on both the extrapunitivo and intro-

ponitive dimensions of the HDHQ# Thus while prone to act out and to be

critical of other people to the point of being deluded# they also display

excessive self criticism and guilt.

•) HftJlsSMa £mum)JAxJEmte£
It has been shown that when compared with the test norms the attempted

suicide group are veey anxious, somewhat introverted and rather lacking in

social conscience# The high level of asuciety found in this group was also

found in the attempted suicide patients tested by Philip and MeCullooh (1968)

end reported in Chapter 3# C&ttell (l%k* o nceives of anxiety as a dis¬

organising force or symptom of disorganisation rather than & drive or motivating

force and such a formulation is meaningful in the light of what is known

clinically and socially about troups who score high on anxiety# AdSOftk

(1965) has mad® a good case for the view that Cattoll's anxiety factor
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aud yaenck' o neuroticis® factor are both measuring the same broad urea of

behaviour which can be called "emotional upast*. From Cattell's (196^)

description of the anxious person; shading on the one hand irritability,

suspicion of others and tenseness, and on the other lack of confidence,

dependency and a sense of guilt and worthleaanesa, it seems likely that

the broad tons "aaotional upset" can include the behaviour shown by people

scoring high on General Hostility. The correlation between Anxiety and

Gonaral Hostility for this group is 0.615 for men and 0.627 for women,

figures which are high enough to Indicate that they are measuring similar

aspects of behaviour without being exactly equivalent.

At first sight the results of calculating profile similarity coefficients

between the attempted suicides and McAllister's (1968) groups are pussllng;

the attempted suicides resemble McAllister's psychotic groups almost as much

as they do his neurotics. However, this finding becomes less of a pussle when

it is remembered that Fculds (1965a) hypothesised that a continuum existed,

running from normality through the personality disorders, neuroses, integrated

psychoses to the non-integrated psychoses, which was characterized by in**

creasing degrees of failure to maintain or establish mutual personal relation¬

ships. Using the General Hostility component of the HERQ as a measure of

this continuum it was found (Fouldo, 1965a, p. %) that psychopaths displayed

as much failure In mutual personal relationships as did the psychotic groups.

In the present instance it is known that one half of the attempted suicide

group are character disordered and thus have chronic interpersonal difficulties;

at the clinical level also their poor personal relationships are well known so

it is not surprising that their 16?? profile resembles those of MoMlister'a

psychotic groups.
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The attempted suicides display rauoh more anxiety, whether as m seoond-

order factor or as a pattern of primary factors, than any of Melllister**

olinioaX groups* Poor frustration tolerance, tenseness and apprehensive*

neas are olesrly present In the group profile as well as being very evident

in the!r clinical and social histories* The tendency shown by the group

to he introverted relative to normals la due to their being tenperaaantally

independent, aloof and oven somewhat suspicious of people* Moat psychic*

trioally ill groups, especially neurotics, aire more introverted than normals

because they are sore submissive and desurgent, indeed these two factors are

used in Cattoll's Xeurotioiaa Scale Questionnaire because they discriminate

neurotica from normals* The present population does not show these aspects

of introversion, nor did they appear in the US* results of the attempted

suicides studied by hilip end MoCulloch (l$66)m To suae extent the dis¬

regard for group sores and conventional standards which the attempted suicides

display is another ssaaifestatioa of their withdrawal from society,

d) The yytinf, gc^ley
The distributions of scorea on ell five rating scales all point to the

conclusion that in the present payehiatrio setting scales with fewer choice

points would have been of more value* : ueh a reduetion was nado before

carrying out the mi thin-group comparisons but it is doubtful whether any

future ratings of this nature should extend beyond the "present, absent,

query" format,

•) W -9cW-

Until a follow-up stuyy of the patients tested is carried out the

reliability and validity of the SPI depends on its close dependenoe on the
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follow-up study carried out by TeCulloch (1965) • Sine© the- population of

patients passing through the Poisoning fmtMnt Coutr© has not changed

very much sines the tin© of MeCullosh's study it mem reasonable to assume

that the SPX measures what it was intended to measure#

XttMactiam tauadiam
The measures used for the within-group comparisons are not unrelated)

Table 6.69 end Figures 6,1 and 6,2 show how they relate to each other. In

discussing the results of the within-group comparisons the procedure adopted

here is one in which each payohological variable is considered in turn to

see which of the fcteasures produced differences on tiiat variable# lbs psy¬

chological variables are considered unaer four headings, second-order unxit-ty

and its associated primary factors, second-order Iatroversioa-vjetraversion

and its associated primary factors, other 1 primary factors anu the Kiiij#

It should be remembered that men showed no cLiiferenoaa when rated for symptoms

and signs and produced one difference of doubtful significance on the Social

Prognosis Index# To differences were found for women on the rating scales

of life endangevment, precautions taken or personality abnormality.

a) econd-order Anxiety and its associated primary factors

(The primary factors contributing to anxiety are 0-, H-, I»+, 0+,

W- and qu*)

Considerin, the comparisons made for men it is seen from Table 6,70

that differences on anxiety were found between SSI categorise and on the

rating of social deviance. On the former, character disordered patients

are much more anxious than normals, their anxiety being characterised by
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disturbed and character disorders on *11 the primary anxiety factors and

the latter present as the most emotionally disturbed, anxious group, omen

who have made a suicidal attempt at some time in the past are more anxious

than non-repeaters, being very easily upset and optionally unstable (C-)

as sell as displaying a tendency to worry and brood about the future (0+),
The important role of a history of previous suicidal attempt in the Social

Prognosis Index probably accounts for factors C and C manifesting differences

on the SPI, The traits associated with emotional instability (C-) are

marked in those women rated as having much symptomatology.

Anxiety, or some of the primary factors which contribute to it, is

clearly an important personality dimension in the -/omen tested although it

discriminates men less well* Primary factors C and 0 show differences cm
Cc

moat of the comparisons made and more detailed account of them seems to be

In order, factor C according to Cattell (1957) is essentially a trait of

emotional integration, a measure of the extent to whioh impulses are con¬

trolled and expressed in the pursuit of long-term goals. Cattail suggests

that this trait is largely determined by early environmental factors and

reports that background variables associated with low 0 include parental

disharmony, either conflict or actual separation, emotional, over-protective

mothering and histories of truancy or delinquency, Persons low in C arc

dissatisfied, tend to be excessively emotional when frustrated and constantly

complain about lllhealth and lack of energy. Factor 0 is considered by

Cattell to be a dispositional trait, found in most psychiatric groups, and

best characterised by guilt proneness. The combination of these two factors

gives u® a picture of a woman who is a chronic oossplainer, dissatisfied with

her lot and while prone to be extremely emotional is also full of guilt and
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apprehension* iiueh a -soma ii&s a poor social promitosis, tends to be a.

repeater and while producing a wealth of sytiptoffiEvtalogy is most limply

to he diagnosed a personality disorder*

b> Seeend-order Xntroveraion-isxtravoralon and its associated priaarr factors

(The prima*? feetors contributing to introvarsl<m<*extreversion ere

As, B*, P«, «♦ and Q*»)
For both isen and women seoond-order introversion-extroversion yields

differenoea between those patients rated ae socially deviant and those rated

as being indeterminate but the direction of the differences differs in the

sexes* Men rated as having no sooial disorder score fairly average on

Introversion-Kxtraversiom, A* P and Q2| the middle group tend to be some¬

what extroverted, sociable and elearly able to relate to people -while those

considered to be socially disordered or deviant manifest their introverted

nature by being rather detached from people, taciturn and temperamentally

independent of people* Those aspects of Introveraion-rjrtraversion which

do not differentiate the groups are those relating to domin&noe and shyness

as measured by factors E wad H*

Women rated as having no sooial disorder are unexceptional on Intro-

vorsion-JRxtraversion, f and H, although they are rather introverted compared

with McAllister's (1968) normals, the middle group are very introverted,

fairly reticent and taciturn, and vary shy and timid* Those woman rated

as being socially disordered are average em Introversion- xtroversion and

shyness but are more dominant and aggressive than the others*

For men the rating of social disorder and deviance produces differences

on both second-order dimensions of the 16?F. Men with no social disorder
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are average on both factors, awn who are clearly socially deviant are both

axioua and introverted in a way which suggests that they are "loners",

paying little heed to the needs and expectations of other people* The

widdle group, who have some degree of deviaatt show nam of the apprehon-

eivenese and guilt prortsness associated with hi# anxiety hut are tCBperament&lly

•ore stable and appear to be able to relate well to people. .'omen who are

socially deviant are more doedtnant and aggressive than non-deviant women so

that if the men in this category are "loners" tho women appear to be

"harridans*.

•) Pfoir Wit mfomx ami
Of the remaining factors, B, G, X, M, I? and Ml, only G (eonsoientiousness)

yields store than one honestly significant difference within groups, both

differences occurring among sen. Clinically diagnosed personality disorders

are loss conscientious and Imbued with a sense of duty than affective dis¬

orders while men rated as socially disordered are similarly differentiated

from those not so rated. For men, 1 able 6.69 shows that there is no sig¬

nificant correlation between clinical diagnosis end rating of social disorder.

Cattail (1957) is not very explicit about the meaning of this factor but

assigns to it aomo of the oharaeteristies of super-ego. It seems to measure,

at its low end, a disregard tor oorrvemtional morality and an unwillingness to

secede to oultural demands, traits which add to the picture of the socially

deviant a&le as a loner. G is the only l6bf factor which sho«°s differences

between the major dia/nostio categories of men? this is an unereeptiouahl*

finding.
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d) The HlliQ

there are differences for men within SSI categories and ratings of

personality abnormality on General Hostility* On the SSI, Character

Disorders in particular score very high, both intropur&tive and extra-

puniilve dimensions being used* It is likely that this amount of emotional

upset reflected in the H3WQ Is related to the hi# scores on second-order

anxiety shown by these some patients* fen rated as having abnormal per¬

sonalities are not different from the rest on the 16>»F but they do have

very high scores on General Hostility and differ from those rated as not

abnormal and indeterminate on Sun B, indicating a marked bias towards

extrapunitive modes of expression. The significant differences on Aotlag

out Hostility and Criticism of Others indicate that this extrapuni+ivone30

carries possible physical as well as verbal connotations *

Like men, woman vary on General Hostility when viewed in terms of the

SSI categories but they tend to express such hostility in a more iniropunitiro,

self-critical and guilt-ridden manner* l omen with personality disorders

score much higher on hostility than women suffering from affective disorders

there are differences on all the subsoales except self Criticism* In both

these instances, ssi categories and clinical diagnosis, second-order anxiety

and its associated first-order factors of the 16PF have been prominent*

For men, most measures display differences on extrapunitiveness as

measured primarily fey Aum IS* Very extrapunitive men tend to be rated hi#

on personality abnormality and social disorder, tend to score at the "high

risk of death' end of the life endangermMSt scale and are more likely to bo

diagnosed as personality disorders rather tha ©ifactive disorders* The

first three of these measures form the first linkage analysis cluster seen
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lm Figure €.1 and it la of soe© interest that considerable axtrapunittvo-

mm is present in all three measures*

Somen tend to differ m Sua X* As already stated character dlsordere

sad personally disturbed women arc raore intropur&tivo than SSI normals or

the borderline disturbed* Woraen with « history of a previous suicidal

attempt are also nore intropunitlve than non-repeaters*

In general the HIHQ results tie is with the lfe>F, especially where

Anxiety and General Hostility are found together. An interesting sex

difference is that men tend to vary in the amount of extrepunitiveness they

display while women tend to vary moat on lntropunitivenoss.

One sale personality type suggested by the results of the withla-grcaxp

comparisons is characterised by emotional instability, apgrehensivenes© and

poor eelf-oontrol, & larked tendency to be self-^uffioient and a poorly

developed social conscience* Since men as a group are hi# on General

Hostility and Sue i it Is probable that this typo Is cxtrapunitive in

relation to normal men* A synthesis of these trait doecriptioim indicates

that this type of person is a "loner" who pays little heed to the needs and

expectations of society, experiences little desire for olose personal contacts,

is emotionally volatile and prone to be extrepuaitive* Such a synthesis has

e striking resemblance to the MeCorda* criteria of psychopathy as described

by Foulds (1567, 19(A) *

The second-order factor of anxiety which distinguishes women who have
y "

attempted suicide from other groups of women also distinguishes within the

group* One type which emerges is that of a woman who is emotionally labile

end impulsive, complains about lack of energy, is dissatisfied with life and

tends to be apprehensive and guilt prone* Peaplte producing a wealth of
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symptomatology she trnds to he diagnosed a personality disorder and has

a poor social prognosis. This type of woman is eloce to Pculds* concept

of the character disordered individual (Foulcs, 1567)*

For both sexes it »ould appear that an important sub-group ©an be

identified on the basis of certain personality traits* 'Ilnsss sub-groups

are elearly forma of personality disorder which in men takes the form of

psychopathy and In women takes the shape of character disorder, using both

these terms in the maimer described by Fetalis (1567), In a sense patients

scoring like these types are those of the population studied who are most

unlike normals} the sen are the most anxious, most Introverted and most

lacking in social conscience, while the woman are the most anxious, appre¬

hensive and guilt prone* Other types are almost certainly present} there

is evidence for a type of male patient who is very character disordered,

with little control over his impulses and who she n a great deal of tense¬

ness and energy potential* Shis type is rather similar to the character

disordered type of woman* Similarly, some women, described as 'harridans*,

seem to have a close resemblance to the male psychopathic type* A factor

analysis of persons (O-toohnique) rather than the usual footer analysis of

tests (^-technique), or a typal analysis of persons using erne or other of

the techniques devised by Me vdtty (1557, 1561, 1566) could be employed to

prodaoe sub-groups of patients but more test data could be necessary before

any of these procedures could profitably be carried out*

MmM&W IBft Wffig r*9tmroh line?
Kesael (1565), McCulloch (1565) m&Kmml and MoCullooh (1566) showed

that patients varied not only in their characteristics at the time of admission
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to hospital but also in their aubsequent behaviour. Thus while the prise

aim of this study ha a been to provide a broadbosod, descriptive account of

the personality features of a croup of attempted suicides, the various

»ithin-group comparisons carried out have facilitated the search for per¬

sonality distensions which differentiate within the jroup. The search for

sueh dimensions is an important step in the investigation of the olinieal

and social prognosis of sub-groups of the attempted auicide population.

On© valuable result of the within-group oompriaono ha# been to shoe

that while men and women are not very different cm the personality variables

used they differ considerably in the personality dimensions whioh show within-

group differences. If the sexes had not been treated separately easy of these

differences would not have emerged. By treating the sexem independently,

apart from the ooap .risons with normals and other groups, the else of the

sample was reduced by half, so that miny of tho within-.roup comparisons

had to be made on groups with small numbers of patients. Any future study

should aim at invest! atlng a larger number of patients either by studying

cme sex only or by mounting a group project; the number of admissions to

the ward is no® so great that it ie very difficult for one Individual to

oope with a large scale study. A reduction in the size of the test battery

would be possible, but unless acme single specific hypothesis were to be

tested, such a reduction would be inadvisable.

It could be argued that maay of the variables measured, particularly

anxiety, refleeted the patient's state of mind at the time of testing rather

than any stable behavioural trait. Cattail (1965) conceives of anxiety as

being a trait or a state but in practice has been unable to tease out these

factors. A postal ratest of the patients tested by hilip and -IcCulloch (19C8)
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showed that there wee bo significant decrease on anxiety or any other test

variable after an interval of none five rooks had elapsed sines admission

to the Poisoning Treatment Centre (Philip, unpublished data)* There is

no doubt, however, that the incorporation of psychological measures in a

follow-up study of attempted suicide would be of great interest*

lew factor C (eaotional maturity) on the 16pf Is an integral part of

the anxiety factor which appears to be so important in the attempted suicide

population* CattoU* a (1957) finding that truancy and poor home backgrounds

were associated with low scores on factor C suggest that the study of social

variables by MoCullooh and Philip (1967b) could have been enhanced by the

use of the l&PF rather than the NS^ in their teat battery* Certainly the

exploration of the relationships between social variables and personality

in attempted suicide and other populations would bo a worthwhile field of

research*
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The itans of the yaptoei sign Inventory,

The items of the Hostility and Mjreetion of

Hostility ueatioimaire.

The itais of the sixteen ereonalify aetor

uestlomatre.
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88 msm am mmm

1* Does your hand often shake when you try to do something?

2, Do you sweat vary easily even on oool days?

5* Do you suffer from palpitations or brcathloasneaa?

4* Are there times when you feel anxious without knowing the reason?

5* Are you afraid of being in a wide-open npaoe or la an enclosed place?

6, Are you afraid that you might he going insane?

7* Have you a pain, or feeling of tension, in the book of your nook?

8. Hare you difficulty in getting off to sleep (without sleeping pills)?

9. Are you afraid of going, out alone?

10, Hare you any particular fear not mentioned so for?

SSL

1, Do you oxy rather easily?

2, Have you lost interest in almost everything?

3, Have you ever attempted to do away with yourself?

4, Is the simplest task too mueh of an effort?

5, Are you depressed because of some particular loss or disappointment?

6, Have you found it difficult to concentrate recently?

7, Does the future seem pointless?

8, Are you more absent-minded recently than you used to he?

9, Are you slower recently In everything you do than you used to be?

10, Do you ever seriously think of doing assy with yourself because
you can no Ion ©r cope with your difficulties?
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1* Do you ewr fool so confident and successful that there is nothing
you can't achieve?

2. Do you ever become fwy neitedljr happy at times for no special reason?

3. Are you war so cheerful that you want to laugh arid Joke with everyone?

it. Are there time when exciting new ideas and schemes occur to you one
after the other?

5* Are you ever so full of pep and energy that you carry on doing tilings
indefinitely?

6. Do you ever bceora© ao excited that your thoughts mo© ahead faster
than you can express then?

7. Are you ever so cheerful that you want to wear lots of gay things,
like button-holes, flowers, bright ties, jewellery, etc?

8. fhsn you got bored, do you like to stir up sorw exoiteawnt?

9* Do you ever feel so full or energy and. ideas that you don't want to
go to bed?

10. Arc you a ranch more iaportent person than most people seem to think?

m p
1. Aro people talking about j»ou and criticizing you through no fault of

your own?

2. Have you an important mission to oarry out?

3. Are there people who are trying to has® you through no fault of your own?

4. Is someone toying to poison you, or make you ill in bom way?

3* -av® you socio special power, ability or influence which is not
recognised by other people?

6. Is someone, other than yourself, deliberately causing aoct cf your troubles?

7* Are people plotting against you through no fault of your own?

8. Do you ever tako strong action against an evil person for the sake of
a principle?
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9* Do you «nrar sea aommma do or soy something which ©oat people don't
take wuoh actio© of, but which you kno .r his a special weaning?

10. Can people read your thoughts and irake you do things against your
will by a sort of hypnotism?

am E

1. Are you distressed by silly, pointless thoughts that keep coming into
your aind against your will?

2. Are you compelled to think over abstract problems again and again until
you can't leave then alone?

3* Are you uraeoessarily careful in carrying out even simple ©veryday tasks
like folding clothes, reading notices, etc?

4, Are you unable to prevent yourself from doing pointless things - like
tapping leap-posts, touching Idlings, oountin windows, uttering
phrases, etc?

5# Are you afraid you adght do something seriously wrong against your will?

6. Do distressing thoughts about seat or religion come into your mind against
your will?

7* Do you feel you just have to check things again and again, like turning
off taps or lights, shutting windows at night, etc. - although you know
there is really no need?

8, Have you an unreasonable fear that Bono careless sot of yours might have
vory serious oonsequences?

9« Are you excessively concerned about cleanliness?

10. Do you have an moasy feeling that if you don't do aonothlag in a certain
order, or a certain nuaber of times, something night go wrong?

m ,r

1. Do you feel that there is some sort of barrier between you and other
people so that you can't really understand the®?

2. Bo you ever see visions, or people, animals or things around you that
other people don't seem to see?

3. to you often wonder who you really are?
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4« Do you ever haw wiry strong* and peculiar experiences?

5, Bo yea think other people regard you as wry odd?

6» Bo you often feel pnssled, as if soaetliing has gone wrong either
with you or with the world, without knoainy Just what it it?

7# Bo you ever hoar voloea without knowing where they corao fro»?

8* Bo you feel that you cannot ooamunicate with other people because
you don't seem to be on the sane "wow-length0?

9* Bo you ever haw very atrange and peculiar thoughts?

10, Is there something unusual about your body, like one side being
different frost the other and meaning something different?

sm G

1, Do you ever lose the uee of on ana or leg or fees ousels?

2, Bo you ever have fits, or have difficulty in keeping your balance?

5* Be you ever completely lose your voice (except fro® a cold)?

4, Do you ever lose all feeling in any part of your skin, so that you
wouldn't bo able to feel e pin prickj or do you ever have burning
or tingling; sensations?

% Do you ever have "black outs", diszy spells or faints?

8, Maw you been in poor health during aost of the past few years?

7m Bo you often suffer from blurring of vision, or any other difficulty
with your sight which no one seeas able to put right?

&m Are you often bothered with pains over your heart or in your chest
or in your back?

9m Bo you ever do things in a dreaa-like state without reraeabering
afterwards what you have been doing?

10, Are you worried about your utysie&l health?
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1, Are you worried about having said things that Itave injured others?

2* Are you an unworthy person In your own sgros?

3. Here you soon bodily condition which you find disgusting?

4, Are you a condemned person because of your cine?

5# Are you troubled fcy asking in the early hours and being able to
get oft to sleep again (without sleeping pills)?

6. Because of things you have dose wrong, are people talking about
you and criticising you?

7, Are you ever so law in spirits that you just sit for hours on end?

8* Do you cause harts to people beesuse of what you ere?

9* Are you ever so "worked 19* that you pace about wringing your hands?

10, Do you ever go to bed feeling you wouldn't ears if you never woke up
again?
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1.

2*

3.

km

5.

6.

7.

3.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

13.

16.

17.

Meat people task® friends beoouse friendo ere likely
to bo useful to thorn.

I do not blame & person for taking advantage of someone
who lays himeelf open to it.

1 usually aspect to succeed in things X do.

Z have no enemies who really wish to harm

1 wish I oould get over -worrying about things 1 have
•aid that nay haw* injured other people's feelings.

X think nearly anyone would toll a lie to keep out of
trouble.

I don't blame anyone for trying to grab everything he
•an get in this world.

My hardest battles ore with ayself.

Z know who. apart from oyaolf, is responsible for most
of ay troubles.

Some people are so bossy that I fool like doing the
opposite of what they request, even though I know
they are right.

Some of my family have habits that bother and nancy me
very much.

I believe my sins are unpardonable*

Z have very tm quarrels with members of my family.

X have often lost out en things because I couldn't
make up sy mind soon enough.

X ean easily make other people afraid of me, and
sometimes do for the fun of it.

X believe X am a condemned person.

Xn school X was sometimes sent to tire principal for
misbehaving.

Tw• False

False

True

true

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False

False

False

True False

True False

False

False

True False

False

False

False
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18.

19.

20.

a.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

52.

33.

&•

35.

36.

1 have at times stood in tho »«y of people who -.vara
trying to do sonothing, not because it amounted to
much but became® of tho principle of tho thing.

aost people are honest chiefly through fear of being
caught.

Sometimes I enjoy hurting persons I lore.

3 have not lived the ri^it kind of lifo.

Sometimes I feel as If 1 rust Injur© either syself or
someone else.

I seem to be about as capable and clever as aoet others
around me.

I sometimes tease animals.

I get angry somtiaes.

I am entire2y self-confident.

Often I can't understand why I have been so cross
and grouchy.

I shrink from facing a crisis or difficulty.

1 think most people would He to get ahead.

I hove sometinss felt that difficulties were piling up
so high that X could not overcome then.

If poo l® had not had it in for me I would have been
much more successful.

X have often found people Jealous of my good ideas.
Just because they had not thought of theta first.

Much of the time I feel a© if I have done something
wrong or evil.

I have several times given up doing a thing because
I thought too little of ey ability.

Someone has it in for me.

'/hen someone does so a wrong 1 fed I should pay him
bask if X can, Just for the principle of the thing.

True Pals®

True False

True

True

True

True

True

37. I am sure I got a raw deal fro® life.

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

False

false

True false

True False

False

False

False

True False

.false

False

False

False

False

false

False

False

False

False
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38, X believe I as; being followed* True False

39. At times I have a strong urge to do eoaothln*; harmful
w shocking.

True False

40. 1 am easily doomed in an argument. True False

41. It is safer to trust nobody. True False

42. I easily beeotts impatient with people. True Fa2.se

43. At tines I think X m no good at all. True False

44* X commonly wonder what hidden reason another person
nay have for doing something nice for me.

True False

46. I get angry easily and than get over it soon. True False

48. At tines I feel like smashing things. True False

47. 1 believe 1 an being plotted against. True False

48. I certainly feel useless at tines. True False

49* At times I feel like pinking a fist fight with soaoone. True False

SO. Soneons has baen trying to rob me. True False

51. X an certainly looking in aelf-oonfidonee. True False



1962 Edition

FORM A

WHAT TO DO: Inside this booklet are some questions to see what attitudes and interests you
have. There are no "right" and "wrong" answers because everyone has the right to his own
views. To be able to get the best advice from your results, you will want to answer them exactly
and truly.
If a separate "Answer Sheet" has not been given to you, turn this booklet over and tear off
the Answer Sheet on the back page.

Write your name and other particulars at the top of the Answer Sheet.
First, you should answer the four sample questions below so that you can see whether you
need to ask anything before starting. Although you are to read the questions in this booklet,
you must record your answers on the answer sheet (alongside the same number as in the booklet).
There are three possible answers to each question. Read the following examples and mark your
answers at the top of your answer sheet where it says "Examples." Put a mark, x, in the left-
hand box if your answer choice is the "a" answer, in the middle box if your answer choice is
the "b" answer, and in the right-hand box if you choose the "c" answer.

EXAMPLES:

1. I like to watch team games, (a) yes, (b) occasionally, (c) no.

2. I prefer people who:
(a) are reserved, (b) (are) in between, (c) make friends quickly.

3. Money cannot bring happiness, (a) yes (true), (b) in between, (c) no (false).
4. Woman is to child as cat is to: (a) kitten, (b) dog, (c) boy.

In the last example there is a right answer—kitten. But there are very few such reasoning items
among the questions.
Ask now if anything is not clear. The examiner will tell you in a moment to turn the page and

When you answer, keep these four points in mind:
1. You are asked not to spend time pondering. Give the first, natural answer as it comes

to you. Of course, the questions are too short to give you all the particulars you would some¬
times like to have. For instance, the above question asks you about "team games" and
you might be fonder of football than basketball. But you are to reply "for the average game,"
or to strike an average in situations of the kind stated. Give the best answer you can at a
rate not slower than five or six a minute. You should finish in a little more than half an hour.

2. Try not to fall back on the middle, "uncertain" answers except when the answer at either
end is really impossible for you—perhaps once every two or three questions.

3. Be sure not to skip anything, but answer every question, somehow. Some may not
apply to you very well, but give your best guess. Some may seem personal; but remember
that the answer sheets are kept confidential and cannot be scored without a special stencil
key. Answers to particular questions are not inspected.

4. Answer as honestly as possible what is true of you. Do not merely mark what seems "the
right thing to say" to impress the examiner.

start.

DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO

Copyright © by The Institute for Personality & Ability Testing, 1956, 1962. International copyright in all countries under the Berne Union, Buenos Aires,
Bilateral, and Universal Copyright Conventions. All property rights reserved by The Institute for Personality & Ability Testing, 1602-04 Coronado Drive,
Champaign, Illinois, U.S.A. Printed in U.S.A.



1. I have the instructions for this test clearly in mind, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

2. I am ready to answer each question as truthfully as possible, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

3. It would be good for everyone if vacations (holidays) were longer and everyone had to take
them, (a) agree, (b) uncertain, (c) disagree.

4. I can find enough energy to face my difficulties, (a) always, (b) generally, (c) seldom.

5. I feel a bit nervous of wild animals even when they are in strong cages, (a) yes (true), (b) un¬
certain, (c) no (false).

6. I hold back from criticizing people and their ideas, (a) yes, (b) sometimes, (c) no.

7. I make smart, sarcastic remarks to people if I think they deserve it. (a) generally, (b) sometimes,
(c) never.

8. I prefer semiclassical music to popular tunes, (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

9. If I saw two neighbors' children fighting, I would: (a) leave them to settle it, (b) uncertain,
(c) reason with them.

10. On social occasions I: (a) readily come forward, (b) respond in between, (c) prefer to stay
quietly in the background.

11. I would rather be: (a) a construction engineer, (b) uncertain, (c) a teacher of social studies.

12. I would rather spend a free evening: (a) with a good book, (b) uncertain, (c) working on a hobby
with friends.

13. I can generally put up with conceited people, even though they brag or show they think too well
of themselves, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

14. I'd rather that the person I marry be socially admired than gifted in art or literature, (a) true,
(b) uncertain, (c) false.

15. I sometimes get an unreasonable dislike for a person: (a) but it is so slight I can hide it easily,
(b) in between, (c) which is so definite that I tend to express it.

16. In a situation which may become dangerous I believe in making a fuss and speaking up even if
calmness and politeness are lost, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

17. I am always keenly aware of attempts at propaganda in things I read, (a) yes, (b) uncertain,
(c) no.

18. I wake up in the night and, through worry, have difficulty in sleeping again, (a) often, (b) some¬
times, (c) never.

19. I don't feel guilty if scolded for something I did not do. (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

20. I am considered a liberal "dreamer" of new ways rather than a practical follower of well-tried
ways, (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

21. I find that my interests in people and amusement tend to change fairly rapidly, (a) yes, (b) in
between, (c) no.

22. In constructing something I would rather work: (a) with a committee, (b) uncertain, (c) on my
own.

23. I find myself counting things, for no particular purpose, (a) often, (b) occasionally, (c) never.

24. When talking I like: (a) to say things, just as they occur to me, (b) in between, (c) to get my
thoughts well organized first.

25. I never feel the urge to doodle and fidget when kept sitting still at a meeting, (a) true, (b) un¬
certain, (c) false.

(End of first column on answer sheet.) Q



26. With the same hours and pay, I would prefer the life of: (a) a carpenter or cook, (b) uncertain,
(c) a waiter in a good restaurant.

27. With acquaintances I prefer: (a) to keep to matter-of-fact impersonal things, (b) in between,
(c) to chat about people and their feelings.

28. "Spade" is to "dig" as "knife" is to: (a) sharp, (b) cut, (c) shovel.

29. I sometimes can't get to sleep because an idea keeps running through my mind, (a) true, (b) un¬
certain, (c) false.

30. In my personal life I reach the goals I set, almost all the time, (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.
31. When telling a person a deliberate lie I have to look away, being ashamed to look him in the eye.

(a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

32. I am uncomfortable when I work on a project requiring quick action affecting others, (a) true,
(b) in between, (c) false.

33. Most of the people I know would rate me as an amusing talker, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

34. Many ordinary people would be shocked if they knew my inner personal opinions, (a) yes, (b) un¬
certain, (c) no.

35. I get slightly embarrassed if I suddenly become the focus of attention in a social group, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

36. I am always glad to join a large gathering, for example, a party, dance, or public meeting, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

37. In school I preferred (or prefer) : (a) music, (b) uncertain, (c) handwork and crafts.

38. I believe most people are a little "queer" mentally though they do not like to admit it. (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

39. I like a friend (of my sex) who: (a) seriously thinks out his attitudes to life, (b) in between,
(c) is efficient and practical in his interests.

40. "If at first you don't succeed, try, try, again," is a motto completely forgotten in the modern world.
(a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

41. I feel a need every now and then to engage in a tough physical activity, (a) yes, (b) in between,
(c) no.

42. I would rather mix with polite people than rough, rebellious individuals, (a) yes, (b) in between,
(c) no.

43. In intellectual interests, my parents are (were) : (a) a bit below average, (b) average, (c) above
average.

44. When I am called in by my boss (or teacher), I: (a) see a chance to put in a good word for things
I am concerned about, (b) in between, (c) fear something has gone wrong.

45. I feel a strong need for someone to lean on in times of sadness, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

46. I occasionally get puzzled when looking in a mirror, as to the meaning of right and left, (a) true,
(b) uncertain, (c) false.

47. As a teenager, I joined in school sports: (a) occasionally, (b) fairly often, (c) a great deal.

48. I would rather stop in the street to watch an artist painting than listen to some people having a
quarrel, (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

49. I sometimes get in a state of tension and turmoil as I think of the day's happenings, (a) yes, (b) in
between, (c) no.

50. I sometimes doubt whether people I am talking to are really interested in what I am saying, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

(End of second column on answer sheet.) A



51. I would like to be: (a) a forester, (b) uncertain, (c) a grammar or high school teacher.

52. For special holidays and birthdays, I: (a) like to give personal presents, (b) uncertain, (c) feel
that buying presents is a bit of a nuisance.

53. "Tired" is to "work" as "proud" is to: (a) rest, (b) success, (c) exercise.

54. Which of the following items is different in kind from the others? (a) candle, (b) moon, (c) elec¬
tric light.

55. I admire my parents in all important matters, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

56. I have some characteristics in which I feel definitely superior to most people, (a) yes, (b) uncer¬
tain, (c) no.

57. If it is useful to others, I don't mind taking a dirty job that others look down on. (a) true,
(b) uncertain, (c) false.

58. I like to go out to a show or entertainment: (a) more than once a week (more than average),
(b) about once a week (average), (c) less than once a week (less than average).

59. I think that plenty of freedom is more important than good manners and respect for the law.
(a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

60. I tend to keep quiet in the presence of senior persons (people of greater experience, age, or rank).
(a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

61. I find it hard to address or recite to a large group, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

62. I would rather live in a town: (a) which is rough, prosperous, and booming, (b) uncertain,
(c) artistically laid out, but relatively poor.

63. If I make an awkward social mistake, I can soon forget it. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

64. When I read an unfair magazine article, I am more inclined to forget it than to feel like "hitting
back." (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

65. My memory tends to drop a lot of unimportant trivial things, for example, names of streets or
stores in town, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

66. I am considered a person easily swayed by appeals to my feelings, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

67. I eat my food with gusto, not always so carefully and properly as some people, (a) true, (b) un¬
certain, (c) false.

68. I generally keep up hope in ordinary difficulties, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

69. People sometimes warn me that I show my excitement in voice and manner too obviously, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

70. As a teenager, if I differed in opinion from my parents, I usually: (a) kept my own opinion,
(b) in between, (c) accepted their authority.

71. I prefer to marry someone who can: (a) keep the family interested in its own activities, (b) in
between, (c) make the family a part of the social life of the neighborhood.

72. I would rather enjoy life quietly in my own way than be admired for my achievements, (a) true,
(b) uncertain, (c) false.

73. I can work carefully on most things without being bothered by people making a lot of noise around
me. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

74. I feel that on one or two occasions recently I have been blamed more than I really deserve,
(a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

75. I am always able to keep the expressions of my feelings under exact control, (a) yes, (b) in be¬
tween, (c) no.

(End of third column on answer sheet.) K



76. In starting a useful invention, I would prefer: (a) working on it in the laboratory, (b) uncertain,
(c) selling it to people.

77. "Surprise" is to "strange" as "fear" is to: (a) brave, (b) anxious, (c) terrible.

78. Which of the following fractions is not in the same class as the others? (a) 3/7, (b) 3/9, (c) 3/11.
79. Some people seem to ignore or avoid me, although I don't know why. (a) true, (b) uncertain,

(c) false.

80. People treat me less reasonably than my good intentions deserve, (a) often, (b) occasionally,
(c) never.

81. The use of foul language, even when it is not in a mixed group of men and women, still disgusts
me. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

82. I have decidedly fewer friends than most people, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

83. I would hate to be where there wouldn't be a lot of people to talk to. (a) true, (b) uncertain,
(c) false.

84. People sometimes call me careless, even though they think me an attractive person, (a) yes, (b) in
between, (c) no.

85. My reserve always stands in the way when I want to speak to an attractive stranger of the op¬
posite sex. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

86. I would rather have a job with: (a) a fixed, certain salary, (b) in between, (c) a larger salary,
but depending on my constantly persuading people I am worth it.

87. I prefer reading: (a) a realistic account of military or political battles, (b) uncertain, (c) a sen¬
sitive, imaginative novel.

88. When bossy people try to "push me around," I do just the opposite of what they wish, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

89. Most people would be "better off" if given more praise instead of more criticism, (a) true, (b) un¬
certain, (c) false.

90. In discussing art, religion, or politics, I seldom get so involved or excited I forget politeness and
human relations, (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

91. If someone got mad at me, I would: (a) try to calm him down, (b) uncertain, (c) get irritated.

92. I would like to see a move toward: (a) eating more vegetable foods, to avoid killing so many
animals, (b) uncertain, (c) getting better poisons to kill the animals which ruin farmers' crops
(such as squirrels, rabbits, and some kinds of birds).

93. If acquaintances treat me badly and show they dislike me: (a) it does not upset me a bit, (b) in
between, (c) I tend to get downhearted.

94. Careless folks who say "the best things in life are free" usually haven't worked to get much,
(a) true, (b) in between, (c) false.

95. Because it is not always possible to get things done by gradual, reasonable methods, it is some¬
times necessary to use force, (a) true, (b) in between, (c) false.

96. At fifteen or sixteen I went about with the opposite sex: (a) a lot, (b) as much as most people,
(c) less than most people.

97. I like to take an active part in social affairs, committee work, etc. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

98. The idea that sickness comes as much from mental as physical causes is much exaggerated,
(a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

99. Quite small setbacks occasionally irritate me too much, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

100. I very rarely blurt out annoying remarks that hurt people's feelings, (a) true, (b) uncertain,
(c) false.

(End of fourth column on answer sheet.) C



101. I would prefer to work in a business: (a) talking to customers, (b) in between, (c) keeping of¬
fice accounts and records.

102. "Size" is to "length" as "dishonest" is to: (a) prison, (b) sin, (c) stealing.

103. AB is tolflc as SR is to: (a) qp, (b) pq, (c) tu.

104. When people are unreasonable, I just: (a) keep quiet, (b) in between, (c) despise them.

105. If people talk loudly while I am listening to music, I: (a) can keep my mind on the music and not
be bothered, (b) in between, (c) find it spoils my enjoyment and annoys me.

106. I think I am better described as: (a) polite and quiet, (b) in between, (c) forceful.

107. I attend social functions only when I have to, and stay away any other time, (a) yes, (b) uncer¬
tain, (c) no.

108. To be cautious and expect little is better than to be happy at heart, always expecting success.
(a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

109. In thinking of difficulties in my work, I: (a) try to plan ahead, before I meet them, (b) in be¬
tween, (c) assume I can handle them when they come.

110. I have at least as many friends of the opposite sex as of my own. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

111. Even in an important game I am more concerned to enjoy it than to win. (a) always, (b) gen¬
erally, (c) occasionally.

112. I would rather be: (a) a guidance worker with young people seeking careers, (b) uncertain, (c) a
manager in a technical manufacturing concern.

113. If I am quite sure that a person is unjust or behaving selfishly, I show him up, even if it takes
some trouble, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

114. Some people criticize my sense of responsibility, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

115. I would enjoy being a newspaper writer on drama, concerts, opera, etc. (a) yes, (b) uncertain,
(c) no.

116. I find it embarrassing to have praise or compliments bestowed on me. (a) yes, (b) in between,
(c) no.

117. I think it is more important in the modern world to solve: (a) the political difficulties, (b) un¬
certain, (c) the question of moral purpose.

118. I occasionally have a sense of vague danger or sudden dread for no sufficient reason, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

119. As a child I feared the dark, (a) often, (b) sometimes, (c) never.

120. On a free evening I like to: (a) see an historical film about past adventures, (b) uncertain,
(c) read science fiction or an essay on "The Future of Science."

121. It bothers me if people think I am being too unconventional or odd. (a) a lot, (b) somewhat, (c) not
at all.

122. Most people would be happier if they lived more with their fellows and did the same things as
others, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

123. I like to go my own way instead of acting on approved rules, (a) true, (b) uncertain, (c) false.

124. Often I get angry with people too quickly, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

125. When something really upsets me, I generally calm down again quite quickly, (a) yes, (b) in be¬
tween, (c) no.

(End of fifth column on answer sheet.) H



126. If the earnings were the same, I would rather be: (a) a lawyer, (b) uncertain, (c) a navigator or
pilot.

127. "Better" is to "worst" as "slower" is to: (a) fast, (b) best, (c) quickest.

128. Which of the following should come next at the end of this row of letters: xooooxxoooxxx?
(a) xox, (b) oox, (c) oxx.

129. When the time comes for something I have planned and looked forward to, I occasionally do not
feel up to going, (a) true, (b) in between, (c) false.

130. I could enjoy the life of an animal doctor, handling disease and surgery of animals, (a) yes, (b) in
between, (c) no.

131. I occasionally tell strangers things that seem to me important, regardless of whether they ask
about them, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

132. I spend much of my spare time talking with friends over social events enjoyed in the past,
(a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

133. I enjoy doing "daring," foolhardy things "just for fun." (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

134. I think the police can be trusted not to ill-treat innocent people, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

135. I consider myself a very sociable, outgoing person, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

136. In social contacts I: (a) show my emotions as I wish, (b) in between, (c) keep my emotions to
myself.

137. I enjoy music that is: (a) light, dry, and brisk, (b) in between, (c) emotional and sentimental.

138. I try to make my laughter at jokes quieter than most people's, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

139. I admire the beauty of a fairy tale more than that of a well-made gun. (a) yes, (b) uncertain,
(c) no.

140. Hearing different beliefs about right and wrong is: (a) always interesting, (b) something we
cannot avoid, (c) bad for most people.

141. I am always interested in mechanical matters, for example, in cars and airplanes, (a) yes, (b) in
between, (c) no.

142. I like to tackle problems that other people have made a mess of. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

143. I am properly regarded as only a plodding, half-successful person, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

144. If people take advantage of my friendliness, I do not resent it and I soon forget, (a) true, (b) un¬
certain, (c) false.

145. I think the spread of birth control is essential to solving the world's economic and peace problems.
(a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

146. I like to do my planning alone, without interruptions and suggestions from others, (a) yes, (b) in
between, (c) no.

147. I sometimes let my actions get swayed by feelings of jealousy, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

148. I believe firmly "the boss may not always be right, but he always has the right to be boss." (a) yes,
(b) uncertain, (c) no.

149. I tend to tremble or perspire when I think of a difficult task ahead, (a) generally, (b) occasionally,
(c) never.

150. If people shout suggestions when I'm playing a game, it does not upset me. (a) true, (b) uncertain,
(c) false.

(End of sixth column on answer sheet.) Q



151. I would prefer the life of: (a) an artist, (b) uncertain, (c) a secretary running a social club.

152. Which of the following words does not properly belong with the others? (a) any, (b) some, (c) most.

153. "Flame" is to "heat" as "rose" is to: (a) thorn, (b) red petals, (c) scent.

154. I have vivid dreams, disturbing my sleep, (a) often, (b) occasionally, (c) practically never.

155. If the odds are really against something's being a success, I still believe in taking the risk, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

156. I like it when I know so well what the group has to do that I naturally become the one in command.
(a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

157. I would rather dress with quiet correctness than with eye-catching personal style, (a) true, (b) un¬
certain, (c) false.

158. An evening with a quiet hobby appeals to me more than a lively party, (a) true, (b) uncertain,
(c) false.

159. I close my mind to well-meant suggestions of others, even though I know I shouldn't, (a) oc¬
casionally, (b) hardly ever, (c) never.

160. I always make a point, in deciding anything, to refer to basic rules of right and wrong, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

161. I somewhat dislike having a group watch me at work, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

162. I keep my room smartly organized, with things in known places almost all the time, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

163. In school I preferred: (a) English, (b) uncertain, (c) mathematics or arithmetic.

164. I have sometimes been troubled by people's saying bad things about me behind my back, with no
grounds at all. (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

165. Talk with ordinary, habit-bound, conventional people: (a) is often quite interesting and has a lot
to it, (b) in between, (c) annoys me because it deals with trifles and lacks depth.

166. I like to: (a) have a circle of warm friendships, even if they are demanding, (b) in between,
(c) be free of personal entanglements.

167. I think it is wiser to keep the nation's military forces strong than just to depend on international
goodwill, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

168. People regard me as a solid, undisturbed person, unmoved by ups and downs in circumstances,
(a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

169. I think society should let reason lead it to new customs and throw aside old habits or mere tra¬
ditions. (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

170. My viewpoints change in an uncertain way because I trust my feelings more than logical reason¬
ing. (a) true, (b) to some extent, (c) false.

171. I learn better by: (a) reading a well-written book, (b) in between, (c) joining a group discussion.

172. I have periods when it's hard to stop a mood of self-pity, (a) often, (b) occasionally, (c) never.

173. I like to wait till I am sure that what I am saying is correct, before I put forth an argument.
(a) always, (b) generally, (c) only if it's practicable.

174. Small things sometimes "get on my nerves" unbearably though I realize them to be trivial, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

175. I don't often say things on the spur of the moment that I greatly regret, (a) true, (b) uncertain,
(c) false.

(End of seventh column on answer sheet.) Q



176. If asked to work with a charity drive, I would: (a) accept, (b) uncertain, (c) politely say I'm too
busy.

177. Which of the following words does not belong with the others? (a) wide, (b) zigzag, (c) regular.

178. "Soon" is to "never" as "near" is to: (a) nowhere, (b) far, (c) next.

179. I have a good sense of direction (find it easy to tell which is North, South, East, or West) when in
a strange place, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

180. I am known as an "idea man" who almost always puts forward some ideas on a problem, (a) yes,
(b) in between, (c) no.

181. I think I am better at showing: (a) nerve in meeting challenges, (b) uncertain, (c) tolerance of
other people's wishes.

182. I am considered a very enthusiastic person, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

183. I like a job that offers change, variety, and travel, even if it involves some danger, (a) yes, (b) in
between, (c) no.

184. I am a fairly strict person, insisting on always doing things as correctly as possible, (a) true,
(b) in between, (c) false.

185. I enjoy work that requires conscientious, exacting skills, (a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no.

186. I'm the energetic type who keeps busy, (a) yes, (b) uncertain, (c) no.

187. I am sure there are no questions that I have skipped or failed to answer properly, (a) yes, (b) un¬
certain, (c) no.

10
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Nam Case No,

Seat M P Age

Address Civil Stat* 3 M Co ¥ Sep D

—Married 5 ♦ years Tas j No

Ward No,

Gate of Admission / /

Data of Testing / / Time lag to testing

Date of Discharge / / Tina lag to disoh&rge

KfttWfl fflflffr _ .

&as, drugs, aspirin, cutting, "other", alcohol at time

MA 0^ Coaeolousi grade 1| 2| 3} 4.

Premeditation

Spur of the moment} praaaditatad| denial of intent,

Nona} recent only; frequent threats} earned doctor,
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>'rVfoM A,tta^tff
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2, Relations; yes; no; who :

most resent
last 3/12; 3/12-12/12; acre
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Any lang standing illness or disability?

Any reoeni oovere (acute) illness?

IjlqtW Of

flisra 91

Ms&^jsL&gm
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M/Kj no abuse; sedatives; stimulants; both.

kAi none; polioe warning; app. school;
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"i ersonallty varlftblee involved in suicidal behaviour"

Viuestlene ia a.dd.ition to routine schedule.

A, the i» there, in .g^g£ spouse any evidence of

«.) Inter epotiee violence Tee««*»■. So «„—»

b) infidelity Tee_ No __

e) alcoholics Tee Ho

8, Hae the patient ever been la tremble with the lar.< Tee ^No

tfec the following categories to apocify the troublei

«) kerned by police .,

b) "roeeeuted

o) Convicted a) Pine .

b) dell _

d) Convicted ©ore than once
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»y pregna^ty variables invoked In fi&g&M ^ehftYiQur '

Information required from the payohiatrist.

1* Boeoiaaended paycMatrlo disposal

a) no psychiatric treatment

b) ft.?, treatment

o) t1 syohiutric CP

4) • BP

e) Psychiatric I?

f) referred to aooial orfcer

g) patient left AHA

2. resenee of Pgyohfotrip ymptona and Sifipf*

.•ymptoaa and signs 7 6 5 4 3 2
clearly present

Symptoms and signs
clearly absent

3. Presence of Personality Abnormality '

Clear indications 7 6 5 4 3 2
of personality
abnormality

4. Presence of .ooial Disorder and Deviance ^
Social disorder 765432
clearly in evidence

Wo evidence of
personality

Wo social disorder

5, If the patient had not been discovered, to vrh&t degree was his/her
life endangered?

Certain to die 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Certain to live

6. To what extent were precautions taken to avoid or ensure discovery?

Definite precautions 7654321 Definite precautions
to avoid discovery, to ensure discovery.

* Symptoms and sign® of any psychiatric illness, using ^over-a-mas ut ■■ii
type of diagnosis, core of 7 would indicate preseiice n" symptoms
allowing a formal diagnosis to he made with certainty,

/ In both eases to be assessed "in the psychiatrist's opinion". The norm
suggested is the range of behaviour seen in general medical and surgical
patients.
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1* Jr atient, unmarried, aged under 54 years*

2. Patient unmarried, aged 34 years or more*

3* Intent marriage, patient aged 35 years or more, or
married for 5 years or

4* -actsnt marriage with violence, infidelity, alcoholism
In soouse or with marital disharmony as a precipitant*

5* Patient separated or divorced,

6* Patient's fork record one of frequent job change*
(34 in year), unemployment or casual labour*

7* Patient's social class I? or V*

8. Patient living In o«n home (if married) or with
parents (if single)*

9* Drinking or drug taking seen to be a problem
(by patient, Informant or psychiatrist),

10, trouble with the law (any one of these;- warned by
police, app* school, probation, fines, jail),

U* Use of aspirin as method of self-poisoning*

12* Use of "cutting" and "other" methods*

13* Rating of 1 or 2 on life enhancement scale.

14* Primary diagnosis of "nil psychiatric",

15, Primary diagnosis of personality disorder*

16* Previous euicidal attempt.

Scoring* 10+ (Stsa "Good" - Sum "Bad")
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gpCL/a.

Fame Ho. M

1. Patient unmarried, aged under 20 years,

2. Patient unmarried, aged 20 years or sore,

3. Extent marriage, patient aged 35 years or sore, or
sarrled for 5 or store years,

km Extant marriage with violence, infidelity, alcoholism
in anonse or with marital disharmony as a precipitant.

5. Patient separated or divorced,

6. Patient's work record erne of frequent Job changes
(34 in year), unemployment or casual labour.

7. Patient living in otm tome (if married) or with
parents (if single).

8. Drinking or drug taking seen to be a problem
(by patient, informant or psychiatrist).

9. trouble with the law (any on© of theses* warned by
police, app, school, probation, fines, Jail).

10. Use of aspirin as method of self-poisoning.

11. Use of "cutting* and "other* methods.

12. Eating of 1 or 2 cm life endangerment scale.

13. Prlaaiy diagnosis of neurosis or depression.

14. Primary diagnosis of "nil psychiatric" or
personality disorder.

15. Previous suicidal attempt.

dooriii&t 104 (3um "Good" - Sum "Bad")
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1. &E

1 Mean M

m Tested group 50 30.30 12.30
Handon group 50 37.30 13.61

t'cmm Tested group 50 28.10 12.00
Random group 50 31.90 16.19

mj&JSbmm tested group d.f.«98, n.a.

Random group d.f..96. a.s.

0rouP lien t«2.7Q, d.f.«96, p<.01
omen ta.33. d.f(«s96| 8.8.
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2. qyiL HTA.TE

ttl

Single
Married

Cohabiting
Widowed

Separated
Dlroroed

LSSM
ma

26

15hs
o)

°!
4

Teqted
grom>

21

lfi)l9
3>
0)

7(10

3)

grow?

gii
n

Tested group, X (single v. Married and Cohabiting T, Others)
a 1«05| d»C« a 2| B«t«

2
Handacn r>roup, X (Single ▼. Married and Cohabiting v. Others)

« 0.38, d.f. « 2, n.s.

aaaa difference^

Men, X2 (oingle v, Married ai»l Cohabiting ▼. others)
a 0.79, d.f. a 2, n.s,

2
o&*mf X (single Marriad Cohabiting v, other#)

st 0f|)2| d«f# cs 2f 8(|8|
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5.

Mm Yoaen

1 day or less

&&M
arcUP

6

Sa«Ss®
fcTOUP

20

i£&tod
iZ2SE

9

mtm
grout)

17

2 and 3 days 26 16 24 22

4 or more days IB 14 17 11

Tested group

Random group

X2 . 0.71,
X2 « 1.55,

d«r# Or 2!y
*♦?• • 2f

n.s.

a.e.

M8R X2 a 10,42,
Women X2 m 3»83»

d,f. « 2, p<.01
d.f, m 2, &•$«
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*>• msmmmx
nm gam

Tested giaifli Tested Rando®
.group RTOUP group CTOUP

Drugs 31 43 34 39

Aspirin 12 3 a 7

One 3) 2) 4) 2)
Cutting 2< 7 0( 4 3< 8 2| V
Other methods 2) 2) 1) 0)

FW difftreaoyp.
2

Tested group X « (Drugs ▼. Aspirin v. All others) « 1.00, d.f.«2, n.s.
2

Bim&m group X « (Drugs «>• Beet) * 0.61, d.f.e-1, n.a.

Hen X2 « (Brags t. Aspirin All others) » 8.16, d.f.«2, p<.023
2

•oson X « (Drugs v. Aspirin v. All others) •* 1.74, d.f.«2, n.s.
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5. LfeTO 9? smmmm

1S5B woaea

Random I2&S* Ifi2022
group jBasB group group

Conscious 40 35 37 33

Unconscious grade I 1) 3) %
* grade 11 3) 6) 7) 7)
- grade III

.ho 5]15 Mu ^1?
• grade IT 2) 1) 2) l)

Sen differences

2
Tested group X (Conscious T, Unconscious) a 0.23# d.f. « 1, n.s.

2
Random group X (Conscious v. unconscious) a 0.0i>, d.f, * 1, n.s.

dll^arencs?

Men X (Conscious v. Unconscious) a G.82># d.f. a 1, n.s.
|

lessen X (Conscious v. Unconscious) a 0.32, d.f. « 1, n.s.
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*. mmsmm.

Man fonen

Tested
group

; ancksa
group

Tested
group

Kftngas
group

Aoted on spur of the moment 32 33 35 33

•>ot premeditated 12 8 12 13

Denial of suieidal intent 6 7 3 4

2
Tested group X (Spur of moiaent T. I'reoedltated} « 0.00, d.f. » 1, n.s.

2
Random group X a 2.04, d.f. * 2, n.s.

differences
2

Man X f 1.01, d.f. r 2, n.s.
2

omen X (tjwir of moment ▼. remediated) s 0.00, d.f. is 1, n.s.
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7# 31HC.XDAL TURSAfS

SS8l®S Mm<km IE**®*
£SSM

Kandos
£<rou~ n .".roup

44No suioidal threats 43 39 43

Resent threats 4)
) 7

Frequent threats 3)

5)
)U

6)

1)
) ^

4)

*)
) 6

3)

Sea differences

Tested group X2 (No threats T, threats) a 0.09, d.f. - 1, n.s.

Random group X2 (No threats v. threats) - 1.13, A»f• a 1, n.s.

Group differences

Men X2 (No threats ▼. threats) B 0«6l| d.f# m 1, n.B.

Womm, X2 (No threats v, threats) « 0.00, d#f. ■ 1, B.s.
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e. mam& mm

m

smm
group

EaBfta
group

Rested
CTOUP

iiflSJiS®
group

Uncertain 2 7 3 6

Interpersonal 20 17 22 19

Interpersonal and environ¬
mental or internal factors

12 14 14 13

Environmental 7 4 1 0

Internal, referred to self 9 8 10 16

^ ttStemtt
Tooted group XS (interpersonal y. Interpersonal, ©to. and

KRYlroneiental v. Internal)
« G.59, d.f. <* 2$ n.s.

itandon group I2 (Uncertain y. interpersonal v. Inernal v. {'there)
* 3»{»7| d.f. » 3# n.s.

C;,rq»P difference
2

'Sen 1 « 4.05f d.f. » 4# n.s.
5

otaon X (Uncertain y. Interpersonal y. nternal y. Others)
» 3 .@5, d.f. « 3» n.s.
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9. mmuxjmMuwMUBMX

Men

222*25 Msin 2®g*25 M52®
flBBi group

Previous attempt 20 18 1)6 20

No previous attempt JO 52 5t 50

m rnmn

Tested group X2 K 0.J9, d.f, • 1# n.a.
Randan »z " **• - - * - -

4*T»ry»n»
Men X2 K 0.04,
women X2 • 0.J9,

d.f| a If n.S.

d«f« « 1, n.s.
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10. HISTORY Of 3MC1?*], AWBIfT BY A ,KUTiV£

Mot

assSSS JS

JEEJ^maOffiSSl
2

Tested group X • 0.00, d.f, a lt n.a.
2

.mm » •" _ A na a *> _ 1 « „

group

attempt Isgr relative 4 3 3 7

Ho attempt by relative 46 45 47 43

tfr?up ciffeyenyeff

Men Xs • 0,00,
2

om^n It «t l«00f

dsl^f SB X^ n§s$

♦ at 1|
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MSB 1

11. history ov p^Yan^iuc corner

Tested -mdom Coated J an flora
fTtmv group rjrovv group

History of psyehiatrie contact 23 23 19 21

So history of ooutaot 27 31 29

* difference^
2

tested group x « 0.37* d.f. e 1, n.s.
^andnn nvnm — O.lX. H. 1. n.«.

Group differences

Men X2 m 0.00.
2

oaen X « 0.04.,

d,f. a 1, n.s.

d«Y. s 1, n.s.
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i2.

Tested ftan&ora Tested andoa
prouo group group group

Chronic Illness present 10 14 $ 4

Chronic Illness absent Ifi lC bt> M>

difference?
2

Tested group 1 * 1.96, d.f. *> 1.
2

Randos group 1 » 6.77, d.f. « 1, ?<.01

Crouo differences

2
Men a b 0«49| d.f. • If n.s#

2
Wooes X * 0,00, d.f. » 1, n.s.
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igsToar or paoBLat attSBB

Mm Women

Tested
group &TQUP

Tested
*toup

iisfifes
aroug

No problem drinking 26 13 a 39

Problem drinking 21# 36 9 9

Not known 0 1 0 2

sex differences

Tested group :<*" (Problem T. !?o problem) * 10.IB, d.f. a lt jk.005
2

and,-;at group X ( rcble® v. Ro problem) » 29.33# d.f. s 1, p<.0003

Group differences

2
Hen X (Problem ▼. Re problem) a $.80, d.f. « 1, p<.05?5

g
Voaen X (Problem ▼. Po problem) » 0.03# d.f. « 1# n.a.
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MM WOOKBPi

Tested
foam

Rsadsn

tzzpm
ZSsM
^q-oup

Haadoa
ierom>

80 abuse of drugs 45
Abuse of sedative© 3)
Abuse of stimulants 2< 7
Abuse of both varieties 2;
Hot known 0

35

n
014

5)
1

43

a
0;
0

7

39

<)
1? 9

2)
2

Sex differences

Tested group A2 (Abuse v. Ho abuse) « 0.00,
A

ctaadom group X4" (Abuse v. Ko abuse) a 3*31,
d.f.

d.f.

a> 1,
a 1,

a.s.

n.s.

ftrcw Wwiwtit
Men X2 (Abuse v. No abuse) a 3*00,
Women X2 (Abas® v. Ho abuse) * 0.15,

d»f.

d.f.

a 1,
» 1#

U.S.

n.s.
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13. PSYCHI A7Rlff g,

Mea Women

Random £SS2S& Panda®
group group group group

Nil psychiatrio 7 4 2 8

: ohisophrmia 0 0 0 2

Affective disorder 13 14 22 15
Neurosis 1 0 1 1

Personality disorder 27 29 24 20

Other diagnoses 2 3 1 4

8m ttffmMgi
2

Tested group X (Affective disorder v. Personality disorder v. All Other*)
• 5«0^| 4«f| a 2| R«8»

2
iandom group X (Affective disorder v. Personality disorder v. All Others)

at 5.C £ # d.f# as 2| p< #01

Group differences

Men X2 (Affective disorder v# Personality disorder v# All others)
« 0#&»» d#f# is 2, n..%

2
Women X (Affective disorder v# i ersonality disorder v. All Others)

as 11.35, d,f# ae 2, P<«005
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Dotoilod vomits of vitUa^rap ooBpariaons
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vAitUBias cwzimzwi: m social paogsosia mass choopibcs

Numbers in each group

Group 1

Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

Men -sflSSB

12 10

13 16

12 12

13 12

Man woman

MSSB (aa) Mean

Group 1 7.67 (1.72) 8.30 (2.21)
Group 2 8.34 (1.66) 7.88 (2.31)
Group 3 6.73 (2.45) 8.33 (2.27)
Group 4 7.23 (1.92) 6.08 (2.11)

Mean XM >v'ean

9

iaai
Group 1 4.25 (1.36) 4.50 (1.78)
Group 2 4.46 (2.18) 3.75 (1.84)
Group 3 4.42 (1.93) 4.25 (1.96)
Group 4 3.62 (2.06) 3.50 (1.09)

aeen Mean (3P)

Group 1 6.50 (X.24) 5.00 (1.41)
Group 2 6.77 (2.05) 5.19 (1.64)
Group 3 6.75 (1.48) 4.75 (2.14)
Group 4 6.00 (1.73) 5.25 (1.14)
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Men o«ea

S (intelligent' "em iM (30)

Group 1 6.50 (2.32) 5.90 (1.91)

Group 2 6.69 (0.85) 6.38 (1.82)

Group 3 6.08 (2.15) 6.25 (2.22)

Group 4 7.23 (2.01) 6.08 (1.56)

SJJS^JSX -»«em

Group 1 5.83

Group 2 3.46
Group 3 4.50

Group 4 3.85

iM iiSilll (so)

(2.62) 2.70 (1.95)
(2.11) 2.81 (1.68)
(2.50) 3.17 (1.95)
(2.19) 4.92 (1.56)

J (doainant) Mean (so) Mean iM

Group 1 5.50 (1.88) 6.00 (1.41)
Group 2 5.54 (1.56) 5.38 (1.71)
Group 3 4.67 (1.82) 6.17 (1.90)
Group 4 4.92 (2.22) 5.08 (1.56)

JLienthueiuatia) Mean (SB) Mean (SP)

Group 1 5.83 (1.70) 5.60 (1.43)
Group 2 5.85 (1.72) 4.63 (2.00)
Group 3 5.33 (1.61) 5.33 (2.64)
Group 4 4.08 (1.66) 4.83 (1.75)

G (conscientious! (3D) Moan iM
Group 1 3.33 (1.78) 4.40 (1.51)
Group 2 4.15 (1.72) 3.75 (1.88)
Group 3 4.75 (2.22) 3.9? (2.15)
Group 4 4*46 (1.76) 5.04 (1.31)
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ISSL 422on

JLimJtesKasX MCOP (SP) (sp)

Group 1 3.67 (1.15) 4.90 (1.73)
Group 2 4.08 (2.53) 4.19 (1.91)
Group 5 4.42 (1.62) 4.25 (2.01)
Group 4 4.23 (1.*) 3.83 (1.34)

llasasM&xal Mom (33) Hoar, M
Group 1 6.5© (1.88) 6.10 (1.97)
Group 2 6.54 (1.05) 4.56 (1.63)
Group 3 5.75 (1.42) 5.75 (1.22)
Group 4 6.38 (1.98) 4.67 (2.06)

L Uuaoeetln^ Moqn

Group 1 6.33

Group 2 7.54

Group 3 5.83

Group 4 6.58

M (self-efcaorbod) Moan

Group 1 6.92

Group 2 6.54

Group 3 5.50

Group 4 6.46

n (ooohlotic&ted) «loaa

Group 1 5.25

Group 2 4.54

Group 3 3.92

Group 4 5.31

(SD) MOjBjn (SP)

(1.61) 7.50 (1.96)
(1.66^ 6.56 (2.25)
(2.21) 7.00 (1.81)
(2.14) 5.75 (2.30)

($P) Hern (SP)

(1.56) 6.10 (0.74)
(0.78) 6.56 (1.90)
(1.45) 5.58 (2.27)
(1.94) 6.0 (1.73)

(?v) aa* (3D)

(1.71) 4.70 (2.00)
(2.26) 6,13 (2.22)
(1.44) 4.92 (2.19)
(2.14) 6.17 (1.99)
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JSSBS
0 (fekoreheneive} Mjaa ial
Group 1 7.75 (1.5fc) 6.30 (2.31)
Group 2 0.69 (1.25) 7.50 (1.90)
Group 3 7.33 (1.67) 7.92 (2.23)
Group 4 7.00 (1.96) 5.63 (2.21)

Mean (ss) JM
Group 1 4.08 (1.78) 6.70 (1.49)
Group 2 4.46 (1.39) 5.69 (1.62)
Group 3 4.67 (1.78) 5.67 (2.46)
Group 4 5.38 (1.S5) 5.83 (1.95)

£2 (aelf-suffioisnt) Ma&a (so) Moan (3P)

Group 1 6.50 (2.07) 6.30 (1.23)
Group 2 6.33 (1.94) 6.69 (1.66)
Croup 3 5.75 (1.71) 6.53 (2.19)
Group 4 6.69 (2.29) 7.00 (1.54)

G3 ( aalf-acmtrolled) Kenn (30) (SP)

Group 1 4.67 (1.78) 3.60 (2.32)
Group 2 4.23 (1.92) 4.63 (2.50)
Group 3 5.58 (2.19) 4.00 (2.63)
Group 4 4.92 (1.90) 5.03 (2.35)

CSS)

Group 1 6.92 (1.73) 7.30 (2.21)
Group 2 8.08 (1.93) 7.50 (2.20)
Group 3 6.50 (1.93) 7.50 (1.85)
Group 4 7.00 (2.35) 5.67 (1.78)
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Men gflBfij
Aetiag out jfeaiUifcE Mega (SB) (SB)

Group 1 6.32 (2.61) 7.60 (2.88)

Group 2 7.69 (2.75) 8.19 (2.64)
Group 3 5.38 (2.81) 6.33 (2.77)

Group 4 5.85 (4.22) 4.03 (2.68)

Criticism of Others Mean (SB) kosa JM
Group 1 7.25 (2.34) 5.90 (1.79)
Group 2 7.23 (2.20) 6.00 (3.25)
Group 5 6.58 (2.57) 6.25 (2.93)
Group 4 6.08 (3.77) 4.33 (3.65)

Delusional Hostility- y.e."-2 12& Mean (SB)

Group 1 2.58 (1.73) 2.70 (1.70)
Group 2 3.08 (1.66) 2.13 (1.67)
Group 3 2.50 (1.17) 2.33 (0.09)
Group 4 3.38 (2.43) 1.17 (0.94)

Lelt Criticism JM Mesa (SB)

Group 1 6.5S (2.57) 7.30 (2.58)
Group 2 7.00 <2.38/ 7.44 (2.87)
Group 3 7.17 (1.90) 7.92 (2.71)
Group 4 5.69 (3.59) 7.17 (2.89)

k«an Cap) Keen (SB)

Group 1 4.42 (1.31) 5.00 (1.76)
Croup 2 4.08 (1.69) 4.31 (2.12)
Group 3 3.75 (1.22) 3.92 (2.50)
Group 4 3.38 (2.06) 2.67 (1.87)
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M«a .Iqggn
irimem.1 hi. 4«aa (30) Sttft (SB)

(ireup 1 28.08 (6.79) 28.56 (7.85)

Group 2 29.08 (8.45) 25.% (9.57)

Group 3 fc.58 (5.84) 26.75 (5.17)
Group 4 24.38 (11.97) 19.42 (9.01)

tlycotooa of -icetimar M&&a (SO) iai (SB)

Group X 99.79 (7.05) 103.40 (7.21)
Group 2 100.08 (6.56) 105.00 (7.32)
Group 3 102.92 (5.87) 104.83 (6.52)
Group 4 99.46 (12.62) 107.25 (6.89)

Sua 4 ite (SB J ; .canumiiwHSui X££L
Group 1 17.08 (5.73) 16.20 (5.37)
Group 2 18.69 (5.60) 14.19 (6.43)
Group 3 14.67 (4.77) 14.92 (5.78)
Group 4 15.31 (9.48) 9.58 (5.88)

Sua 1 (36) HBMi (36)

Group 1 11.00 (3.59) 12.30 (4.19)
Group 2 11.06 (4.09) 11.75 (4.52)
Group 3 10.92 (2.84) 11,83 (4.57)
Group 4 9.08 (5.33) 9.83 (4.47)
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CATtv&ORiis m m& UFE mmit -.•maw icalu

IIumbera la each group

Men Joaea

lm risk 27 25
latenae&iate 11 12

High risk 12 13

122 'omen
Anxiety lg*a» (3D) Mean (tip)

Low risk 7.37 (2.») 7.80 (2.72)
Tntersedlate 7.64 (1.57) 7.50 (2.20)
High risk 7.92 (1.56) 7.46 (1.76)

X » s Mean (SP) (SD)

:<ow risk 4.00 (2.04) 4.40 (1.85)
intermediate 4.45 (1.29) 3.50 (1.62)
High riek 4.33 (2.10) 3.54 (1.33)

A (9"tfiyliyt) Mean (Sp) lean (SP)

ow risk 6.33 (1.54) 5.40 (1.73)
Intermediate 6.82 (1.54) 4.67 (1.50)
High risk 6.58 (2.02) 4.77 (1.36)

B(intelligent' Mean (3P)

Lew risk 7.19 (1.88) 6.08 (1.93)
Intermediate 5.73 (1.90) 5.92 (1.56)
High risk 6.25 (1.60) 6.62 (1.94)
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ft (stable) Mega
Low risk 4.33
intensediate 3 >18
High risk 3.58

•■'■ossm

(f-p) rJean

(2.43) 3.12 (2.05)
(1.54) 3.58 (1.93)
(2.54) 3.69 (1.80)

£ (dominant) Mean (SO) Mean JLM
Low risk 5.04 (1.76) 5.68 (1.65)
Intermediate 5.09 (1.38) 5.25 (1.60)
High risk 5.50 (2.50) 5.85 (1.86)

F {enthusiastic) Mean (3D) Mean (SH)

Low risk 5.37 (1.92) 5.60 (1.91)
intermediate 5J45 (1.13) 4.83 (2.08)
High risk 4.83 (1.99) 4.15 (1.86)

ft (qonyslentioup)
Low risk

Intermediate

High risk

(3D)

4.63 (2.08)
3.64 (1.50)
3.67 (1.61)

Mean (ED)

3.96 (2.03)
4.50 (1.45)
4.54 (1.61)

il®S£ (3D) Mean (3D)

Low risk 3.93 (2.04) 4.48 (1.96)
Intermediate 3.91 (1.70) 3.67 (1*0)
High risk 4.67 (1.61) 4.38 (1.19)



1

Lev risk

Intermediate

High risk

• 150 •

IS
Umn (SI?)

5.95 (1.75)
6.55 (1.37)
6.92 (1.33)

>.'osnen

(SP)

5.00 (1.68)
6.17 (1.85)
4.62 (1.76)

JLiA^ftsssgad Ue&n (SP) Mean XM
hem risk 6,33 (2.09) 6.72 (2.42)
Intermediate 6.36 (2.20) 6,92 (2.02)
High risk 7.17 (1.40) 6.31 (1.70)

M ( eelf-ehearbefl) Mean (fei>J 1MB Cap)

tow risk 6.22 (1.60) 6,00 (1.73)
Intermediate 6.09 (1.58 7.oo (1.86)
High risk 6.92 (1.31) 5.54 (1.61)

j} isas

htm risk 4.78
Intermediate 4,64
High risk 4.83

9 (&ppreh6q*in) £M8

low risk 7.67
Intermediate 8,09
High risk 7,42

hm risk 5,11

Intermediate 4,09

High risk 4.17

(SO) £%m (so)

(1.89) 5.32 (2.30)
(1.91) 5.83 (2.33)
(2.29) 5.77 (1.79)

(SB) loan (so)

(1.80) 7.76 (2.38)
(1.51) 7.08 (2.15)
(1.73) 6.85 (2.08)

(sp) Heeo (SB)

(1.80) 5.83 (1.86)
(1.64) 6.00 (1.16)
(1.40) 5.85 (2.54)



~w»

■■ MSB Wama
02 I self-sufficient) Mean (so) Msan iai
Low ride 6.44 (1.89) 8.52 (1.53)
Internsdiets 5.64 <i.n) 6.83 (1.90)
High risk 6.75 (2.26) 7.15 (1.72)

Msaa (sd) Mom (sb)

ion risk 4.89 (2.a) 4.28 (2.59)
Inters*diat# 5.27 (1.58) 5.OS (2.35)
High risk 4.53 (1.76) 3.92 (2.29)

tHi ffMi) HSflR IBBI Mean (SB)

on risk 7.11 (2.22) 7.20 (2.43)
Intsraediate 6.82 (1.94) 6.67 (2.14)
High risk 7.50 (1.75) 7.00 (1.53)

9ut Hoeti^tar Mesa (SB) Mean (SB)

Low risk 5.81 (2.86) 6.48 (2.83)
Intermediate 6.27 (3.00) 5.17 (2.72)
High risk 8.53 (3.65) 5.85 (3.24)

CrltlelsB of Others Mean (sb) Msan (SB)

Low risk 6.U (2.59) 6.28 (2.70)
Intermediate 6.64 (2.66) 5.25 (3.93)
High risk 7.75 (3.22) 4.77 (2.71)

Pfluafrna; j&a ffeaja (sb) Mean (sb)

lee risk 2.52 (1.42) 2.32 (1.65)
Intermediate 2.73 (1.85) 1.75 (1.06)
High risk 3.92 (2.23) 1.85 (1.28)
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Lew risk

Internediete

High risk

Delusional Guilt

Low risk

Intermediate

High risk

Men

Sean (SJ>>

6.59 (2.64)
6.56 (2.06)
6.83 (3.41)

Mean (BP)

3.89 (1.74)
3.73 (1.49)
4.03 (1.78)

Mean (BP)

7.16 (3.08)
7.42 (2.35)
8.Q3 (2.33)

&«*» (>;l>)-.

4.04 (2.35)
4.42 (1.93)
3.38 (2.14)

General Hostility Keen (r,p) ■Vaan (3D)

Low risk 25.22 (8.15) 26.20 (10.10)
Intermediate 26.09 (7.42) 24.00 (9.56)
High risk 30.92 (9.92) 23.92 (8.07)

JtosMsajat Hostility mm (BP) im (SP)

Low risk 101.78 (6.43) 103.28 (7.22)
Intermediate 100.45 (8.12) 107.08 (5.87)
High risk 97.75 (11.36) 107.03 (6.69)

£ Mean (SP) Mean (BP)

Loss risk 14.74 (5.57) 15.00 (6.32)
Intermediate 16.00 (6.48) 12.17 (6.59)
High risk 20.75 (7.76) 12.45 (5.68)

Sua I Mean ML Bean
•ew-ww*. Ml

Lew risk 10.48 (3.99) 11.20 (5.03)
Intermediate 10.09 (3.33) 11.83 (3.83)
High risk 10.92 (5.04) 11.46 (3.91)
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hbsonaijct ag&att coksidm* g
CATBsaaias » m -.'MCAOTiata MSM afcmi

Hunbere in eaoh group

Men otaen

Ensure 22 27
Intermediate 23 18

Avoid 5 5

Man MS122

AK&X Mean lag}, Mean (SB)

Ensure 7.68 (2.12) 7.48 (2.38)
Intensediato 7.70 (1.89) 7.72 (2.56)
Avoid 6.40 (2.07) 8.20 (1.48)

Mean <3P) Mean (SB)

Ensure 3.91 (1.74) 3.93 (1.75)
Intermediate 4.4B (2.17) 4.28 (1.67)
Avoid 4.00 (1.00) 3.00 (1.41)

A Mean (SB) Mean (SB)

Ensure 6.14 (1.39) 5.15 (1.79)
Intermediate 7.04 (1.87) 5.00 (1.14)
Avoid 5.60 (0.55) 4.80 (2.17)

JiinteXUf.ent) -lean 1M Moan (BP)

Ensure 6.73 (2.00) 5.93 (1.69)
Intermediate 6.39 (1.88) 6.61 (1.88)
Avoid 7.40 (1.52) 6.00 (2.55)
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9

Insure

Intermediate

Avoid

ft (ft«aln«rt)
•insure

Intermediate

Avoid

V (enthuaiaatlo)

Baaaxe

Intermediate

Avoid

£ {oonfQien^ft?
insure

Intermediate

Avoid

H (venturesome)

Ensure

Intermediate

Avoid

jJittii&aal
»aur©

Internediate

Avoid

Men

Mean (3D)

3.59 (2.63)
4.17 (2.27)
4.00 (0.00)

Mean (SP)

4.91 (1.87)
5.52 (1.83)
4.60 (2.07)

Mean (SP)

5.14 (1.46)
5.35 (2.19)
5.40 (1.14)

Mean (SP)

4.14 (2.03)
4.09 (1.90)
4.80 (1.30)

Mean (si))

3.77 (1.69)
4.30 (2.18)
4.60 (0.55)

Mean (up)

6.32 (1.67)
6.48 (1.53)
5.40 (1.67)

Women

Mean (SB)

3.30 (2.03)
3.50 (2.04)
3.40 (1.14)

Mean (sD)

5.52 (1.34)
5.89 (2.11)
5.20 (1.79)

Mean (3D)

5.00 (1.92)
5.61 (1.945
3*20 (1.79)

Mean (r:p)

4.52 (1.89)
4.11 (1.64)
5.20 (1.64)

Mean (3D)

4.22 (1.80)
4.50 (1.79)
3.60 (1.52)

mm (sp)

5.11 (1.76)
5.56 (1.72)
4.20 (2.28)
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L {auapootiflg) «i©&a
Enaur® 6.41
Intartaadiato 6.74
Avoid 6.20

8,

Insure 6.18
Intermediate 6.74
Avoid 5.40

?l (sophisticated) Mesa

Enauro 4.64
Intermediate 5.17
Avoid 5.40

P. (^PPFeh^T,®). Mil

Ensure 7.59
Intermediate 7.96
Avoid 7.00

1 (radical) Vetm

Ensure 4*50
ZattswMttate 4.74
Avoid 5.00

BL (self-sufficient) ^ea«

Ensure 6.27
Intermediate 6.35
Avoid 6.60

'"oaten

(S3) mm (SB)

(1.69) 6,30 (2.15)
(2.20) 7.11 (2.21)
(2.49) 7.00 (2.55)

(SP) Umn (SP)

(1.65) 6,52 (1.72)
(1.36) 5.67 (1.68)
(1.52) 5.60 (2.30)

Ml Moan 1221
(1.81) 5.65 (2.21)
(1.99) 5.20 (2.32)
(2.07) 5.00 (1.00)

(9I» 3<*ax 1221
(1.59) 7.41 (2,04)
(1.72) 7.17 (2.64)
(2.24) 7,SO (2.17)

(sp) jaa (sp)

(1.95) 6.11 (2.12)
(1.45) 5.67 (1.65)
(2.12) 5.80 (1.64)

Ml mm (SP)

(2.10) 7.00 (1,57)
(2.00) 6.56 (1.79)
(1.14) 6.20 (1.79)
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a3 (aelf-ocntrollad) £%&

Ensure 4.50

Intermediate 4.96
Avoid 5*60

ait. (tense) mm

Ensure 7.36
Intermediate 7.39
Avoid 5*00

•"* Hostility U£*n

Ensure 7*27
Intermediate 5*91
Avoid 6.00

of ,^hcKff &S£

Ensure 7*73
Intermediate 6.00
Avoid 6*20

PtWffffg isaa

insure 3.45
Intermediate 2*57
Avoid 2.00

£$*?, Cyitiyi^i Mgag

Ensure 7*41
Intermediate 6.00
Avoid 3*30

'BE&
(SB) (SB)

(2*02) 5.00 (2.45)
(2.08) 3.72 (2.35)
(0.84) 3.¥> (2.30)

(SB) H®®2 (SB)

(2.06) 6.78 (2.24)
(1.00) 7.33 (2.28)
(2.00) 7.20 (0.45)

(SB) ML
(2.29) 5.37 (2.73)
(3.75) 6.72 (3.16)
(3.87 6.80 (2.59)

lal£i Mean (SB)

(2.45) 5.a (2.72)
(2.83) 6.11 (3.55)
(3.03) 5.20 (3.27)

XSfil I2S2 (SB)

(1.71) 1.89 (1.34)
(1.85) 2.22 (1.40)
(1.41) 2.40 (2.19)

(SB) ggai (SB)

(2.22) 6.93 (3.02)
(2.76) 7.72 (2.19)
(3.70) 9.40 (1.82)
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WooSB

Deluslyaftl Mean (SB) Mean Ml
Ensure 4.32 (1.39) 3.59 (2*19)
Interaediate 3.87 (1.79) 4.28 (2*30)
Avoid 2.20 (1.30) 4.80 (1.79)

OenegnlHostlllty k'Sjaa (SO) Mean (SB)

Insure 30.18 (6.37) 23.11 (8*58)
Intermediate 84.32 (9*45) 27.06 $452)
Avoid 22*20 (9.26) 28*60 (8*14)

&m£llsurj&iUK& Moan (so) Mean (SB)

Ensure 100.68 (7*68) 104.78 (7.24)
Intermediate 100.57 (8.87) 104.67 (6*410
Avoid 99.60 (8.96) 109*20 (6.72)

Sua E Mean (so) M&aa (SB)

Ensure 18.45 (5.38) 12*59 (5.24)
Interaodlate 15.04 (7.55) 15.06 (7.52)
Avoid 14.20 (6.53) lit. _ KA (6.54)

Sua I lean Ml Mm (SB)

Ensure 11.73 (3.38) 10.52 (4.74)
Intermediate 9.87 (4*31) 12*00 (4.01)
Avoid 8*00 (4*64) 14*20 (2.77)
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wssmm v corneal,

fftahcrs In each group

• ^jja Igan

Affective disordtr 15 22

Personality disorder 27 24

* MM wasjen

&&£& Mean »—n (SO)

Affectlrs disorder 7.08 (1.98) 6.59 (2.44)

Personality disorder 7.89 (2.15) 6.58 (1.69)

1-8 Mean (3D) lean (SP)

Affective disorder 3.69 (1.55) 3.68 (1.62)

Personality- disorder 4.22 (1.80) , 4.20 (1.74)

AipjtoSffld Mean (3D) Meaa (3D)

Affective disorder 6.46 (1.39) 4.77 (1.38)

Personality disorder 6.33 (1.66) 5.25 (1.87)

2L1MS}UZ££L Sean (SP) Mean (sp)

Affeotive disorder 6.92 (2.22) 6.73 (2.03)

Personality disorder 6.44 (1.95) 5.92 (1.61)
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Men 19ten

C (stable} Mean ML Mean (SP)

Affective Disorder 4.00 (2.24) 4.27 (1.86)

Personality Disorder 3.67 (2.53) 2.67 (1.69)

1 (drwdnant) Mean (SE) Mean (SE)

Affective Disorder 4.00 (1.53) 5.36 (1.94)

eraonality Disorder 3.63 (1.71) 5.83 (1.46)

Zlm&Mte&titi. Mean (SSE)
t

:ean li2l
Affective Disorder 4.77 (1.42) 4.64 (2.11)

Personality Disorder 3.30 (1.84) 5.46 (1.79)

6 (conscientious) Mean (SP) Mean

s

(3D)

AffOetive Disorder 5.13 (1.28) 4.68 (1.96)

Personality Disorder 3.52 (2.03) 3.92 (1.64)

^(3L^«KftB2ggl Mean ML Mean ML
Affective Disorder 4.31 (1.1*4) 4.27 (1.86)

Personality Disorder 3.89 (1.80) 4.25 (1.57)

X (sensitive) Mean (SD) Mean (35)

Affective Disorder 6.23 (1.88) 5.00 (1.90)

Personality Disorder 6.37 (1.71) 5.50 (1.77)
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Ken omen

Mean (3D) ^e>an (3D)

Affective Disorder 6.08 (1.55) 5.82 (2.04)

Personality Disorder 6.67 (2.02)
■*

7.46 (1.82)

U (eelf-absorbad) Mean (BP) -Laan (SB)

Affective Disorder 6,00 (2.20) 5.86 (1.96)

Personality Disorder 6.52 (1.42) 6.54 (1.64)

ILLmtoteSte&tStSL Mean Ml ■ oan (3D)

Affective Disorder 5.00 (1.41) 6.36 (1.79)

Personality Disorder 4.70 (2.16) 5.04 (2.24)

Mean JM .Jean (3D)

Affective Disorder 7.23 (1.79) 6.a (2.38)

r ersonallty Disorder 8.04 (1.65) 8.25 (1.75)

JillsafljSftll Mean (SP) (SP)

Affective Disorder 4.92 (1.98) 6.09 (1.95)

Personality Disorder 4.67 (1.59) 6.00 (1.82)

4*. (self-sufficient) Heaa (ap'j Mean (3D)

Affective Disorder 6.92 (1.26) 6.86 (1.32)

Personality Disorder 6.11 (2.28) 6.67 (1.86)
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Ilea 'toon

Q3 (self-controlled) Mm Ml Mean Mi
Affective Disorder 5.00 (1.58) 4.73 (2.62)

Personality Disorder 4.52 (2.24) 4.17 (2.26)

<i4(tenae) ggjj (DP) Smn l3Dl

Affective Disorder 6.62 (1.80) 6.00 (2,02)

Porsonality Disorder 7.1*1 (2.17) 7.92 (1.77)

Acting out ilestiMtar J*ean MI Mean MI
Affective Disorder 5,15 (3.05) 4.91 (2.74)

Personality Disorder 7.33 (2.96) 6.83 (2.63)

sLMkm Mean (SP) Mean (sp)

Affective Disorder 5.62 (3.33) 4.41 (3.28)

Personality Disorder 7.59 (2.17) 6.67 (2.33)

isaa (3D) Moan (8P)

Affective Disorder 2.69 (1.65) 1.59 (1.10)

Personality Disorder 3.30 (2.02) 2.42 (1.53)

-W WMfff Mean (3D) Mean MI
Affeotive Disorder 7.31 (3.45) 7.09 (3.31)

Personality Disorder 6.59 (2.53) 7.92 (2.19)
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122 Vamn
Delusional Guilt Mean (OPi feean (sa)

Affectire Disorder 3.77 (1.92) 3.14 (2.34)

Personality Disorder 4.13 (1.54) 4.67 (1.66)

tosaml *£,ti&USa: Mean Mean (SB)

Affective Disorder 24.54 (10.03) 21.14 (10.27)

Personality Disorder 29.11 (6.97) 28.42 (6.16)

j^eotion of. Hostiy^r I2&2 (SD) Mean JM
Affective Disorder 104.46 (6.53) 106.32 (7.07)

Personality Disorder 96.63 (9.39) 104.67 (7.09)

Sun B Mean JM Mean Ml
Affective Disorder 13.46 (6.20) 10.91 (6.16)

Personality Disorder 18.70 (6.21) 15.83 (4.82)

Sua I Mean (3D) Mean (SD)

Affective Disorder 11.08 (4.96) 10.23 (5.22)

Personality Disorder 10.74 (3.88) 12.58 (3.40)
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gatscrama va;jabu»; cohsimbh) ar sal wmem awnraass

tI foabera la each {.roup

Van m313081

toraal 6 6

Borderline Disturbed 11 9

^serially Disturbed 12 8
Character Disorder 21 27

Mm
Mean ML Hccn (as)

tarsal 6*00 (2.76) 4.17 (2.48)
Borderline Disturbed 6.36 (1.91) 5.89 (2.03)
Personally Disturbed 7.92 (1.51) 8.13 (1.46)
Character Disorder BM (1.60) 8.85 (1.38)

1 - E Mean (sd) Mean (sd)

Uovml 4.00 (2.00) 5.50 (1.52)
Borderline Disturbed 4.55 (1.04) 3.56 (1.59)
Personally Disturbed 4.53 (2.51) 3.25 (1.2B)
character Disorder 3.95 (2.04) 3.96 (1.74)

AJba&wte&L Mean (3D) ge&a (sd)

Nontal 5.50 (0.64) 5.50 (1.76)
Borderline Disturbed €.55 (1.04) 5.33 (1.12)
Personally Disturbed 6.50 (1.68) 5.63 (1.19)
Character Disorder 6.76 (2.00) 4.70 (1.77)



Um omn

ft (Interment) lean (so) Mean (SP)

Normal 6.00 (0.89) 6.50 (1.38)
Borderline Disturbed 7.00 (1.90) 6.11 (2.03)
v ersonully Disturbed 6.17 (2.52) 6.25 (2.31)
Character Disorder 6.33 (1.36) 6.11 (1.80)

£ (.Stable), loan JMl Mean (SP)

Eoraal 3.00 (2.53) 5.50 (1.87)
Borderline Disturbed 3.09 (2.63) 4.44 (2.13)
Personally Disturbed 3.23 (1.91) 3.25 (1.49)
Character Disorder 3.33 (2.00) 2.59 (1.53)

ilssate.tl Mean 1^1 Mean (SP)

Normal 6.17 (0.73) 5.67 (1.63)
Borderline Disturbed *..35 (1.75) 4.89 (2.20)
ersonally Disturbed 4.67 (2.57 5.8B (1.13)

Character Disorder 5.48 (1.57) 3.78 (1.63)

Mean .(SP) SMl
Dora&l 5.33 (1.75) 6.00 (1.90)
Borderline Disturbed 5.64 (1.29) 5.22 (2.05)
Personally Disturbed 5.06 (1.78) 4.13 (1.73)
Character Disorder 5.14 (2.08) 5.04 (2.07)

6 (conscientious) Mean (3P) Mfean iml
Normal 5.30 (2.26) 5.67 (2.42)
Borderline Disturbed 4.91 (1.76) 5.11 (1.36)
Personally Disturbed 4.00 (1.81) 4.00 (1.60)
Character Disorder 3.32 (1.69) 3.70 (1.61)
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H,(,Teqtureaoa*) US8£

Normal 3#67
Borderline Disturbed 4*75
Personally Disturbed 4*50
Character Disorder 5*67

I (ffftfUftf) 'dSSSL
Normal 5*17
Borderline Disturbed 6,18
Personally Disturbed 6,83
Character Disorder 6.38

Noraal 5.67
Borderline Disturbed 6*36
Personally Disturbed 6.75
Character Disorder 6,76

Noraal 4*67
Borderline Disturbed 5*91

Personally Disturbed 6.92
Character Disorder 6,76

* Issa

Noras1 4.00
Borderline Disturbed 4*55

Personally Disturbed 5.33
Character Disorder 4*76

Women

(sp.) (sp)

(2M 6.17 (1.47)
(1.42) 4.00 (1.66)
(2.58) 3.50 (1.3D
(1.39) 4.15 (1.75)

(bp) JImmIIM* (sp)

(1.47) 3.67 (1.03)
(1.89) 5.78 (2.175
(1.47) 4.75 (1.39)
(1.50) 5.44 (1.78)

(3D) Mean (sd)

(a.58) 4.17 (1.47)
(1.*) 6,11 (1.83)
(1.76) 6.75 (2.31)
(2.07) 7.37 (1.90)

(3d) Mean (SP)

(1.21) 6,33 (2.07)
(1.70) 6.00 (1.50)
(1.24) 6.00 (1.51)
(1.34) 6.15 (1.96)

(sp) Mean (sp)

(1.55) 7.17 (1.60)
(1.69) 6.67 (2.55)
(2.10) 4.88 (1.55)
(2.12) 5.04 (2.05)



• £06

0 (.apprehensive)
Normal 6,33
Borderline Disturbed 7.09

»orsonally Disturbed 7»ifl
Character Disorder 8,48

Ql (radical) M®2S

Normal 5.00

Borderline Disturbed 4.18

Personally Disturbed 4,92
Charaoter Disorder 4.6?

Cj2, (t}elf-3uffiofrfrt) Mean

Normal 6,17
Borderline Disturbed 6,27
Personally daturbed 5,92
Character Disorder 6,67

W (aelf-CQntrolltfl Mean

Normal 5.67
Borderline Distuned 5,73

Personally Disturbed 4,25

Character Disorder 4,48

9k L\ma.?.l Mzm
Normal 5,50
Borderline Disturbed 5,81
Personally Disturbed 7,50
Chraoter Disorder 8,10

Dbstan

(SP) Mean (SP)

(2.07) 4.67 (2.25)
(1.14) 5.22 (1.79)
(1.62) 7.63 (1.41)
(1.60) 8.59 (1.47)

($I>) Mean (SD)

(2.45) 7.17 (0.41)
(1.33) 5.44 (2.35)
(1,44) 5.13 (1.46)
(1.88) 6.04 (1.95)

(3D) Mean (3D)

(1.17) 6.33 (0.52)
(1.74) 7.67 (0.87)
(2.11) 7.38 (2.07)
(2.27) 6.37 (1.78)

(DP) Mean (3D)

(1.86) 7.17 (2.04)
(2.15) 5.22 (1.92)
(2.05) 3.63 (2.45)
(1.75) 3,70 (2.25)

iSfil yean XM
(2.01) 4.67 (2.735
(1.60) 5.33 (1,80)
(1.62) 7.13 (0,83)
(1.61) 8.07 (1.59)
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Acting out Hostility Dean

iomal 5.33

Borderline Piatorbed $,18
i oraonally Disturbed 6.83
Character Disorder 7.38

frimrtw yf lass
toraal 3*67
Borderline Disturbed 3*82

personally Disturbed 6.30
Character Disorder 7*78

pericytial Hqgtl^ty Megg

oncl 1.83
Borderline Disturbed 1.82

Personally Disturbed 4*00
Character Disorder 3.14

Crtticisfr degg

Horaal 5.33
Borderline Disturbed 5.27

Personally Disturbed 6.75
Chf raeter Disorder 7.57

ftcfluglyyai ^ llggg

Noraal 3.33
Borderline Disturbed 2.91

Personally Disturbed 3.67
Ch rooter Disorder 4.71

ooen

(SB) acan (3D)

(2.73) 4.00 (2.37)
(2.75) 4.44 (3.28)
(3.97) 6.38 (2.45)
(2.93) 6.85 (2.71)

ML Mean (BP)

(2.80) 3.83 (2.71)
(2.93) 4.44 (3.84)
(3.21) 5.13 (3.14)
(2.21) 6.59 (2.58)

Ml Mean Ml
(1.83) 1.67 (2.34)
(0.87) 1.67 (0.87)
(1.81) 2.00 (1.85)
(1.77) 2.30 (1.23)

(3D) Mean (BP)

(2.73) 3.00 (1.35)
(2.80) 6.00 (2.00)
(3.47) 8.38 (1.77)
(1.66) 8.67 (2.06)

Mi Mean (SD)

(1.37) 2.00 (1.67)
(1.45) 2.22 (2.22)
(2.02) 4.13 (1.46)
(1.31) 4.93 (1.88)
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Men gBHtt
SamsLSasiSIMtt. Mean JM Mean (DP)

Normal 21.50 (9.77) 14.17 (8.64)
Borderline Disturbed 21.00 (7.59) 16.78 (9.56)
Personally Disturbed 27.75 (8.72) 26.00 (6.30)
Character Disorder 30.76 (6.59) 29.33 (7.20)

&£2£&?3 Mean (3D) Mean (?.P)

Normal 101.17 (5.19) 98.83 (5.81)
Borderline Disturbed 99.82 (6.11) 103.44 (7.42)
Personally Disturbed 99.83 03.37) 107.3® (7.01)
Character Disorder 101.10 (6.29) 106.52 (6.32)

Sue B Mean (,SD) Mean (SP)

Normal 12.03 (6.52) 9.17 (6.49)
Borderline Disturbed 12.82 (5.04) 10.56 (7.23)
Personally Disturbed 17.33 (8.27) 13.50 (5.53)
Character Disorder 10.90 (5.54) 15.74 (5.36)

SOU Mean (3D) Mean (sp)

Normal 8.67 (4.08) 5.00 (3.10)
Borderline Disturbed 8.18 (3.89) 8.22 (3.73)
Personally Disturbed 10.42 (5.11) 12.50 (2.39)
Character Disorder 12.29 (2.65) 13.59 (3.28)
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gmmmjmjm*? wmsmM
RftTPE: S OF r-JYC8XA7R?C HIGHS WO

tfuabera in each group

Jen Woisiea

Pyiaptoms absent 12 15
"©derate symptoms 16 22

Synptoaa present 22 13

iias uuse

49&1& £sa& (SP) Mean (sp)

Symptoms absent 7.00 (1.60) 8.00 (2.06)
Moderate symptom 7.25 (2.29) 7.82 (2.46)
symptom present 8.09 (1.95) 7.00 (2.42)

X - % (so) Msaa (so)

Symptoms absent 4.25 (1.48) 4.62 (1.45)
Moderate symptom 4.63 (1.54) 3.91 (1.72)
Symptoms present 3.82 (2.28) 3.47 (1.81)

iJssteisd Mean MX (so)

Symptom absent 6.33 (1.23) 5.85 (0.30)
odsnate symptom® 6.19 (1.33) 5.05 (1.68)

Symptoms present 6.02 (2.02) 4*40 (1.76)
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MdM2*MB2£l
Syaptoes absent.
Moderate eysptoaus
symptom present

SyaptoBs absent
Moderate Qmptoma
i>y»ptora© present

symptom absent
Moderate symptoms

Symptom* present

Syarptows absent
Moderate aynptoma
■symptoms present

ft

Symptom absent
Moderate symptoms

Byaptoos present

Hen

Mesa

7*17 U.34)
6.81 (1.72)
6.23 (2.22)

Mean (§1?)

5.00 (2.76)
4.06 (2.05)
3*18 (2.06)

Mean (22?)

5.00 (1.76)
5.38 (1.93)
5.09 (1.95)

Mean (si?)

5.83 (2.08)
5.69 (0.95)
4.64 (1.94)

Mean (*>!??

4.83 (1.59)
4.50 (2.16)
3.59 (1.74)

woaen

?iean (aP)

5.38 (1.76)
6.27 (1.45)
6.73 (2.25)

Mean (3P)

3.15 (1.77)
2.77 (1.74)
4^7 (1.10)

Mean (S3)
6.15 (1.34)
5.41 (1.62)
5.47 (1.10)

Mean (SO)

5.85 (1.21)
4.95 (2.08)
4.47 (2.29)

I'iean (si?)

3.38 (1.71)
4.41 (1.59)
4.73 (1.98)



BJmtammiL
Symptoms absent
Moderate symptoms

symptoms present
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Hffi
Mean ML
3.75 (1*60)
4.50 (M7)
4.00 (2.14)

Mean
- "it%Wh

4.85 (1.68)
4.25 (1.72)
3.80 (1.86)

Symptoms absent
Moderate gymptaaa

Symptoms present

Mean (so)

6.58 (0.90)
5.8! (2.17)
6.50 (1.41)

m&SS (SO)

5.46 (2.03)
5.09 (1.82)
5.07 (1.87)

It .(ftuspeoti^),
Symptoms absent
Moderate symptoms
Symptoms present

xsj&
6.33 (1.97)
6.06 (2.35)
7.00 (1.85)

HSSS ISEl
7.54 (1.765
6.32 (2.34)
6.40 (2.03)

Symptoms absent
Moderate symptoms
symptoms present

Mean iM
6.58 (1.38)
8.25 (2.18)
6.32 (1.04)

Mean (MP)

6.15 (1.46)
6.23 (1.60)
5.93 (2.31)

Mmy* (MP) Bean (iP)

Symptoms absent 4.25 (2.05) 4.69 (2.32)
Moderate symptoms 4.81 (2.26) 5.36 (2.32)
Symptoms present 5.00 (1.69) 5.87 (1.64)
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Ken ' oasa

0 {«PM^R8iv»i Mean {SB), Mean (SP)

Symptom absent 7,33 (1.56) 7.77 (2.05)
'.operate symptoms 7.36 (1.67) 7.64 (2.13)

Symptoms present 6.14 (1.79) 6.60 (2.53)

ftl» (iBiWO Mesa (SB) Mean (SB)

Symptoms absent 4.67 (1.61) 5.46 (1.61)
Moderate symptoms 3.25 (1.84) 6.05 (2.10)
Symptoms present 4.25 (1.63) 6.13 (1.85)

£Uj.?Kz?i*f£Ma2$l Mean Ml Mean JM
Symptom absent 5.83 (1.75) 7.08 (1.61)
M9A«rftt« symptoms 6.13 (2.31) 6.73 (1.70)
symptoms present 6.77 (1.85) 6.53 (1.73)

91 Mean (SB) Mesa ,(SP)
Symptoms absent 3.42 (1.56) 4.62 (2.10)
Moderate sym.tows 4.75 (2.14) 4*13 (2.50)
Symptoms present 4.59 (2.06) 4.47 (2.77)

?*wq (3D) ■lean (,>£)
Symptoms absent 6.53 (1.83) 7.38 (2.02)

Moderate aymptoras 7.00 (2.22) 7.14 (2.32)
symptoas present 7.55 (1.99) 6.33 (1.10)
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Men Women

Aotlna out Hostility Mean. JM Mean
».-■*»> wanww 1M

Symptoms absent 5.75 (3.14) 6,92 (2.60)
Moderate symptoms 6.98 (2.95) 5.86 (3.11)
Symptoms present 6.64 (3.47) 5.40 (2.83)

svm,9%m PJL^SEA Mean ML Mean IM
Symptom* absent 5.33 (3.14) 6,62 (2.33)
Moderate symptoms 7.56 (2.34) 5.50 (2.99)
Symptoms present 7.00 (2.65) 5.00 (3.63)

Delusional Hostility Mean (sx>) ,J2&n (SD)
Symptoms absent 2.08

mar- e»w'Biij>

(1.51) 2.69 (1.49)
Moderate symptoms 3.00 (2.00) 2.09 (1.60)
Symptoms present 3.27 (1.72) 1.47 (0.83)

Self Criticism Moan Xail Mean JUE1
Symptoms absent 5.75 (3.19) 7.30 (2.25)
Moderate symptom 5.% (2.65) 7.23 (2.78)
Symptoms present 7.53 (2.18) 7.93 (3.03)

MhuiMlGtOXt Mean 1&&L Mean 1M
'ymptoiss absent 3.33 (1.72) 5.00 (1.68)

Moderate symptoms 3.56 (1.63) 3.77 (2.31)
Symptoms present 4.45 (1.57) 3.33 (2.23)
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i-qpgrgi VqMWsr. Mm
: ymptomas absent 22.25
Moderate symptoms 27*00
Symptoms pre8ant. 29*09

Woman

(SO) Mean ISO}
(10,21} 28.54 (7.45)
(6.88) 24.36 (9.72)
(8.21) 23*13 (10,09)

Sia&lte .a£ Mean (SO) Mean ,(sp)
Symptoms absent 101*17 (7.225 103.38 (6.86)
Moderate symptoms 97.75 (10.00) 104*77 (7.10)
Symptoms present 102*18 (6.99) 107.33 (6.60)

Sum S Mean (SP) Mean IML
.symptoms absent 13.17 (7.16) 16.23 (5.45)
Moderate symptoms 17.50 (6.32) 13.36 (6.475
Symptoms present 17.50 (6.39) 11.87 (6.24)

Sua 1 Mean (St) Mean (SP)

iI absent 9.06 (4.70) 12.31 (3.54)
Moderate symptoms 9.50 <3.J7) 11.00 (4.56)
Symptoms present 12.00 (3.38) 11,27 (5.01)
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WW33W BY :.AgBK..l, QF A .^Of^T, AixfQ^TY

Lwbara in ©&oh cyroup

Man jam

Sot afeaaiml 15 12
Xndaiorsiaato 20 21

Abnormal personality 17 17

Aa&xtz Mm

Sot abnormal 6.85
Indstarainato 7*45

Abnormal yoraoaality 3.24

Mffli

iM Moan (a&)

(1.68) 6.92 (2.31)
(2.19) 8.00 (1.97)
(1.92) 7.71 (2.70)

1 T,I Moan (s») %oan jiEl
mt abnormal 4.23 (2.20) 4.00 (1.43)
ladoterolttats 4.35 (1.76) 3.67 (1.74)
Abnormal personality 3.94 (1.82) 4.29 (1.83)

A (outgoing) Moan

Sot abnormal 6.77
2nd&torminato 6.70
Abnormal personality 6.06

IM mm (aa)

(1.69) 5.17 (1.53)
(1.530 500 (1.73)
(1.75) 4.94 (1.56)

B (intelligent) mm fas) £332 (SB)

Not abnormal 7.08 (1.93) 6.08 (1.68)
l&dotorminate 6.25 (2.17) 5.76 (1.87)
Abnormal personality 6.76 (1.48) 6.76 (1.86)
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£en \vogen
,C Moan (so) Moan (80)

Hot abnormal 4.54 (2.18) 4.06 (1.62)
Indeterminate 4.00 (2.10) 3.14 (2.15)
Abnormal personality 3.29 (2.62) 3.18 (1.85)

1 («o»li*a**t) JM Moan Ml
riot abnom&l 4.85 (1.72) 5.92 (1.51)
1 ndetendncite 3.35 (1.46) 5.57 (1.86)
Abnormal personelity 5.18 (2.40) 5.47 (1.62)

Keen jjean ISO)

Not abnormal 5.15 (1.95) 4.67 (2.02)
Indeterminate 5.50 (1.28) 4.86 (2.10)
abnormal personality 5.06 (2.19) 5.53 (1.87)

G (conscientious) Mean (Sl>) wean 1M
Hot abnormal 5.15 (1.28) 4.33 (2.06)
Indeterminate 4.10 (2.17) 3.90 (1.58)
Abnormal personality 3.53 (1.70) 4.59 (1.87)

R (venturesome) Mean (so) Mean -Cap.),
Mot ab omal 4.38 (2.60) 4.42 (1.31)
Indeterminate 4.05 (1.70) 3.90 (1.79)
Abnormal personality 3.94 (1.43' 4.59 (2.00)



JLteMSteaX
Not abnormal

Indeterminate

Abnormal personality
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laa Women
IHwwBi eepmwm *•««■<

Mean (SP) im. (SD)

6.77 (1.64) 5.00 (2.00)
5.95 (1.61) 5.30 (1.75)
6,35 (1.50) 5.06 (1.82)

I (guegeQtiwfl) Me^rt

Wet abnormal 6*30
Indeterminate 6.15
Abnormal personality 7.18

(dp) Mean (as)
(1.60) 6.50 (2.32)
(2.23) 6.71 (1.82)
(1.85) 6.71 (?.A7)

Rot abnormal

Indeterminate

Abnormal personality

Mean (hp) ESSE J£M
6.23 (1.36) 5.75 (1.60)
5.85 (1.69) 6,24 (i.ai)
7.06 (1.25) 6.2if (1.32)

1 sophisticated') gam Mi Mean (HP)

ot abnormal 5.00 (1.47) 6.25 (1.76)
Indeterminate 4.15 (1.95) 5.38 (1.99)
Abnormal personality 5.29 (2.17) 5.29 (2.59)

€ fanareheauive) ja^n

Mot abnors&l 6.7?
ladeterminate 7,95
Abnormal personality 8.12

Xg& Mean (ftp)

(1.48) 6.17 (2.52)
(1.79) 7.52 (1.51)
(1.58; 8.00 (2.35)
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Woman

01 (radical) 5.sau ML mai (60)

Hot abnormal 4.92 (2.02) 5.83 (1.90)
Indetersdnate 4.45 (1.93) 5.62 (1.80)
Abnormal personality 4.71 (1.21) 6.35 (2.03)

Q2 (j«lf-aumci«n£> mm (3D) «ean Ml
Hot abnormal 6.23 (2.17) 6.42 (1.31)
Indeterminate 5.93 (1.935 6.90 (1.95)
Abnormal personality 6.88 (1.90) 6.82 (1.55)

(3,P) Ml
Not. abnormal 3.54 (1.81) 4.67 (2.19)
Indeterminate 4.95 (1.79) 3.90 (2.57)
abnormal personality 4.18 (2.19) 4.76 (2.51)

HkSJasml Mean ML ^ean .(.so).

Not abnormal 6.77 (1.77) 6.92 (1.98)
indeterminate 6*85 (2.18) 7.14 (1.90)
Abnormal personality 7.76 (1.99) 6.94 (2.59)

A,9.t4a& out Hostility HUB Csa) Mean .(SJA)
Not abnormal 4.54 (2.93) 5.03 (3.53)
Indeterminate 6.35 (2.91) 6.33 (2.69)
Abnormal personality 8.24 (2.93) 5.71 (2.10)
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Men I2Ei££

Mean (3D) Mean (SB)

Hot abnormal 5.23 (3.32) 5.30 (3.78)
Indeterminate 6.45 (2.26) 6.14 (3.10)
Abnormal personality 8,35 (2.09) 3.12 (2.45)

Mean (SP) Mean (f»P)

Not abnormal 2.62 (1.50) 2.17 (2.08)
Indeterminate 2.45 (1.6b) 2.10 (0.94)
Abnormal personality 3.63 (2.03) 1.94 (1.48)

fffftf grttielsa Mean i££l li£as (SP)

Not abnormal 3.77 (2.65) 7.33 (2.31)
Indeterminate 6.35 (2.61) 7.76 (2.17)
Abnormal personality 7.29 (2.89) 7.18 (3.57)

Mean (SP) Mean iSfil
Not abnormal 3.46 (1.56) 4.33 (2.10)
Indeterminate 3.90 (1.80) 3.71 (1.93)
Abnormal personality 4.24 (1.60) 4.00 (2.62)

fieaaral Hostility Mean (SP) Mean (SP)

Not abnormal 21.62 (9.54) 25.00 (11.24)
indeterminate 23.90 (7.46) 26.05 ( 7.11)
Abnormal personality 31.76 (6.64) 23.94 (10.77)
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Dlrootlon of Hostility

Not abnormal 102.15
Indeterminate 101.55
Abnormal personality 99.06

Women

(M noan 1221
(4A7) 105.67 (7.22)
<7.97) 104.67 (6.30)

(10.26) 105*47 (7.79)

Sua I Mean (SS) Moan (SO)

Not abnormal 12.38 {SM 13.33 (8.44)
Indeterminate 15.45 (5.61) 14.57 (5.19)
Abnormal personality 20.76 (5.85) 12.76 (5.92)

Sua i Mean (3D) Mean iM
Not abnormal 9.23 (3.81) 11.67 (3.75)
Indeterminate 10.45 (4.03) 11.48 (3.36)
Abnormal personality 11.53 (4.23) 11.18 (5.99)
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gagugg mmsm aaaaasBnY
-,vr-r: !tr SQClAI. MB • Parches

151 * group

Men Wj222

Ho aoci&l disorder 21 21

Indeterminate 15 11

Social disorder 14 10

Men Women

Anxiety Mean (SP) .'lean (SP)

Ho social disorder 6.90 (1.87) 7.4S (2.27)
Indeterminate 7.47 (1.88) S.27 (2.00)
Social disorder 6.64 (2.02) 7M- (2.66)

X H Mean (SD) MSSS i££i
Ho social disorder 4.00 (1.82) 3.86 (1.31)
Indeterminate 5.40 (1.55) 2.73 (1.62)
. ooial disorder 5.14 (1.70) 4.83 (1.72)

,4 (yrtfiolnfi) Mean (3D) Mean (SP)

Ho social disorder 6.57 (1.47) 5.33 (1.39)
Indeterminate 7.47 (1.60) 4.18 (1.94)
Social disorder 5.36 (1.28) 5.28 (1.49)



B (intelligent

no social disorder

Indeterminate

social disorder
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:oi

limn (3D)

7.33 (1.74)
6.00 (1,60)
6.29 (2.16)

?*&mm

I'asn (Sp)

6,62 (1.96)
6.18 (1.78)
5.67 (1.68)

S, Ltiftfe&L Mean IM Mean (Sp)

no social disorder 4.24 (2.30) 3.71 (1.62)
1 ndetermia&te 5.15 (2.07) 2.73 (2.24)
Social disorder 2.07 (1.58) 3.39 (2.09)

£l&ala9ftli Mean |SD) Mean Ml
Ho social disorder 4.81 (1.69) 5.52 (1.50)
Indeterminate 5.47 (1.30) 5.18 (2.09)
Social disorder 5.36 (2.56) 6.00 (1.61)

Ho social disorder

Indetenelmte

Social disorder

Mean (so)

5.29 (1.59)
6.20 (1.66)
4.21 (1.72)

Mesa 1M
4.62 (1.94)
4.00 (2.14)
6.17 (1.47)

Llm&siml&ml Mean (sa) Wan (3P)

fk> social disorder 4.76 (1.64) 4.57 (1.50)
Indeterminate 4.33 (2.02) 3.91 (1.97)
Social disorder 3.14 (1.79) 4.06 (2.01)
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H 'venturesome' Heart

Ho eoeial disorder 3*81
Indeterminate 4*93

Social disorder 3*64

llasa&Btol ism
Ho social disorder 8.21
Indeterminate 5.30
Social disardor 8.0?

I rSV.SVB9t^l UtZXl
No social disorder 8.43
Indetmaimt® 8.20
Social disorder 7.07

Mm
No social disorder 6.19
Indeterminate 6.13
Social disorder 6.86

N (sophisticated) Hem

No sooial disorder 4.52
Indeterminate 4.53
Sooial disorder 3.36

Women

Ml Mean (srt

(1*66) 4.29 (1.45)
(1*91) 3*18 (1.72)
(1*83) 4.29 (1.88)

(3D) ttmn (3D)

(1.63) 5.00 (1.92)
(1.13) 5.36 (1.57)
(1*86) 5.28 (1.87)

(v;D) S&aa (35)

(1.66) 6.62 (2.18)
(2.24) 6.73 (1.74)
(2.13) 6.67 (2.40)

Cart. Keen (OP)

(1.34) 5.67 (1.71)
(1.30) 6.73 (1.62)
(1.75) 6.26 (1.90)

(sa) aaa (SP)

(1.63) 6.10 (2.02)
(1.92) 5.43 (2*30)
(2.34) 5.00 (2.20)
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0 'aoprohorutgarol !u2S2

Mo social diaorder 6.95
Indoteminate 8.33
Social disorder 8.14

9i iiaaa

No social disorder 4#57
Indeterminate 4*6?
Social disorder 4,79

Q? (self-sufflolent) Mean

No social disorder 6,19
Xtt&aterB&nat® 5.27
Social disorder 7,71

U3 (self-oontrolled) Me^n

No aooial diaorder 5*43
indeterminate 5,20
Social disorder 3*57

04 (tenae) torn

No social disorder 6,38
Indeterminate 7.55
oclai disorder 7,86

Wmera

XSSI Mean Cssl

(1.69) 6.95 (2.52)
(1.35) 7.73 (1.74)
(1.75) 7.61 (2.23)

(SP) Mean (5D)

(1.99) 5.00 (1,82)
r

(1.80) 6.09 (1.81)
(1.25) 6,89 (1.57)

12321 i2£l
(1.91) 6,57 (1.75)
(1.58) 7.82 (U17)
(1.77) 6.33 (1.61)

ial Mean 1221
(1.80) 4,52 (2.25)
(2.14) 3.82 (2.44)
(1.50) 4.56 (2.75)

jBD'l Baas (-"D)

(1.86) 7.05 (1.75)
(1.68) 6.91 (1.92)
(2.35) 7.06 (2.71)
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WOBCP

Mean (sp) Mean (SP)

HO social disorder 5.29 (3.05) 5.38 (2.60)
IndetorodA.ite 6.13 (2.47) 5.91 (2.70)
Social disorder 8.79 (3.09) 6.78 (3.32)

..Wta Mean (3P) Mean (SP)

Ho social disorder 5.67 (3.01) 4.52 (3.08)
Indeterminate 6.93 (2.25) 6.18 (2.82)
Social disorder 8.29 (2.23) 6.61 (2.87)

1MB iM Mean M).

Mo social disorder 2.52 (1.44) 1.76 (1.U)
Indeterminate 2.60 (1.50) 1.73 (0.65)
Social disorder 3.79 (2.33) 2.61 (1.69)

stiLadtoci.^„ Wean (sp) Mean (SP)

So social disorder 6.62 (2.62) 8.19 (2.23)
Indeterminate 6.73 (2.31) 8.27 (2.28)
Social disorder 6.43 (3.27) 6.11 (3.05)

Mean (SP) Mean SlmmmmL
• iO social disorder 3.81 (1.63) 4.00 (2.00)
Indotersin te 4.07 (1.79) 3.82 (2.40)
tocial dlsordar 3.86 (1.70) 4.00 (2.40)
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Goners! Hostility Meant

If© social disorder 23*90
Indeterainaia 26.73
Social disorder 31*14

Ho social disorder 103*29
Indeterminate 101*20
Social disorder 93*64

Sm M Mean

No social disorder 13.48
Indetewdjva.tc- 16*33
Social disorder 20*86

£MJ. Mean

No social disorder 10*43
Indfiters&nat© 10.80
social disorder 10*29

Woaen

(S3) Mean Ml

(9.13) 25*86 (S.S5)
(6.35) 25*91 (7*42)
(8.63) 26.00 (11.09)

(S3) Mean (Sp)

(5.61) 108*71 (6.16)
(7.53) 106*55 (5.60)

[ 10*24) 100*22 (5.64)

(S3) Mesa (S3)
(6*14) 11*67 (6*42)
(5*11) 15.82 (4*26)
(6.83) 15.89 (6.58)

1M Mean (HP)

(3.97) 12.19 (3.60)
(3.80) 12.09 (4.28)
(4.71) 10.11 (5.23)
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MM Yrm«.* aaayams » -WM

/Laamr y A masa Mimami

IfuQbere in each group

Baa '■aiyi

Koo-repeatera 30 34

Repeater# 20 16

Iffi Mwm

i&JkXftE Mean (SB) (SB)

Non-repeaters 7.53 (2.21) 7.24 (2.55)

Repeater# 1.60 (1.73) 8.50 (1.59)

I *» S Mean XSBl »aan (SB)

•on-repeatera 3.83 (1.71k) 4.06 (1.63)

Repeater# 4.70 (2.03) 3.75 (1.88)

Mean (SB) Mean (■SB)

Woa-repeater# 6.10 (1.49) 5.26 (1.58)

Repeater# 7.10 (1.71) 4.63 (1.59)

AiiaHUiMBll Rean (SB) tlean (SB)

Won-repeatere 7.00 (1.910 6.06 (1.84)

Repeater# 6.10 (1.68) 6.44 (1.86)
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Men 1WK
Mean <»P> <'i,een (Sfl)

Nsii-rspeeters 3.80 (2.30) 5.76 (2.09)

Repeaters 4.05 (2.39) 2.56 (1.26)

B (dominant) Mean (c>P) Mean Csp)

^on-repeatera 5.07 (1.82) 5.68 (1.75)

Repeaters 5.30 (1.98) 5.50 (1.55)

F (enthusiastta) Mean (sz>) 4san (SP)

Kon-repoaters 4.90 (1.71) 5.15 (2.03)

Repeater© 5.80 (1.79) 4.81 (1.97)

k.(misiBMssa),, Mean (SD) &ean (SB)

Tlon-roixvaters 4.40 (2.04) 4^5 (1.975

Repeater© 3.85 (1.63) 4.44 (1.36)

I HM), Mean (SP) |j-fan (SB)

Kon-repeoter© 3.93 (1.82) 4.21 (1.73)

Repeaters 4.35 (1.95) 4.38 (1.82)

ujacis&ixal Mean JM. ML
non-repeaters 6.03 (1.73) 4.77 (1.75)

Repeaters 6.70 (1.34) 3.81 (1.80)
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kSmgagflsfi).

KoB-repoatere

Rapeaters

M®an <&»)

6.63 (1.97)

6.40 (2.01)

y&mn

Mean (s?)
(2.19)

7A9 (1.97)

I IsM^wiSas). Mean (ftp) Mean (3D)

Non-repeater® 6.15 (1.66) 5.% (1.79)

Repeater® 6.70 (1^0) 6.50 (1.75)

2UJS&U&g^ Mean Cap) lua (fiD)

K«n«rep©ster» 4.50 (2.05) 5.91 (2.18)

Repeater® 5.15 (1.79) 4.81 (1.97)

Non-repeaters

Repeater*

Megin (CD)

7.50 (1.745

8.00 (1.65)

Mean (CP)

6.88 (2.28)

8.58 (1.86)

fil (re&ioal)

Non-repeater*

Repeater#

Mean (CD) (CP)

4.93 (1.80) 5.91 (1.82)

4.25 (1.55) 5.94 (2.11)

JtSSB

Non-repeetor# 6.6G

Repeater® 5.95

(SP) v&m. (CD)

(2.03) 6.74 (1.69)

(1.91) 6,81 (1.64)



ion-repeatere

Repeaters
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Jss Wgg
Moan (as) Mean (sp)

*►.80 (2.16) 4.62 (2.39)

*►•90 (1.71) 3.88 (2.09)

Q4 (faao) Moan (3D) Moon (S.P)

Noa-repeatero 7.13 (2.16) 6.68 (2.29)

Repsaters 7.15 (1.87) 7.75 (1.57)

ou* r^MUM

Mon-repeatere

Repootoro

Moan (SB) HSft (SP)

6.40 (3.61) 5.77 (3.20)

6.70 (2.56) 6.25 (2.24)

M3tihSlff«,,.C,vBi£8, Moon (3D) Moan (3D)

Horn-repeaters 6.63 (2.98) 5.38 (3.09)

Repeaters 7.00 (2.47) 6.19 (2.97)

Non-repeaters

Depoatero

Moan XuaLL 1.4S)

3.00 (1.95) 1.97 (1.55)

2.75 (1.39) 2.25 (1.18)

Self MMUM Moan. (SD) Moan I2£l
Hem-repeaters 6.27 (2.77) 7.12 (2.77)

Kepeatora 7.10 (2.53) 8.19 (2.51)
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PffrMftoFft* MMf.

N«t-rejmt«ra

epeators

len

Heap (SO) U@m (so)

3.53 (1.63) 3.a (2.24)

4.45 (1.60) 5.13 (1.59)

Hon-repeatara

epontors

Mow (SB).

25.83 (9.43)

28.20 (7.25)

n (SB)

23.71 (9.93)

28,00 (7.49)

Pifotlop of Hoqtiliftr

N«i-**peat#ra 99.73

Repaatara 101.70

(so) -lean (so)

(8,59) 104.41 (6.92)

(7.62) 106.81 (6.85)

£3L!

on-ropeoter©

::apaator»

sloan (80)

16.03 (7.41)

17.10 (5.56)

ma (^o)
13.18 (6.67)

14.69 (5.30)

Sua 1

Nm-rapaatara

Rapaatera

Moon (SO)

9.80 (4-.08)

11.55 (3.90)

Morn (3D)

10.53 (4.49)

13.31 (3.70)
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